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PREFACE

-ENGINEER-EQUIPMENT CHIEF has been designed to provide present and future chiefs, SSgt
through MGySgt in MOST 1316, 1341, 1345, 1349, and 1391 with a source of study material on
the management and operation of maintenance facilities and equipment construction projects.

SOURCE MATERIALS
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NAVOIRA 10641-F

Equipment Operatqr 14 C, Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval
-Personnel, 1971

.

FM 5-20
FM 5-36
FMFM 4-4
TM 5-200
TM 5-232
TM 5-331A

Camouflage, May 68.
lloute aeconnaissance and ClalWication, Jan 1970
Marine Engineer'Operations,
November 1972
Cimouflage MaterIals,.19 Aprt68
Elements of Surveying, 1964
-Utilization of Engineer Construction Equlment Volumn A-Earthmoving,
Compaction, Grad ng, and DiUhing Equipment, Aug 67
Utilization of Engineer,;Construction Equipmeet Volumn 8-Liftingi
Loading, and Muling Equipment, MaY 68, w/Chn 1,
Utilization of Engineer Construction Equipment Volumn C-Rock
Curshers, Air Compressors, and Pneumatic Tools, Nov 68, w/Ch 1
Niilization'of Engineer Construction , Equipment Volumn D-Asphalt and
Concrete Equipment, Apr 69
.
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TM 5-331B
TML,5,-331C

TM 5-3310'.
k

,

.

TM 5-333
TM 4700-15/10
JAG -

675P5
14C0 4790.2

Construction Management, .Feb 72
Tactical Equipment Record Procedures, Oct 79
Judge Advocate Manual,, July 78
Euclid Operator.Nandbook, June 67
'Meld Procedure Manual, Jan 79
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ENGINEER FQUIP14ENT CHIEF.

Course Introduction
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT CHIEF is designed to orient engineer equipmen t chiefs and prospective
engineer eqdipmeut chiefs in the concept of the operation and effective employment of a wide
variety of engineer construction equipment and related subjects.

;ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

ORDER OF STUDIES
Study Unit
Number

Study
Subject Natter

Hours

1

4

2

4

3

2

4

2

5

2.

Construction Management
Estimating Equipment Efficiency
The Construction Site The Maintenance System
Support Functions
REVIEW LESSON
FINAL EXAMINATION

2
2

Trf
RESERVE RETIREMENT
CREDITS:

6

EXAMINATION:

Supervised final examination without text or notes; time limit. 2
hours.

.1.

MCI 13.28d Engineer ,Equipment Chief Review lesson and.answer sheet.

MATERIALS:

RETURN OF MATERIALS:

Students who successfully complete this course are permitted to
keep the course material's.
Students disenrolled for inactivity or at the request of their
commanding officers. will return all course materials.
ti

HOW TO TAKE THIS COARSE
'

?

..

This course contains 5 study units. Each study unit begins with a general objective r
which is a statement of what you thpuld learn from that study unit. The' study unit are
divided into numbered work units, etch presenting one or Tore-specific objectives. Read the..
objective(s) and then the work unitktext. At the end of:the work unit text are study
questions 'Which you should:be ablrto answer without referring to the text of the work unit.
After answering the questions, check your answers against.the correct -ones_Aisted at the end
If'you miss any of the questions, you should restudy the text of the work
of the study unit.
unit until you -understand the correct response. When you have mastered one study unit, move
on 0 the next. After.you have tom leted all study units, complete tile review Nston and take
mailing to MCI. MCI will mail the final examination to
it to your training officer or NCO f
your training officer or NCO when yo pass the review lesson.
k
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Section V.

Road graders
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Cutting ditches
Windrows and shaping
Bank sloping
Surfaco maintenance
Estimating work output
Techniques for obtaining maximum efficiency
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THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
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.
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MPINE s;pgrs

INSTIT.
Read a few, work \wit Tiesfitins to get an idea of the-.types that tire
asi.: 1, If MCI providesother study
aids, 'such as a slide rifle or a plotting
- board, familiarize yourself with, them,
pw, get dm\ n to speclficS!

Welcome to tte Marine Corps
Institultt_correspondeneetraining program_ ,Ity enrolling in thts course, you

tr.ci.tions.

have shovkn a .desireito improve the
skills you need for effective job p...rforMance, andiVICI has provided maeerials
to help You Ahiev.t. your goal, Now all
you need is to: develop your own-method

11,"

Pl.AN YO[R 5TLI)Y.I'IN11::: AND

CHOOSE :\ COO!) sTrny EN Viii0N-

for using these nifitekal8 to blit advan-

. tage,

MENT
\.

['on) looking over The course
materials, you should have some idea

The followingsguidelines present
a four -part approlvh to completing your
MCI course successfully:
I.

of how much study you %%ill need to com-

.,plete this course, 13ut "sdmc idea- is
not enough.

M4ke a. rec.onnaissaric.e-

y011r materials:
v.:

"2.

3.
4.

Plan your study time and choose
a good study ens ironmelll!
Study ihoroughly and system-.

G

U

Prepare for the final exam.

-iii:coNNAissANcEmAKI:
Y(31 H MATE111.\1.S

You need to %Nork up a

personal study plan: the follmNing Steps
should give you some help,

orb

Gei 8 Caler8181* rind 8181.1.hoSe
dayti oP the %Neel% \\ hell you have time
fr.vie for studs-, T\No siudylaiods per

;took, each lasting 1 to 3 hours, are

.Suggested for completing the minimum
t,t0 study units requiced each month b
Of emis.., Nuork and other
scheduies are not the same 1.(8',,'I'Vey011e..

The important thing iS that you Sehedule

ii.egula time rot study on the same
days ot each week.

Begin 111111 a 1001, at the course'

introduction page. .Read the C01-1151":
INTIO)DtC1ION to gel the "big pictlit'eof the course, Then read the NI,ATERIAI.S

20.

section neat the bottom of the page to.
find out .hich text(s) and study aids you
should have tl.ceiveti 11111111W C0816e.,'

If any of the listed-materiAls ao mis:Sing, sc'e Information rm mcI studoctis
to find out host to gig -them, Jr youilwe
f'Verythingthat is listecL.you are ready
to "reconnoiter" your AI('I course.

.

Head throug the table(s) of con-

tents of your tet(s). Note the various

O'Read thet( rt it' introduction
page again. The sctiot marked 0111)1.11
tells You the number oC
Study-units in the course ant) the appox.-,
'mate number of *study hours you k%
need 10,complete each study unit,
these studLhours into ,y_atir schedule.
For example, if you set aside 1\1(12-1)0On
study periodg each %% eek and,the ORDER
STP011T.S estimates 2 study .hbus for
you,first study unit, 'volt (Amid easily

sub.jects covered in the course and the
order in N\liich they are taught, Leaf
through the text(S) aul look-at" the illus.-

ix

-sclredule and complete the firs! study
unit in one study period, On your calm.'
dar you'Nould mark "Study Unit I" on the
e

....

appropriat40 ay, Suppose that the
second stet ly itTlit":0T yoilr course re=

ti

Follow th; same proeedyire for each
a;tudy unit of the coarse; If yott have
problems with the text or work unit questions
that you cannot solve on your own, ask
your section OIC or NCOIC for help, If

quires 3 study -hours. In that case, ,_yGu
would divide the study unit in half and
work on each half during a separate
study period. You would mark your
calendar accoslingly. -Indicate on your
calthdar exactly when you plan-to work
on each, study unit for the entire course.

he cannot aid you, request assistance from
MC1 On the tinident -Course Content Assis-

tanct Request included with this.eoutse.

- Do not forget to schedule oneor iwo
study period8 to peparofor the final
exam.
1
Stick to your pchedule,

When et otlhave finished all the
units, complete the course review le on.
Try to answer -each question without the aid of
reference materials. However, if you do not
know an answer, look it up. When you have
finished the lesson, take it to your training

Besides planning your study
time, you 'should also. choose.a study
environment that is right for you. Nlost
people need a quietsplace for study, like
a library or a reading lounge: other
people study better witeeef. there is background music: still others prefer to study
out-of-doors. You must e.hoose your
study environment carefully sokjhat it
fits your individual needs.

officer or .1.0 for mailing to MCI. MCI

will grade it and sefftl ydu a feedback sheet

listing course rgferenceslor any questions
that you miss.

PREPAIII: FOR

tiotitit-cari.Y AND
sYsTEMATicAtl.Y

FINAI. EXAM

4

Armed 1% WI a workable scheidule

and situated in a good study en\ ironment
you are now ready to attack your course
istudy unit by study unit. To begin, turn
to the first page of study unit 1. On this
page you ill find the study unit objective,
a statement of what you should be able to

do after completin4the stvly unit.
-NO1' hr riji, )14,..reading' the
Murk unifquestion4:-..i
flipping through

UM\ do rut )repar for the. final

the text fdr answers'you do so,

you w ill prepare to fail, not pass, ihe
final. exam. In.s.tead; proceed as fol-

e\am'' Follow the se four steps;

lows:

as a summary of what was taught in the
course.

Riaview each sfudy,unit objective

RAd the objective rot- the
first work unit and then read the' work
unit text carefully. Make !Imes On
the ideas you feel are important.

0 nroad all portions of the text
thin! .von tund patiliCAll a rly difficult,

0 Review all the work unit questions,

0 1,Vithont referring to the teNt,
answer the questions at the end of Ow

pitying stirciit1 :111(uliott to there yOU tiliSSrd

work unit.

the first time around.

Cheek your answeys against
the correct ones listed-at the end of
the study unit,

lesson, paying particular attention
to the questions you 'Missed.

eStudy the course review

If you follow these simple
steps, you should do well on the

If ,you mistbny of thetquestions,
restudy the 1\ ork unit until you understand
the correct response.

final.. (1001) LI:Ck!

Go on to the ne\ t work unit and repeat steps O throtigh O until you have corAr_
pletV all the work units in the study unit.
X
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STUDY UNIT 1

'

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
P

,

".

IWODY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCfSSFULCOMPLLTION'OF THIS SIUDYMMOIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO.LIST THE PROCEDURES FOR PLANNINGAN ENGINEER OPERATION ANT *MOVING PERSONNEL AND ENGINEER EQUIPMENT: YOU.WILL BE ABLE Tp DESCRIBE THE PROPER USE OF JOB
SUPERVISION. AND EQUIPMENTSUPERVISION. YOU WILL BE-ABLE TO DESCRIBE THE PURPOSE;
SED IN AN ENGINEER ORGANIZATION..
.FREQUENCY, AND TYPES OF INSPECTION

prompt and efficient completion of any conEffective job management is-essentia
Ineffective management can result in time-consuming delays. However, una-oject.
lack of personnel and materials, unforeseen obstacles caused by
roblems do arise:
Wore of the' terrain, anp equipment breakdowns. Faced with situations such.as these, the
th
equipment chief must make a qiiick evalUation of the situation and decide upon a practical,
This is the -goal of-succourse of action Wcomplete the assigned task in the allotted time.
cessful manaOment: completion of the constructi6n project within the specified time limits through the effective use of manpoweri- materials, and equipment.

The pvocess -of management is alogical sequence of events which continues throughout
It starts with prelimindry'reconnaisSance, sketches, surttfe entire construction project.
It ends with a completed record at the conclusion of the project. The
veys, and* estimates.
three phases that make up successful management of a construction project are planning, schedThe
uling,. andiclose supervision of the work-to assure adherence to schedules and plans.
The first step in
first two phases are closely related, while the third is somewhat distinct.
executing'any'conftruction project is to make an accurate field survey including-the collecFroth the survey the amount of
tion of mapsfspho ographs, profiles, and cross sections.
material to be molted or excavated can be determined., the length of hauls and the amount of
brustiVand. trees to be cleared can aIsobe determined. These and other pieces of information
basis for schedulihg. Scheduling is the development of a detailed plan for the
serfe.as t
work to achieve maximum effort from personnel and equipment with a maximum
performance.,
Completion dates and assignment of equipment, personne , and materials
economy of materials.
construction
to specific jobs are part of the overall job plan. This plan coordinates
operationsjod indic4tes how available equipment and personnel will be used. The supervision
Good '
phase inclides control, coordination, and adjustment of the construction schedules.
supervision requires persohal inspection of the project to insure achievement of the intent of
,
the plans and directives.
'

Section I.

PLANNING
,

PLANNING AN ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Work Unit 1-1.

.

.

STATE DURING WHiCH PHASE OF AN AMPHIBIOUS OPERATION YOU SHOULD PLAN FOR THE AMOUNTS
OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND TROOPS NEEDED FOR AN ENGINEER TASK.

,

To insure'that assigned engineer -tasks can be accomplished after arrival in the objecThis planning should be active area, a considerable amountof detailed planning is needed.
complished during the planning ease of the amphibious operation. During this phase you
should plan fdr tre anticipated Nquiremeints for the amounts of construction materials, equipment, and troops. During the initial planning of the assigned engineer task to be acconlz
e esplished, it is essential that certain fack and information be available. It may
11 sel
Adequate intelligen
sential to collect additional Anformationlby reconnaissance.
available to provide the engineer.with all the information requir .* Any
dom, if ever,
lack of inform I on must be overcome by planning that is based on sound judgement and prior
experience. T 'amount of detailed planning required in the task plan will be directly related tq the pomplexityof the work to be performed. A detailed plan required to accomplish a
major engineer task may include:
.

.:

A brief summary of the plbh including the utilization of resources available.'

A siteplan showing where the work Is to be performed.

.

,..

Design calculations.'

Work programs.

X

,

p
Drawings and sketches.
Various schedules for materials, 'equipment, phasing, and completion.

a

.

I

EXERCI4'!

Answer the-rollowinirUdettions and check 1044r answers against those listed at the
end of-this study unit.
1'

State durinrwhich phaie of the amphibious operation you should plan for the
amounts qf ciihgruction.materials, equipment, and trodps needed for an engineer

I.

task.

,

.

_AIL
How should you determine the amount of detailed planning needed in the task

2:

O?

is

Work Unit 1-2. 'PROJECT SITE CONDITIONS
,

.

.

.

.

.

4(k

.

LIST WHICH.TYPES OF WEATHER ARE BEST4SUITED FOR CONSTRUCTION AND EARTHMOVING OPERA-

AP.

TIONS. '

.

STATE WHICH SITE CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCE THE TYPE OF EQUIPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
PROCEDURES TO BE USED AT A CONSTRUCTION SITik

,

Conditions of the construction site directly influence the layout of the construttion
be used, and the planning and

project, the selection of the Jypes of equipment that will
scheduling of construction operations.
.

mal

Weather.
Long-range planning of construction activities includes consideration of norchanges in local weather.
seasons
Warm weather is ideal for construction ,werk.
Light

rains are also beneficial.
Continued' rainfalis 'like thote encountered in the tropics hinder -,
most phases of construction and earthmoving operations_ Cold weather requires special 'equip -_
ment for handling soils and aggregates, and extra maintenance fbr equipment.
In addition,
cold weather lowers personnel efficiency, which affects the production rate.
0

Topography and soil conditions.' The-topographlc characteristics of the construction
site contra the volume of cut and fill, the length of hauls, and the location and laydut of
material plants or burrow pits.
Topography influences the types of equipment and construction
procedures to be used and the location of maintenance areas. The types of.materials excavated, sources of embankment materials, and the types of equipment to be4employed are det
ned
by soil conditions. The types and structure of rock formations affect cut and fill
rations, especially if drilling and blasting are required.
Rock work is costly and ti
onsuming and should be .avoided if possitfle.
The type and structure of rock forMations,will
determine their suitability for use 'as fill, base course, and 'surface course preparation.
When bedrock is close to the surface, its type and Structure should be noted
This Will have'
a distinct effect on drainage and suitability for use as a natural foundation.
EXERCISE:

,

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the,
end. of this study unit.
I.

List which types of weather are best suiied for conitruction,and earthmo
operations?

*g

a.
b.

2.

What effect does cold weather haye on personnel efficiency?

3.

State which characteristics influence the type of equipment and construction
procedures to be used at a construction site.

.F

4.

The type and structure of rock formations determines their suitability for use
as fill.
a.

True

`b.

False

4.°

Warknit 1-.

LOCAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE,.
1

.

,A.

..

-.

,

.

-

LIST WHICH LOCAL RESOURCESCAN BE U

.

AT A ONSTRUCTION SITE.
-"-

In military construction, every effort shPuld be made to use available local
_resodeces. These include local labor as well as local construction materials and equipment.
An inventory of available labor equipment, and materials should. be made. The final list
should include only those reso elc eS,that are immediately available. This list will make it
spossible.to determine/what additional. support will be required to sustain the construction'
'

projecti .

.

.

Labor.
Local labor is often used to supplement,troops and equipment and to release administiiiTTe personnel for .training as techllIcians or operators. The use of local labor increases the risk of sabotage andesptonage, and requires rtgid,security precautions-. Local
litiorers are usually eliployed most efficiently when superv1ed by local foremen and when allowed to use tools wit, which they. are familiar.
Laborers are usually paid at the fair local
rate for the type work they perform.

Materials.
The quantities .of materials on hand must be compared with the quantities of
materials that will be needed.
This wtitallow.for arrangements to be made for oltaining
those materials which are needed. Local facilities, such as buildings; roads, quarries, and
water sources, are 4sed whenever possible.- The volume and tonnage at construction materials
is freqUently.so large that every effort should be'made to use available local materials and
resources.
ql.

Local construction,. transportation, and farm equipment can be adapted for
Equipment.
use on construction projects. Captured enemy equipment should be repaired and used if possible.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your anwers against those listed at the
end of this study.unit.
I.

What type of supervision is the most desirable one when employing local labor?

2

List which locAl

x
rces can be used at a construction site.

.

.

,

a.
, b.

c.
it

0.

Which local facilities .Can be used at a constAction site?

A

.

4.

What

r
hould be done wi th captured enemy construction equipment?

t
Work Unit 1-4., PROJECT TASK ASSIGNMENT
NAME THE MOST DESIRABLE FORM OF WORK ASSIGNMENT.
Engineer plans, prior to an amphibious. operation, are normally prepared at brigade and
higher levels.
This information is distributed to subordinate units in.the form of a standard
five-paragraph order.. This order contains such information as situation, mission, details of
specific tasks to subordinate engineer units, administratiOnuand logistics instructions, and
command and communications instructions necessary to insure proper execution of engineer missions. After appropriate' staff plann g by the division engineer and-apprOval by the 'land,'
ing-force cOMmander, the subordinate
ements are assigned specific tasks. This is the unit
task assignment and is the most Oesir le form of work assignment. The unit task_assignment
may`. include preliminary and/or fragmentary plans and
clearly defines the job to be done,'

specifications,.or it may refer simply* ~standardized drawings-and specifications.: The task
assignment will normally include the following information:

6
4

Descriptioh of the mission.

Location of the proposed construction.

r)

Arting and Completion dates.
SupPll information as to construction materials, etc.
Priority of the mission.

Unit size to complete the task and additional support if required.

As an equipment thiefi. you will not have much ofAn opportdnity to come_in contact with
the prior plInning phase of selected construction prolecy, but Will receive your assignment
The company commander receives his assignment from the battalion
from the Company commander.
commander, who is assisted by the battalion operations officer
EXERCISE:

Answer the folloWing questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
1.

Prior to an,uphibious landing, at which level are'engineer-plans normally
prepared4

2.

Name the most desii.able fOrm of work assignment.

114Work Unit 1-5.

SITE RECONNAISSANCE'

LIST FOUR TYPESOr INFORMATION CONTAINED IN ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE.'
to keep the engineers completely aware 6f matters of present or
Reconnaissance is u
It is used to obtain technical information not
potential` concern from the eng neer viewpOint.
otherwise available, to verify information obtained from other sources, and to determine the
availability of local resources. Ehgineer reconnaissanCe.is preplanned, organized, and conThe engineers making the reconnaissance should make certain they know the exact intindouse.
formation desired.. All engineer NCO's must be capable 'of conducting an engineer reconnaisFuture engineer planning and operations depend on the information obtained; therefore,
sance.
all reconnaissance should be thorough and accurate. Standard forms such as the one shown in
These are usually isfigures 1-1 and 1-2 cover the.usual types of engineer reconnaissance.
sued, in advance, to engineer personnel. Some of the more common types of engineer reconnaissance are:
q

(

Routes of communication.
6.

Bridges and bridge sites.
Water sources.

Construction materials and equipment.
a

Roads and road sites.

Airfielcs and airfield sites.

SketAes,
All information provided in a reconnaissance should be stated as fact.
ings, ang photographs are good methods of recording information and should be used whenev
possiblel During the reconnaissance of a projected construction site, the reconnaissance
party should make overlays to. show possible-routes to the job site, natural:material sources,
potential defertaive positions, and potential storage areas.
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Road reconnaissance repok (front).
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Road reconnaissance report (back).

The purpose of route reconnaissance is to gain information which will aid in
Routes.
This informathe select on of routes to be used for the'movement of equipment and materials.
tion will allow construction teams to move effectively without obstructing each other. Time
has a big influence on the selection of the routes between the construction site and the material resources areas. Natural obstructions such as stream beds, swamps, flooded areas, and
mountains should be avoided if at all possible. When operating in a forward area, camouflaging of these routes should be taken into consideration.

°-

'

/

.

.

Defensive poSitioqs. Planning to reduce the effects of enemy interference must be
based on enemy capabilities. These capabilities vary as the enemy potential.changes. Plans
should provide for the developing of standard operational procedures for defense of the working crews and the protection of the construction site in the event of an enemy attack trom air
or ground fo,ces. Camouf aging of construction equipment is Neneeally impractical, since
normal work dispersion is dequate. DefenSiVeflpositions covering avenues of approach tcrthe..
construction site should be noted, and plans to have them brought undeh control should be
Maximum attention shbuld
made.. Evacuation routes for equipment and material should be noted,
In
be given to developing realistic and workable plans to meet probable emergency:situations.
all construction, whether in forwardpr rear areas, existing facilities must be protected to
-prevenedestruction or damage., Unnecessary damage to these facilities may require extra manpower, materials, and equipment to regain losses. This4loss of time and materials far exceeds
that which is necessary to prevent destruction.
.

,

,

%
A

.

.

.

.

.

Storage areas.' Selection of materials storage areas must be one of tale first items
0
scheduled in'the plan for construction-. Tbe locationf the storage areas should not
interfere with construction operations, but they,should be close enough to operations so that
materials will be readily available. Such items as rock crushers eind'asphalt plants Must, be
placed in'the'best locations with-respect to the Iv materials; Movable engineer equipMent
must have parking areas and maintenance facilities It may be advantageous to proOde .'
temporary shop facilities for work to 114 done on an assembly line basis to meet the needs of
the construction site. Concrete.formS and panels might be constructed in the fear area and
transported to the site when needed., The storage areas should be arranged so as to permit
easy movement of trucks and materials handling.eqUipment. The size of storage areas can be
roughly estimated at one square yard per ton of material.

,

Natural material resources. Wooded areas with trees large -enough for use as timbers in
bridging and other construction should be noted. Other areas to be considered are thosa areas
that could be used as'quarries for crushed rock,and gravel. Rivers and small lakes can be
useful for water supply.

'-

J

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check YourAhswers against those listed.;et the.
end of the study unit.
1.

Engineer reconnaissance ends when construction of a project begins,
a.

2.

b.

True

False

List four types of information contained in engineer reconnaissance.
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Natural obstructions such as swamps and flood9d areas can be an advantage to a
construction site.
a.

4.

True

1)1

False

Why should defensive positions be considered while 'making an engineer
reconnaissance?

ti

ir
5.

What is one of the first items scheduled for cbhstrection?
a.

b.
c.
d.

Parking for the CO's jeep
Staff NCO club'
Dining facility
Storage areas
Section II,

'

SCHEDULING

In scheduling, the planner arranges each sub-task in the logical sequftce in which the
This is done after he has balanced the available sources of manpower and
task would, occur.
equipment required to place, move, or fabricate the available material so as to accomplish
each sub-task within the time allotted. S#eedy,,efficient, and workable schedules can be prepared only when.the planner gives consideration to both construction principleS and existing
limitations. One of the first principles is to start as soon as possible, that portion of
the project that will take the longest to complete. the men. and equipment should be kept go-'
the use of this
ing on the job'as long as possible. Speed and efficiency can be obtained
In scheduling, one of the major limitations is that at no time may the physical
pr- inciple.
capabilities of the equipment be exceeded. That is, a piece of equipment can not be used at
two different places at the same. time. Another limitation is that at no time can jobs be done
out of sequence. An example of ,his is that stripping cannot be done before grqpbing. The
In scheduling the use of
application of these,limitationt ill provide a workable schedule.
equipment and work items, some aids that can be reproduced locally are the Work Estimate
Sheet, the Equipment Requirement and.Assignment Schedule, and the Construction Operation
Schedule.
Work Unit 1-6.

EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL,

.LIST THE THREE TYPES OF PERSONNEL THAT CAN BE USED TO ACCOMPLISH AN ENGINEER OPERAT1ON.

The types of personnel and equipment that can be used for accomplishing essential engineer tasks are many and varied. For this reason, it is not peactical to provide each subordiNo sinnate engineer unit of the battalion with every skill and item of equipment available.
in
support
of
inde:
gle engineer unit is capable of'performing comprehensive engineer missiohs
pendent operations.
Platoons
Detached engineer units are reinforced specifically for the assilved mission.
may be assigned special equipment and men from company headquarters. rip companies depend
upon battalion headquarters for certain services and persoKneli The employment of engineer

troops on tasks tat do not require technical skills-should generally be avoided.

....-

'''',
.

e capabilities and',)!Ise of labor in road and airfield construction are discussed here in r ationship
to employment, classification, and measures of work capacity.
There are three claSses of labor:
troop labor, local civilian labor, and pritoner-of-war labor.
The ability of a unit to
do work is determined ny:

.

Work output per man per day.
'Man hours per day normally available from the unit, frequently expressed in larger
units of work capacity such as platoon-days or battalion months.
Additional manthours per day available from the unit in an emergency.
There are a number of factors. which determine the man-hours that can be normally worked
per day.
A 10-hour 'Cork day in a combat zone is desirable, but troops can work 12 hours per
day when necessary. The construction strength,of the unit assigned to the Job will determine
the total man-hours per day.
The hours of dayli ght and the availability of night lighting
equipment will determine the length of the workday.
The number of shifts depends on the unit
strength, the length of the day, and the availability of tools and equipment.
Provisions for
Maintenance of equipment will, modify
of hours personnel can work. Usually two
1U-hour shifts can be maintained if main nance personnel can be used during the 4-hourtshut

down period and daily eiltenance is done on the site. ,Since operators must be allowed time
for before-ind after-odUrations maintenance, about nInelhours of effective work can be reali
ed when a Mid-shift meal, is served on the job site.

-

Troop labor.
The construction strength of a nit is the number of men from that unitactuallYavailable for the construction work. Administrative and housekeeping personnel not
available for duty are not included in the construction strength figure; ,The strength of the
engineer unit engaged in construction thoUld not be less than 65% of onboard strength, The
work capacity (in man-hours) of a unit is based omits construction strength. The emergency
strength includes personnel that were previously exempted.

Local civilians. Construction demands in a combat zone usually exceed the capacity of
available engineer trodps. When possible, the excess %fork can be handled by utilizing local
civilian labors Hiring of local civilians boosts the local _economy and trains the local populoa,
lace in ,certain skills which are beneficial to the communtty and to their country es a whole.
ee.
Such personnel 'should be carefully selected"to maintain local security and Writ, efficiency,
and to prevent pilferage and sabotage.
It is advisable to select a local leader, tribal or
village chief,.or locally recognized authoritg to serve as a labor superintendent. Wherever
possible, whole existing labor_ organizations are hired. The selection of local civilian labor
witl be carried out-in accordance with standard operating procedures established by military
4
government-or other authority.
In scheduling construction, allowances must km made for absenteeism doused by illnets and by misunderstandings, language difficulties, religious obligationt and customs. BeCause civilian populations are often poorly fed dr diseased, absenteeism
may be as high as one day per week perman. Consequently with a six -day workweek, the reduction in actual man -days may be as higtias 25%. This figure it obtained by multiplying the
number of construction laborers (exclusive of administration personnel) by the number of work-,
days allotted to the project. These figures will Vary with conditions and should be adjusted
to conform with expepence in a' given area.
Prisoner-of-war labor.
Prisoners-dfrwar may be used_ ffectively to augment engineer
units in the cbnstruction of roadtond civilian airfields. Prisoners are subject to the laws,
regylations, and orders in force in the armed services of the United States, including the
Uniform Code of Militpry Justice. Prisoners are to be treated humanely at all times.
They
should.be protected fromviolence,,InsUlts,;'and curiosity. -Measures' of reprisal are.prohibited.
The rules of land warfare se1 dOwn_by the Geneva Convention, Articles 31 end S2, restrict the employMent of prisoners-bf-war to those taSki that have no relation to war operations and those not involving dangerous. or unhealthy work. The possibilitieOf extensive
sabotage and the possible requirements of excessive guard and supervisory personnel may limit
the use of prisoner -of -war labdr on Manif projects.
Supervision on the fob it done 14 the
using unit. immediate supervision is done by their own NCO's, who receive instructions from
the officer in charge of the construction project.

41,

1
EXERCISE:

Aniwer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
J.

In a combat zone, what would 4e the most desirable amount of hours in a work
day?

2.

et)

List the three types Of personnel that can be_used to accomplish an. engineer
operation.
1

a.

-:__

b.

0

...

,

c.

3.

List three of the problems that may be created 4,y the use 4f local civilians.
O.
b.
C.

4.

PriSoners-of-Wor may be used in the construction of vital roads and military.
airfields.
a.

'Work Unit 1-7.

True

b.

False

WORK ESTIMATE SHEET

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF FORMULAS, THE NUMBER OF MACHINE HOURS,AND DAYS NEEDED TO
COMPLETE AN ENGINEER PROJECT.

The projectlivnAmed, numbered, or described in the project or desdiption block of the
work estimate sheet.(fig 1-3); starting and completion dates are entered in their appropriate
The three columns under
blocks. 'Jhe dates-are often dictated by the job Or task assignment.
the "Work Operation" section constitute a summary of the .quantity survey, The work operations
are numbered consecutively in the first column. The second column is a description of 'the
Column three should include such information as the number of acres to be
work to be done.
The next 'five columns, headed "Equipment-4
cleared and the cubio yards of earth to be moved.
Estimate", are completed at the same tim4 (more infolfmation on equipment estimation is includIn the first of these five columns is listed the types of equipment to be
ed'in chapter 2).
used to complete the various stages of wak,listed under "Description". This information can
be based on past experience, on similar projects under similar conditions, or it can be
estimated as will be shown in study unit.2. The next column, headed "Estimated Hourly
Output", gives information such as the estimated acres per hour or cubic yards per hour. The
third column is the required machine hours necessary to complete that particular phase of
construction lited under "Description". This figure is.derived by diding the "estimated
hourly oitput" into "work operation quantity". ,A machine-hour is the use of an item of
equipment for one clack hour. The last two columns under "E. Opment Estimate" involve a
decision of how many items of,equipment should be assigned te-the operation and the number of
cti
days to be allotted for the completion of that specific work tem. "the total days that, the
machines are assigned can be arrived dt by multiplying the number of machines assigned times
!P
the number of hours of work in the workday. Then divide the results into the required
machine-hours. The number of pieces of equipment assigned.to a particular tllk is based on
:
two primary considerations: the amount of equipment available and the completion dates.
,
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Sample Work EAimate Sheet.

Estimation of total machine-pours and total days to compl4f
are given in the following examples.

a specific task assignment

You
You are supervising ri5tiojeCtt6at requires 48 acres of land to be cleared.
have estimated that you dozers have a capability of work output of 0.25 acres per
How many machine-hours will° be required to complete this assignMent?
hour.

EXAMPLE 1:

M. a

The formula:

Where:

a=area to be cleared

machine hour's

b=dozer-output per hour

.

l
Solution to example 1:

M= a

M=

48
0.25

M.192 hours
Using
You have in your work forCe 3 dozers, working 2 shifts of 10 hours each.
the answer from example 1, how many .4ays will it take to complete the task?

EXAMPLE 2:

.

Formula:

D=

M
Where:

a.b.c

D.days

:W.machine-hours
a=dozers

b=hours of work
c=shiits
Solution to example 2:

M
iTETE

D=

192
Sic 10i2

D=192

0=3.2 days'

BEST tOPY AVAILABLE

1-10 2 0

of.

<

The last three columns on the Work estimate sheet, under-the heading "Labor Estimate",_
are used to determine man flours, number of men assigned, and total days men assigned. "Required Man Hours" are determined by multiplying "Number Men Assigned Each Shift" by "Total
Days Men Assigned "..
Total days men assigned has to be converted to hours.
each) each day for 4 days would equal 80-hours.

Fqr example, 2 shifts (10 hours

2(shifts) x 10(hours) A20(hours work per.day)
20 x 4 days - 80 hours
You have 6 men assigned tb your work task for 4 days. There will be 2, shifts each
day L0 hours each. What is the total "Required Man Hours"?

Example:

The formula:

H=a x b

Where: .11-man hours

v.number of men

b=total days men assigned
Solution to example:

H=a x b
H=6 x 80

4

H=480 Required Man Hours

Answer the following puestions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit

EXERCISE:

The work estimate sheet is used to show the plgreis of a project.

1.

True

a.

b. jofafse..

Calculate by the use of the formulas given, the number of machine hours and
days needed to complete the engineer project, in'the following problems.

2.

You are supervising a project that requiires 36 acres of land to be
cleared./ You have estimated that-yourNozers have a capability of work
output of 0.25 acre per - hoar,.
How many machine-hours will be required to
complete this assignment?

a.

I
0

b.

.

You have in your work force 4 dozers workiong 2 shifts of 8 hours each.
tkOsing the 'answer frdh the previous e amlle, ,how many'days will it take to.,
complete the task?
Ar

I

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT SCHEDULE

Work Unit 1-8.

STATE THE PURPOSE OP AN EQUIPMENT REQ IREMENT SCHEDULE.
.

,

As the work estimate sheet and the construct on operations schedule are developed,
Niujipment schedules are prepared showing thedailyrequirements.
Equipment schedules m
be
a usted as necessary,
Mtn one wort item is ahead of sChedule, 90ipment should be shi
d
to'a work item. that is laggingb The fire column of the'form (f4 1-4) lists the type o
The secbnd column lists the type of work for which each piece of equip-;
equipment .to be used.
ment Is lo be assigned. The balance of the chart is heajled by calendar days' under which is
listed the amount of each type of equipment that is required daily for each work item.
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EXEPCISE:1 Answer t e folt wing questions and,check your answers again/..
,s-/N
end of t is st y unit.
tat

1.

ose 11,56d at the

the purposelof an equipment requirement schedule.
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2.
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II

shou d you do with equipment when one work item is ahead of schOdule?
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.EQUIPMENT ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE'

STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE EQUIPMENT ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE.
-

,

A

.

The equipment assignment schedule (fig 1-5) is a self-explanatory !6ilY or weekly
The purpose of the schedule is to all w subport which can be reproduced' at the local level.
ordinate umits to plan.their equipment usage more efficiefitly.
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EXERCISE:

Sample equipment assignment schedule.

Answer the following questions and:check your answers againsJhose listed at the
end of this study unit.
1.

The Equipment,Assignment Schedule is a(an)

p

produced form.

Marine Corps
locally
Army

c.
dk

r

2. 'What is the purpose of the equipment assignment schedule?
-

Work Unit

.

"C"

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SCHEDULE

LIST THE TWO SehEDOLES WHICH MAKE UP THE CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SCHEDULE.

Ung the information from the work estimate sheet and the equipment assignment schedule, decisions are made as to what days Will be spent on which operation.
This information is
entered on the construction operations schedule (fig 1-6) and serves.as an operation control
chart. By entering the progress made on each stage of the construction project day by day,
the actual progress can be compared with the progress that was previously planned f r the operation.
In this way when )omie area of construction is lagging, additional equipment can be
transferred from an area that is. ahekui of schedule. As mentioned before, the work estimate
sheet, the equipment requirement scheaT, and the construction operation progress chart are
all dependent upon one another and are prepared
ultaneously.. It Must alsd be noted that
time should be allotted fa the erection of camp sites, storage areas, and equipment such as
rock crushers and saw mills.
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Construction operations schedule.

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
ti
end of this study unit.

EXERCISE:

.

1.

List the two schedules that make up the construction operations schedule-.
a.

b.
2.

If one area of construction is behind schedule, what can be done to bring it
back on schedule?

1.
3.

0

,Work Unit 1-11.

What is the purlose of the constructioniiperations schedule?

PRODUCTION REPORTS

LIST THREE SIMPLIFIED METHODS OF REPORTING PRODUCTION PROGdSS.

The system of-report used in the field to record daily progress should not be so elaborate as to overload supervisors apd operating personnel with Administrative paperwork.- But
neither should the report syited tip so small that it would fail to give an adequate picture of
the situation. Three types 'of repprts that can be.used'for reporting production progress are
daily, accumulative, and fragmentary.
Daily production report.

The report- sews three useful purposes:

It indicates whether full use of men:and equipMent iemade:
:

-

It is the basis for the preparatiop of the-accumulative production report.

Together with'the Accumulative report it serves as an experience record which will
assist in future planning and estimating of perSonnel-ard equipment.

c'

be prepired.to cover a certain period
Accumulative report. An accumulative report
of time. Normally this report will show all the expenditures of man -hours and equipment-hours
All accumulative report information
from the start of the project to the date of the report.

1-14

24
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is ,collected by adding the data frOm the daily report.
Such a, report covers the project from
start to finish. This information will serve as a valuable guide for future planning.
The
accumulative report. can be prepared from the form shown in figure 1-7 and can be reproduced
loCally.
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Sampleproduction.report (daily and accuMulat130).

Fragmentary report. Fragmentary reports are normally made in the form of message summaries using the standard U.S. Marine Corps message form. This method is applicable to all
types of reports normally used by engineers.
It is a shortcut method and is used when required by fast-moving.operations.4-Fragmentary reports provide pertinent, timely information
and are transmitted in communication language. They may be required lo be followed up by a
4
written report.-

.11
OW.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study. unit.
4

1.

List three simplified methods of reporting production progress.
a.
b.

c.
,

Work Unit 1-12.

'Section III.

SUPERVISION.

PERSONNEL SUPERVISION

MATCH FIVE OF THE -FACTORS OF GOOD PERSONNEL SUPERVISION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE
FACTOR.

Supervision may be defined in d number of ways. The terms "management" and 11adminis,
traction" are related to,and overlap supervision; in fact,.supervision is apart of.
management. Tot direct and inspect the performance of workers (or work),_ is-one definition of
supervision.
It is absolutely essential for a supervisorto be competent in his specialty.
This Alone however, will Kt get the job done. A As well aS knowing the job'to be done, a goad.
supervisof must know the tOpailirniei of his men and must know the techniqUes of good supervision.
Effective superyi$16n,consists of correctly organizing personnel, inspeCting operations, personneh'eqUitiknt and materials, and maintaining morale.

10'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A
A

Defense and security :of personnel and Job. "Wen operating in forward areas, security
of the job' and of the personnel is necessary to insure that the work schedule is not interrupted. Af men believe that their security is 4ting invaded, they will not produce to their(Enemy action-will not necessarily deCrease work output.) If an adequate warning
maximum.
It may be
and outpost system is employed; the _working force might even increase production.
necessary to organize,roving patrols for the security of the perimeters and interior defenses
Security forces should be- obtained from other than the working forces if
of the work areas.
possible. .In the event of an enemy attack on the job site, every member of the working 'force
It cannot be overemphasized that any delay
should be assigned preplanned defensive positions.
In the actual work.schedulemill result in the extension. of the project completio date. As
time is an important factor in combat, all methods of safeguarding the job site And workforce
should be exercised.

4

Morale.: Morale, in the military_, sense, can be defined as mood or spirit of an individ-'
A high state of morale is necual or group with respect to performance and devotion to duty.
Contentment of the men on the
essary to obtain maximum output of work over a period of time.
Job does not indicate that their morale is high. A contented person Is not necessarily a person whose morale is high. "An example of contentment would be allowing perionnel to arrive.on
the job late, to loaf during working hours, or to abuse equipment. Good morale stems from a
,sense of purpose in one's efforts, -knowing that the work is important and understanding how it
fits into ,the mission of the platoon or-company40 An .individual's personal ;;problems might be
affecting his morale. By .solving them or taking an interest in his'probleks, the morale of
thit' individual may be raised. 'Competition with other units or against a time schedule can be
useful in promoting high morale. 'Letting-individuals see and Understand that all are being
treated equally and that each is sharing the 'Workload will have an impoeiant hearing on the
Try 'to make your crew have a sense of accomplishment; make them proud to
morale of the men.
4
be members of your platoon.

Anything, that affects..or damages the health of a member of your crew, -lowers
Health.
The United 'States
his production output, which in turn will affect your completion schedule.
Marine is one of the world't best-fed, -clothed, and -equipped fighting men, but unless measures are taken to protect; ,his health, all other privileges are useless. In the past, decade,
medical science has contributed many vaccines to prevent the spread of infectious desease; but
Bad. living conditions, messing facilities, and sanitary
sometimes even these are not enough.
conveniences Oan be the direct cause'of a unit being incapacitated for duty. Personal inspections of. living quarters, mess Areas, and :head facilities are one way to circumvent.the
loss of your 'working personnel, Personnel inspections to see that the trOops'are employing
If at all'possible, shower
standard practices of hygenic living should be held periodically.
facilities-should be built. Any and all measures must be taken to protect your crew from anything that will be detrimental to the ine's physical' hearth Or wellbeing. for personnel working in excess of 10 hours a day- or performing strenuous work, extra rations should be allotYour job as a supervisor and a leader it the accomplishment'of your mission On schedule,
ted.
and unless you have the necessary-personnel, this will be

Q

You train
Training-is of,a continuous nature; it goes on all of the -time.
Trainin .
in preparat on for a mission, continue-training through the accomplishment of the mission, and
In general, training should be Consistent with the
then train until a new job is assigned.
following guidelines:
7

'

It must be closely integrated and Coordinated with daily operations of the unit. The
plan And organization for training that is adapted must not interfere with essential
'construction functions.

The construction schedule fhould not be so inflexible that it overlooks opportunities
for- training that might even expedite the construction schedule,
.

,

Maximum advantage should be taken of the, opportunity to derive training.benefits from

-.,

routine schedules.
of the job -skills ..needed -for 4 particular job will be the starting point for.
training. :After you have made this study, an inventory, should .be made of the,Skills:that your
By comparing. what you have with what you need, you will have'an indication' of
men possess.
The
the training needed to bring'your unit up AP the level required to- .complete the job.
tie
must be ahle:.to move his
operator of .engineer equipment- has a great responsibility.
equipment over rugged terrain and be ableto .operate it4continuously for 'long, periods of
Continuous uninterrupted operation requires great *111 and .a considerableicnowledge of
time.
The training of an operator'is.a continuous procest and does not. stop When he
the equipment.
He 'must not only know how to Werate'his equipm4ht,but he
receives an operator's permit.
He must know when to make 'minor
mutt also know-how to take care ,of, it. and service it.
Since most engineer equipMent is
adjustments; and Wien to recognl ''e faulty performance.
specialized in nature, and
'

A study

.

'

t.

no persop" is a .naturally qualified operator, the'men must be trained by ,someone who bas acTared tht necessary skill to instrAct-and teach them these_basics, The first .step in seldtting personnel to be equipment operators is the interview which should reveal the following
factors:

The extent of his schooling and practical experience, both military and. civilian.
With which 'items of equipment is he familiar?
4

What olitoris

licenses does he hold?

Undesirable Attitudes he possesseS such as resentment toward training; lack.of interHe
est, overcon fidence or lack of confidence, aggressiveness or irresponsibility.
should be in good physical condition since operating equipment causes severe strain
from vibrations. Fatigue leads to inefficient and dangerous operation of equipment.,
Training is a command reslmnsibility arid-the commander must make certain that training
requirements necessary to promote the highest degree bf combat readiness are met.
TO insure
engineer personnel continue to maintain their proficieAcy Along'with the' improvements of engi
neer equipment, training programs are instituted,
There Are basically four means of training
available: formal training, correspondence.training, factory schools, and on- the -job training.
o

On-the-jobtraining.

type of training will probably be your most common training
intended to either improve the skillsof the persdnnel while
on the job or maintain the skills that they-presently.have. When operating on a strict time
schedule, yoU would-naturally-assign your most experienced operators to specific jobs.
When
time is hot an important,factor, use thelopportuhity to train your 1.9Werienced operators,
OJT mist be closely supervised to observe a man's weak points and strong points. fpcotargge
the operatOrs to ask questions. When deficiencies show up, correct them immediately.
It is a
recognized fact that when something is done.wrong two or three. times, it may become a habit.2
Also. it isOust as important to, let a man knor when he is doing right as when he is doing
Th
responstbiTity.,;, wr is basic al

.

wrong.
r

Ar,

.

Formal trainin .
In'general, this is usually conducted during normal working hours, o
ays'o
en orced nonwork (incement weather). Such training makes heady use of the
lecture and demonstrationmethodS of instruction. It is group 'participation and usually'takes
place during regularly scheduled programs. For theseltypes of classes, the instructors should
be your most experienced men. Lesson plan's and outl4nes are a must with this type of training
as they, show, precisely what-will be taught and how it will be taught. Formal military
schools, which consists of full-time organized classes are also,.a part of the training program.
Factory schools are Often utilized to train personnel on specific items of-equipment;
such as, Caterpillar,or Terex.
.

during

A06-

Correspondence training.
Wheite proficiency is.to bq,obtained with respect Ao the
vidual skills, correspondence schools such:as MCI, Arby, and Navy schools.offeta4Ide variety
of subjects, and.participation in these offacluty studies should'be greatly encouraged.
These
courses may be offered either on an individual or group participation basis.
Working conditions. Weather,' climate, terrain, and safety precautions may greatly afr
feet work,output per man -hour.
The normal rate of work can.be reduced by-insects4muddy or
frozen ground conditions, and dense and tangled vegetation:
Although ou bave no control overthe weather or climate,'there are little conveniences that can be obtained for the%personnel,.!
such as foul-weather ear when it is raining or warming tents when the weathir-ls, *Old. .In
this way the troops know that although the job must.be done you are making it as'comfortablet.
as possible for them. It men believe that the' equipinent or construction methods are unsafe,
they will not produceto theirmaximum. Continued rains, snowst'or intense heat will severely
decrease the Work rate. Working conditions should be'ilfnproved as much' s
possible where the
situation permits, even though working,conditions in a combat situation'at best are'usuallY
poor.
1-

r

.

4
EXERCISE:

Answer the follOwing questions and c heck your answers against those listed at the
end of this study Unit,
List five of the factors of good personnel supervision,

1.

a.
b.

4

C.
d.

e.

oAabor

Working in a combat zone has no effect

2.

a.

True

output.

False

b.

3.

Why is

4.

What method should be used to be sure your,troops are employing standard
hygienictractices?
o

important for you a§ a supervisor to help solve or to take an
interest in an individual's problems?

.

-

When does training end for equipment operators?

5,
,

a.

b.
c.

d.

When they.get their Operator's permit

Olen n a combat ione.
Never
When t;he supervisor feels they are proficient

61.14hWhat effect could weather, climate, terrain, and ,safety precautions hale
project?

Work Unit 1-13.

EQL1161ENT SUPERVISION

on a

1,

LIST THREE TECHNIQUES OF EQUIPMENT SUPERVISION.

One of the most important jobs'of any supervisor is to keep a constant cheek on t
equipment in addition to the personnel. If maximum effort is to be obtained on the job,- e
piece of equipment must be used to the best possible advantage and must be kept in good wor
ing condition throughout the entire operation. Personnel At all echelons must strive to pre,,
vent deterioration of engineer equipment and insure continuous efficiency and effectivenesS.
You, as'the equipment chief, can obtain these results through inspections and well-organized
maintenance programs.
0
7

*

:

Inspection. Thorough periodic And systematic'inspeetions of equipment are essential to
any engineer unit. This is the instrument by which you, as an equipMent chief, can determine
the serviceability of your equipment, the efficiency of the maintenance program, and the pro Frequent tours of inspection of the job site will give you the
iciency of your, personnel.
t!Adswer to most of your questions,
Spot-check inspections will reveal/whether the operators
are performing daily preventive maintenance And observing operating and.safety regulations.
Inspection stations should be set up on the job site, utilizing part of your maintenance crew,
to observe,the equipment in`loperatjon. These teams tan obtain'valuable information on the

maintenance and operation standards. The stations should be situated to facilitate observa_.
tion of the equipment approaching, passing, and going away from the inspection station. In
this way the inspection team may both observe the equipment and listen for noises that might
be inaudiOle to the operatorThe noises may be an indication- oktomethtng in need of
repair.
At the same time defects that are minor now, but that will:becoMe, majorrepail- jobs
if overlooked, may be corrected.
COnsider a comparatiVely.insignifIcant factor lik track
tension. The equipment may be working in Wet sand Or_ mud and the tracks are tight nttead of
having a little slack in them; as thismaterial_packS *ween the chain and the bu Jiing, track
tension will build up, causing serious-trouble,' With just a few minutes of the operator's'
tint, an adjustment can We you from losing a piece Of equipment from the job.
-,
- .

,

.

...

.

.

Every operatok is required to perform certain daily maintenance services
Only by Aria,adherence to these services will the life_of the equipMent
be prolonged. To avoid major breakdowp of equipment, you, as the superviA0r, should see that
the operator not only performs these services, but repairs any defects that he is authorized
to repair. Any defects of major concern should be reported immediately.. It is essential that
you make each operator aware of this fact and, see tpat he meets his responsibilities in this
Maintenance.

.011 hi5.04o1PMent,

If more than one-operator:, is assigned to ill piece of equipment (such as to shift work)
you must designate who is responsible for daily and weekly maintenance services. You must ar-maintenance section, which has the mechanics who will handle
range for close liaison with
In most cases; major defects couldbe avoided
repairs beyond that authorized by the operator.
Effective maintenance decreases the requirements
by simple operator's adjustments or repairs.
for-ex,tensive repairs at a higher echelon, resulting in savings in time, personnel, And money.
regard.

Maintenance schedules. Aldng with dailymaintenttice services, it is essential that the
regularly scheduled maintenance services be performed. his schedule should be arranged so
that all of your equipment is net tied up by maintenance at any one time. Staggering your
services will do awaymith tbis problem. A working maintenance plan can be devised by refer.
The daily services
ring'to the equipment requirement and the equipment assignment schedules.
can be taken care of during the four hours allotted between work shifts as previously stated.
If time is not an.important factor in the completion of a job, it should be noted that not all g,
of your equipment should be assigned to the project.
By keeping a certain,portion of the
equipment on standby status, in the event of mipment failure or breakdown, that part of the
"project will not be lacking for equiptent, anrean continue on schedule with the replacement
from the standby equipment. The equipment assignment and equipment requirement schedules, the
worksheet for Preventive Maintenance and Technical Inspection of Engineer Equipment (4AVMC10560), and a simple Equipment Status Chart (fig 1-a) will shop you the status of your equipment on any given day of the workweek.

.
FROM 14 Nov 1972 TO 19 Nov 1972

EQUIPMENT STATUS CHART
TYPE EQUIPMENT
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Fig 1-8.

Sample, Equipment Status_Chart.

de up on a weekly basis, and it should show what piece of equipThe status report should be
ment is deadline° for major r pairs, scheduled for routine maintenance, working, or on
..andby., Careful considerati n of this report will indicate any additional equipment available and will tend to explain ny-equipment shortages. An'excessive amount of equipment on
deadline for a considetable pe iod of time should be investigated, and corrective action
should be taken when necessary.

3
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and check your answers against those listed at the

EXERCISE:

1.

list three techniques of equipment supervision,
a,

C.

oef

2- How can you as an engineer eqpipment ch411 determine the serviceability.of your
equipment and the efficienCyNf your maintenance program?

Y.

3. -Operators are allowed to perform maintenance on their equipment only when a
mechanic it-present.
a.

4.

Work Unit 1-14,

True

b.

False

What can the engineer equipment chief use to ensure all his equipment is not
tied up with maintenance at one time?

008':$UPERVI$10ii

tIST TWOTECHNIQUU OF JOB SUPERVISION.Supervision is probably more an art than a science. The same techniques that work well
Knowing the job, to be
in one Sibtkion may, have little application'in a different situation.
You
should
look
at thedjob to be
donevis 'an important step in achieving maximum production.
done and plan the sequence of *rations. How much clearing will be required ? .Are there any
drainage problems? What'equipment is available, and-What is its condition? You must evalwate
your men. Are they expeeienced enough? Will you need additional men? HowveTh yoU areratIe
to carry out these steps,.is directly related to your ability to look7at'tha situation arm plan
the steps that will bring xpu to idpr objective. A.common failure of the supervisor is that
YOu cannot possibly be in two places at the same time; there'
of not delegating authority.
will be occasions when your presence is needed elsewhere when a problem occurs on the job.. If
It is important that
this problem must wait until you are'free, valuable time will be lost.
you assign one or more of your NCO's to -Make decisions in your behalf. Here, knowledge of,
Some men can handle responsibility well.; Others cannot. In
your men is an important factor..
most cases, the senior NCO on the job is atsigned this task; but it is necessary that whoever is assigned to this job belreeto mak'e decisions in your absence.

.

Inspection of the construction site is necessary to see that the
Personal inspection.
desk.
You cannot supervise operations from behind
plans and directives are being followed.
When a number .of operations are in progress at the same time,' it is necessary that these operations be arranged so that -the work flow is uninterrupted. Yourshould prevent,tcraPir operators from bringing th0r equipment to the construction site before the dozers have had a
chance toclear it. When Constructing fills, a shovel should not be kept waiting for lack of
Chiring these insRections you should see that equipment, la.
trucks to'haul the fill mate
Any
ed properly to insure timely completion of the project.
bor, and materials are bei
pated during the planning phase should be noted and.correctieni
conditiowthat were not an
taken to eliminate these cm' dons'. 'These conditions are commonly known as bottlenecks.
.

, faature of a work
Elimination of bottleneck. Bottlenecks are a controlling factor
item or lProject which cause a' decrease in work output. They are held toy ailliMUM by good (
prior planning, goad coordination, and a. quick change in plans when the. s tuation warrants
rogress records.
Bottlenecks are found3 pesonal inspection, review, And analysis of
it
They can be eliminated by good suliervision and balancing of different'work i etslan the job.
to assist loadShifting equipment or personnels, addition of equipment (such as a pusher dok
. ing of tractor/scrapers to reduce loading time), smoothing hard roads that have became corr tosettle dust are a few examples of procedures to eliminate botrugated, or sprinklin
as
its
particular'problems, and the imagination and ingenuity of the'doi
Every
.j
tlenecks.
supervisor concernea will determine how a particular problem will be solved.

.
E XERG 1 SE

lraWri
1.

f

1

vu es ti ons and check your answers against thosv listed at the

List two techniques o1 Job supervision:

a.
b
2.

What is a ormionfailure of the supervisor?

3.

What can the supervisor do to insure that equipment, labor, and materials are
being properly utilized?
110-

4.

How can .boltlenecks be eliminated?

Work Unit

INSPECTIONS

STATE THE PURPOSE OF INSPECTIONS.
Thorough and systematic inspections of engineer facilities and equipment are essential
to an effective maintenance program.
Paragraph 4730 of the Marine Corps Manual, and directives promulgated by the Commandant of the Marine Corps require that commanders conduct scheduled inspections of their material and personnel.
The importance of perforMing properly con'ducted inspections cannpt be overemphasized.
Ttey are the, instruments by which commanders at
all echelons determinp the serviceability of thnr equiptnent,"the effi'ciency of their maintenance program, and the proficiency of their personnel.
An inspection which is confined t6 the
condition of equipment and which requires correction of the faulti_found, gives a- commander an
indication of the readiness of equipment to perform the mission for which it is designed.' The
larger the sample inspected, the more valid or reliable is the indication of. readiness.
Objective.

The purpose of inspections

is

to determine the following:

The serviceability, proper usage, and operational readiness of a unit's equipment.
The adequacy and effectiveness of organizational maintenance operaiions.
The efficiency of repair parts supply procedures, which directly 'Support maintenance operations.
The prOficiency of personnel.-

:)

-

The necessity for future main] enance personnel or 'supply. requirements.

The action to 'be required from. higher headquarters to assist units in improving
their' maintenance procedures.

Inspections Of overall maintenance management and material readiness should include
those areas stated above along with a review of repair parts requests and maintenance requests
with a followup 'to supporting maintenance facilities. Each inspection should have a purpose.
The results of the inspection 'should be critiqued, with the responsible personnel of the linspected unit to insure that the original inspection objective has been reached.
Although maintenance inspectio\ns 'rely heavily on the condition of equipment, all elements which make up the maintenance effort should be' examined, critiqued, and 'included in the
inspection report. Result then are informative and,imay be utilized by interested members of
the command. The inspected unit is given instructions on how to correct discrepancies which
have been discovered, and followup action is"taken -to make sure that these deficiencies are
corrected Ai' soon as, assible.
Determination of .deficiencies during inspections is ,meaningless unless specific 811 t 1 on is taken to insure their correction.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check youraqswers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
1.

State :the purpose "of inspections.

2.

Once an inspection is completed, what should be done to 40(cermine if
deficiencies have.been corrected?

FREQUENCY OF INSPECTIONS

Work Unit.1-16.

STATE HOW OFTEN AN EQUIPMENT INSPECTION SHOULD BE HELD.

,

An inspeCtion for insaction's sake may be worse than none at all. Most inspections
are harassing to some degree,disrqpt normal operations or schedules, and generally result in
extra of ort toward policel.,paper maintenance, and eyewash that add little,to-equipment readioductive maintenance.' Except for the broad requirements that inspections be conness ors
ducted pe iodically, CMG does not prescribe the frequency for maintenance management type inGenerally, command and Maintenance inspections will be _prescribed by directives.
spections
Commanders, in determining their own
from field commanders or other intermediate comeanders.
requirements for inspections, should consider the degree to which these inspections fulfill
existing needs for the types information't00 these inspections provide. Duplication of effOrt, by conduCting one inspection ,on the heels of another,- may then be.avoided both ;at the
command level and the inspection level: the frequency of the comMander'S personal inspection
will depend largely on the size of the organization. If conditions permit, the commander's
personal inspection should be made often enough to demonstrate to the troops that emphasis is
to-be placed on preventive maintenance. . The commanderihould,have 0 plot to allow him, over a
Unsatisfactory phases.
period of time, to inspect all of the equipment' assigned to the unit.
of inspections should.be followed py reinspection within two -to six week's. The reinspection
It can be conducted by a
is not a duplication of effort In its effect on the inspected unit.
subordinate to. the initial ilaspetion unit, but it should be at 'least one command level higher
-than the unit being reinspected. The time interval between inspections should be,regulated by
the benefits to be realized by the units and equipMentteing inspected andby the needs of the
Inspections shppild
d. not
not become a "rubber stampk!'exerheadwoerters conducting the inspection.
and "how" elements even before the
cise. Consideration should be given to the who ", "wha
Within.a given organization,
"when".elemeht of a decision is made to Conduct an inspection.
maintenance inspection's should include samples-of /11 type$ Of maintenance'equipment. Once a
particular group of equipment has been found-unsatisfactory,4,the point has been made. There
The inspector should make sure that proper corrective action
is no need to beat a;dead horse.
ialTderstood, then he, can move on to another area or equipment eqegory. . When .a reinspection
is necessary because of unsatisfactory conditions, the reinspectioh should be 1610% by equip-,
ment categories. For example, if crawler-tractors are inspected within a-company, and three
out of four are found unsatisfactory, when reinspecting, all crawler-tractors .slipuld be inP,y the same token, there is db need'for 100% inspection of equipment and maintenance
spected.
facilities which are obviously outstanding. After the fact has been established, a further
inspection:

May be more profitably spent in examining other types of equipment 'r discussing problem areas.
Increases harassment.

Decreases the inspection productivity.

,

*

EXERCISE:

Answer -the,following questions and check our answers against those listed at the
end of thit:study unit.
1.

State how often an equipment inspeCtiop should be held ?

2.

How soon after an inspection should unsatisfactory phases be reinspeCted?

3,

During a reinspection, what perce ntage.ef
should be checked?

Work Unit 1-17.

unsatisfactory equipment categories,:

TYPES OF INSPECTIONS

LIST THREE TYPES OF ENGINEER EQUIPMENT INSPECTIONS.
a

There are three types ofinspections: command, technicai, and spot - check. All inspections are techmicallY a'command function, since they always Ore conducted under command authority: However, the principtal characteristic of the'command-inspection is that the tommender personally participates.
Technical and spot-check inspections are supplement to the
command inspections.
They provide an indication of whether or not deficiencies discovered
during command inspections have been colrected.
Command inspections.
Purpose.
During command inspections, the commanderpersonally participates ip the
inspection of a subordinat unit or his own unit. This type of inspection provides

//.

the commander with a means/by which he can determine the.oyerall effectivenesS of
his organization:' Althdugh the inspection need not be too technical, it can be
thorough enough to reveal major faults and any instances of neglect and careless-04,
ness.
The techOcal and spot-check inspections, which are performed by qualified
personnel, Orovide the commander with information on the detailed overall effectiveness of the unit:. Commanders also utilize any technical or spot-check inspection-which has been madp within 90 days prior to the command inspection.
There are
two types of command inspection:',. informal andsformal.
The major' difference between them is that the informal command inspection may be made at any time or place
without prior notice.
,

.

Policy.

G6neral policies observed durlipg a command inspection-are:

The commanding officer of a subordinate unit being inspected is normally re-'
quested to accompany the inspecting officer.
kt

Pertinent Mane Corps orders governing the standards of inspection are used.

,voe

The inspected unit in no case selects the equipment to be inspepted.

The inspection team confines its insPection.to deficiencies which impair or
would bring about.impairment of equipment operation. '
Deficiencies noted during the inspection are brought to the attention'of the
responsible personnel at that time.
.

,..,

e.7

"e

.,

Upon completion of the insnection..the inspectipg officer discusses the result"
with the commending officer And the equipment officer of the inspected unit. (
'The inspecting officer then indiCates What Corrective action Is to be takenInd
-furnishes needed advice and'information.
4'.

,

.

.

.
.

.i"

Formal' command.

;

The formal command ::intpection involves advancenotice and a et
procedure. It normally,appllepj0 all phases of unit activity, IncldlAng admWstration, Personnel, and all elypes of equipment.
This thorough. inspection
of tie
lt
unit requires considerable time and preparation.
It is preceded ',,Y the issuance of
a training memorandum which includes such information aOinits to be inspected,
personnel to conduct'the 'inspection, manner in which the Anspect)on
1

1r23

"n7.,x's,07 "'`' 0
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.
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will-be- conducted (-including the specific way the .equipment will be displayed), and
the time and place of preliMinary conferences. Although the commander personally
participates, he employs inspecting parties to-assist him with the inspection.,
These include-technical assistants and various members of his staff; the specific
composition of the party depends on the command level to be inspected. Since the
being inspected is given advance notice and will have had considerable time
for'N'epar0Teh;--the results'of this type of 'inspection do not present a true pic'for'
However, the ability of the unit..to
ture of the operpting efficiency of the unit,.
properly prepare for the inspection and to meet the inspection party is one indica-

tion of the unit's morals, efficiency, and capabilitieL
Informal coMmand. The informal command'inspection differt from the formal command
in pection 'in that it is made at any opportune time or place, and it is usually
en without notice to the unit to be inspected. This type of inspection is
rurally of greater value than thef formal.command inspection since .it reveals to
the respecting officer the actual operating condition of the equipment and the
Improper operating procedures and
operating proficiency of the personnel.
malfunctions may be promptly detected, and appropriate corrective action may be
immediately taken.

Technioal inspections.

3

Objective; Commanding officers having responsibility for-field maintenance shall
Although technical inprescribi periodic technical inspections of using units.
spections are carried out in a manner similar to formal command inspections, they
These inspections are
differ in that the commander deeS not directly participate.
made by technically quolified'perSonnel under the direct supervisien of technic illy
qualified officers, assigned by thecommanding officer, who are froM a 'unit ot r
than the one being inspected. The scope of the technical inspection includes a
systematic inspection of the.onitst.facilities, tools, equipment, and personnel,
and of the administrativesprocedures established for the performance of maintenThe technical inspection also includes a detailed inspection of each type of
ance.
engineer equipment. .The primary purpose of the technical inspection is to deter-.
mine the condition of .the equipment and the adequacy and effectiveness of the maintenance and operational. procedures. The technical inspection is a supplement to
the command inspection. The inspecting personnel, possessing both'tethnical knowledge and broad experience, can substantially` aid the commander in perfecting his

operations.
procedure. The commanding officer determines the frequency of technical inspections and how much of the equipment is to be inspected. The organizational maintenance facilities, and at least 50% of each type of equipment in each unit is inspected annually. SinCe the inspections are performed at prescribed intervals,*
they-anthormally scheduled far enough in advance to make the necessary facilities
and equipment available to the Inspecting team.. A complete list of all major items
of engineer equipment; complete with the nomenclature, make, model, and serial number, are required to be maintained at all times by each unit,.and.a copy is furnished to the inspecting team at the time'of the inspection.

Continuous spot-check inspections.
Commandin officers hiving, responsibility for field maintenance for
prescribing technfctnspectlont, when ,necessary, prescribe spot-check inspections. The PurPOSe 'is to determine the effectiveness of organizational and field
maintenance 04 to' determine whether or not corrective action required by previous
inspections has been accomplisW. The manner and the scope of, the spot-check inSpection are similar to that of the technical inspection. The frequendy of
spot-check inspeCtions.is deteriined by the field maintenance ommander.. The organizational maintenance facilitiei and at least % of-each type of equipment in
each unit are inspected annually. The inspection may be accomplished either with
or withoit prior warning to the unit being inspected.
Objective.

I
I-

The spot-check inspection procedures are the'same as those used,for
Procedure.
technical. nspections. Scheduling, conduct of inspection, and the reporting forms
used are identical% The only differences between the'two are that the spotcheck
inspection may be conducted without'prior warning, andthe percentage of equipment
inspected is not the same.

3
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EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at'the
end of this study unit,1.

List three typeS of engineer equipment inspections.
a.
b.
C.
-

2.

What are the two types of commaneinspections?

lir

a.

--71b-,

3.

Which type of insaection includes a detailed inspection of each type of
engineer equipmenfl

4.

What is the '0110jor. difference betweeq a technical inspection and a spot-check

.

-

inspectiob?,

:SUMKARV REVIEW
/

By studying the preceding work,units you have learned tie procedures for Planning an
engineer operation and for employing personnel and engineer equipment. isit! have become familiar with the plpper use of job Ond equipment supervision. Further youknow now about the
purpose, frequency, and types of inspections used in an engineer organization.

I.

I"

4.
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Answers to Studx,Uni`t, #1

ExerciAs

Work Unit 1-1.
1.

2.

During the planning phase
Determine the complexity of the work to be performed.

Work Unit 1-2.
1.

Warm
Light-rains
Lowers efficiency
Topographic conditions
a-,
True
a.

b.
2.
3.

4.

,Work Unit 1-3.
o

1.

1.

^

2.

Local supervision
air Local labor
41 Equipment
c.

Material s

Buildings, roads, quarries, water sources, equipment
4._ Repaired and used if possible
3.

Work Unit 1-4.
1.
2.

At brigade and higher levels'
Unit task assignment.

Work unit 1-5.

1.
2.

b.
a.
b.

3.

c.
d.
b.

4.

To

5.

d.

False
Routes
Defensive positions
Storage areas
Natural material resources
False
reducr-the effects of enemy interference.
Storage areas

Work Unit 1-6.
1.
2.

3.

4.

.

10 hours
a'.
Troop labor
b.
Civilian labor
Prisoner-of-war labor
c.
toss, of work efficiency
a.
b.
Pilferage
Sabotage
c.
b.

Fal

Work Unit 1-7.
So

-.1.
2.

a.
a.
b.

True
144 hotirs

2.25 days

Work Unit 1-8.
1.
2.

To show the amount of equipment needed for daily requirements.
should be shifted to a work item that is lagging.

Work Unit 1-9.
locally
The equipmelit assignment schedule allows subordinate units to plan their equipment
more efficiently.
c.
.

2.

lugs
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_ Work.Unit 1,10_

_

Work estimate sheet
Equipment schedule
Equipment can be shifted from other areas that are ahead of schedule to help put
the project back on schedule.
The tOnStrtictiOn-60erations schedule is Used to monitor the progress of a
.construction project.
a.

,l.

b.

2.
3.

Work Unlit 1-11.
1.

a.

b.

Daily
Accumulative

ce Fragmentary
'Work Unit 1,12.

a. !Defense and security

1.

b.
d.

MoraleHealth
Training

4.

e.; Working conditions
b.
Falsg
May help raise morale.
Personil inspections

5.

c:

6.

Affects work output per man hour.

2.
3.

Never,

Work Unit 1-13.
1.

a.

Inspection.

Maintenance
C7 Maintenance schedules
Thorough inspections
'Thorough
3.
b.
False
4. !A maintenance schedule
b.

Work Unit 1-14.
/

1.,'

Personal inspection
Elimination of bottlenecks
Delegation_of authority
Conduct personal inspections
By good supervision and balancing of work items
a.

b.
2.

3.
4.

Work Unit 1-15.
1.
2.

To check the serviceability, proper useage, and operational readiness of a uoit's
equipment, and the proficiency of its personnel.
Follow-up action or rginspection

Work Unit 1-16.
1.

2.
3.

Often enough to show troops that emphasis is to be placed on preventive maintenance.
2 - 6 weeks
4
/
100%

Work Unit 1-17.
1.

a.
b.
c.

2.

a.

b.
3.
4.

Command
Technical
Spot-check
Formal.
Informal

Technical inspection
A spot-check inspection may be held without a prior warming.
,3
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STOPY..UNIT.?
ESTIMATING-EQUIPMENT EFFICIENCY
UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE:
YOU
ABLE TO STATE THE USE AND THE EFFICIENCY FACTORS OF EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT.
WILL-BE AB-LE TO DESCRIBE THE itIPPLICATIONS OF CRAWLER AND WHEELED TRACTORS,
SCRAPERS, ROAD GRADERS, AND CRANE-SHOVELS.

Section I.

Work Unit 2-1.

re

EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

CRAWLER-TRACTORS

STATE THE PRIMARY USE OF,A CRAWLER-TRACTOR. 4-

Crawler- tractors are used where maximum power is required at relatively slow rates of
Crawlers are especially suited for Vdehill excavation, and are preferred to the
wheeled tractor for this type of work. The crawler-tractor ha; A:bearing pressure of about 8,4
psi and has a flotation value over the wheeled tractor, which has"a bearing pressure of from
25 to 35 psi. CraWler-tractors can operate in muck or water as deep as'the height of their
track...Operation in deep water for short periods.of time-is possible,' provided that the
tractor is properly waterproofed. For long moves, crawler-tractors should be tralsported by
trailer. They may be moved under their own power at slow rates, but this decreases4their.
operational lice.
The primary uses of the crawler-tractor are for short haul excavatilions,and
as auxiliary machines for otter construction equiPhient.
speed.

The economical'hAuling distance forprawlers ranges from 25 to 300cfeet. Dozers are
most effective when operated at maximum practicable speeds and'in soils which tend to stay in
front of the blade. The seleCtion of the type of dozer that is used on a job is governed by
the type of work to be done. Figures 2-1 and 2 -2 give the characteristics of tractors common
t
to the Marine Corps.

Model

Terex
82-30M
Case Me 1150
Scooploader

Jig 2-1.

Model

Blade Capacity
cu. yd. (loose)

Weight

53.560 '

7.9

26,700

1.44

Weight and blade capacities of crawler-tractors.

Speed mphrlDBPP),

oh.
.....,

.
.
Case MC 1150
Scooploader
Terex 82-30M

i

Speed forward gears
2d or
3dor
1st or
Hi
Low-low
Inter
0-2.02
0-3.52
0-4.25
(47,200)
(31,950)
(22,130)
0-3.8
0-9.140-7.3
(120,000)
(60,000)
(27,000)
Fig 2-2.

'Speed reverse
P

4th
0-6.82
(16,470)

5th

Hip

Inter

Low
0-2.43

04,5.10

0-2.2

0-4.3

D-8.22

X

08.3

Power characteristics of crawler-tractors.

7,-1'

EXERCISE:

Answer the following /questions and check your answers aga.inst those listed at the
end of this-ttly un1lt.
4

V

1.

Why are crawlerAmeetors able to work in muck or water more efficiently than
wheeled-tractors?

2.

What is the primary use of crawler-triCtors?

3.

What determines the type of dozer to be used on a job?
.

)

C

2-1
.
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Work Unit-2-2.

WHEELED-TRACTORS

DESCRIBCWHICH TYPES OF OPERATIONS.ARE BEST SUITED FOR WHEELO- TRACTORS.
Wheeled tractors are used when hauls are long enough to develop high average haul and
return speeds, orwhen.-crowler-tractors would be harmful to road surfaces. They.are most
Because e-OrtheWrilbber tires:'Wheeled tractors
effective-on loam, graVel,
Recent imkovoments in design give wheeled tractors almost
are not suitable for-quarry work.
the same traction capabilbty under normal condition's as crawler types, but full drawbar pull
cannot be obtained in sand or mud becaUse of tire slippage. Slippage of tires on tractors
pulling scrapers can be largely overcome by the use ofa weight transfer device. This con.fists of a hydraulic cylinder cohnectlng'the scraper end tractor which transmits a predetermined portion of the weight from the- froqt axles of the scraper to theAgar axles gf the tracWheeled tractors have a greater speed and horsepower in relation to weight than crawlertor.
tractors.- Their highspeed mobility permits their use on widely separated tasks, such as prime
movers for scrapers, where comparatively long hauling distances are involved. Their speed
also increases the economical distance which may be traveled to obtain the type of fill materials required for a particule& job. To .get maximum drawbar pull and best performahce, It is
necessary to maintain. correct tie preisurefor the type'of surface over which the tractor
will be traveling.' Consult the Manufacturer's specifications for these pressures. Individual
characteristics for certain makes and models of wheeled tractors are given in figures 2.-3 and
.

2-14.

10

Weight,

Make

(lb.)

MRS
without/
scraper

34,710

I-100-M-71

Dieribution

Drive
Wheels

No. of
Wheels

Weight

Model

n

Rear

Fro

4

4 01.'2

56%

-44%

6

4,orf2

34

33/33

-1-1D0 with

MRS

63,560

105-SM71

-

Characteristics of wheeled tractors.

.Fig 2-3.
t1

2

0

Gears

Make A Model

Forward
2d

'1st

MRS
M71

-100 X
XX

4.4
-55,000

,

E.26
36,800

'

4th

1-d

12.4
-19,400

'8.8

27,600

.

5th
17.6
13,800

6th.

25'
9,700

Reverse
High
Low
4.4

6:26

X Denotes speed in mph
XX 'Denotes drawbar pounds pull

/FiT2-4.

EXERCISE:

I.

Characteristics of wheeled tractors (pow6r).

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
Describe the types of operations which tre best suited for wheeled-tractors.

Because of their tires, which type of work is NOT suited for wheeled-tractors?
a.
b.
3.

Gravel
Quarries

c.
d.

Loam
Paved surfaces

*-A
What is.used to overcome slippage of tires on tractors pulling scrapers?

39
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Work Unit 2-3.

SCRAPERS
C.

DESCRIBE WHEN SCRAPERS ARE MOST EFFICIENT.

Scrapers are large earthmoving machines capable of digging, loading, hauling, dumping,
and spreading material,
They .make shallow cuts when loading, transport large loads, and
Scrapers are efficient when-operated in light and
spread' materials in a-thin, -uniform-Yayer.
medium soils which are relatively fret of roots, stumps, and boulders.101eavy or consolidated
In
soils require the additional use of pusher tractors to assist in obtaining maximum loads.
rough terrain, cuts are opened with dozers befOre scraper operations are.started. ,Fine, 'dry
sand is difficult to load because it will not pile up in the bowl, but will pile up in front
of the apron. Wet clay and sticky soils are difficult to remove from the scraper because they
tend to stick to the bowl. Most .scrapers are built with open tops which make them suitable
for top loading by clamshell, .shovel, Or chute.
Power for Operation of the scraper is prothe
vided by the towing tractor. 'There are three types of cutting edges for the bowl:
straight edge, which is, most efficient fOrsmeoth finish work; the curved cutting edge, which
provides better penetration thih, the' straight edge; and the 3-piece cutting edge, with the
center piece extending ahead of.** two side pieces for improved penetration. Specifications
for-the MRS-105 SM-7I earth scraper lire containe4 in fi4ure 2-5,

Make.& Model

ti

.

Gross .4eig t (lb)

MRS-105 $M-71

CapaCN

28,350

struck *
lcu yd)

45.0

'capacity heaped *
(cu yd)

20.0

* Capacity gtien.in loose cu yd
,Specifications for earthmoving scrapers.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your,answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit-.

1.

Describe when scrapers are most efficient.

2.

Why is fine, dry sand hard to load?

3.

Name three types of cutting edges used on scrapers.
a.

b.

C.

Work Unit 2-4.

CRANE-SHOVELS

STATUTHE BASIC PURPOSE OF CRANE-SHOVELS.
A power crane and its attachments make .up 4 versatile and important piece of equipment.
Crane-shovels can be used for, most types of construction work under varying conditions,-but.
power. crane haS three
-deft basic purpose is to lift a load. and place it in-a new. position.
The three basic boom types are; the-back-'
basic booms and eii standard front-60d attachments.
The six. standard front-end,attachments that are used with .these'
hoe, shovel, and lattice.
booms are; crane attachments (hook), clam*hell., dragline, backhoe, shovel front,- and pile
Figures 2-6 through 2-9 show the hoOms and attachments used with crane--shovels.
driver.

.

'-

L

z.

N
Div

Fig2-

Crane with backhoe boom and attachments.
11

Fig 24.

Crane with shovel front booM and attachme

s

p

Fig 2-8.

Crape with lat ice type boom..

DRAOLINE
4-

2

P LEDRIVER

BACK HOE.

6
I

OA.

Fig 2-9:

/

Crani attachments.

w
es

-

,

During constructiqn operations, you', will be dealing, mostly, with shovel front,have very little to do
You, as the equipment chief;
backhoe, clamshell, and dlqagline.
with the actual operation of this equipment. -Your principal duties will include deterMining
the size shovel needed for a specific job, determining the hourly protiuctionofate, seeing that,,

will

your operators use the proper techniques of shovel operation, and seeing that the job proceds
smoothly and efficiently. The best crane-shovel will not attatn.its maximum productivity
unless it is properly supervised to coordinate the .efforts of its crew: When supervisip_g,,a
rew on.proper operating techniques. .Examples of prdpee operating It
... crew, instruct t
techniques inclu
Spottinglhe trucks or hauling units-in a position tb keep the siiing angle at a
4

1,.SV

minimum.

6

C".

Changing the boom angle to suit the loading and dumping conditions.

0

,

Keeping the Crane higher than the trucks, when loading from-,a shelf, soThat the
hoist can clear the trucks and return to a digging position.

\

..
2-5

U.

4.

Usually
In some operations, such as dragline work, you should plan the job thoroughly.
a dragline operation is el) extended assignment, and the job site may be a considerable distance from the center of operations. Therefore, you must see that the crew has transportation
to and from the job site and that an ample amount of fuel and supplies' are available (parts,
lubricants, and tools to make adjustments and maintain the machine). Some orthe things to
,check for when supervising crane-shovel operations and when determining operating efficiency
are;

Dipin9
Isthe bucket or dipper full?
Are loads obtained by short, fast swings?
Would blasting increase loading speed and work output?
Is the best available accessory being used?
Is drainage complete?
Is face-height adequate? (shovelfront only)

40
Swinging
Is swing as short as possible?

Are swing and dump combined into one motion?
Are trucks spotted to enable dumping with a slight retraction and minimum swing of
.bucket from the face?
Dumping

If dum0Ing'into trucks, is spillage kept to*minimum?
Is dqmp height as`low as possible?,

Does all the material leave the bucket?
Are hauling facilities adequate?
Is layer of dirt placed in the trucks before large boulders are loaded?
EXERCISE:

I.

Answer the following,questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit:
State the basic purpose of crane-shovels.
r

4 'I

.

2.

.

How many basic booms can be used with the crane-shovel?
\
.
'

a . \ ,

3.

1

c.

3

Name the basic attachments that can be used,on the crane-shovel.
a.

1)

c.
d.
e.
f.

4.

The best crane- shovel Will'not attain its maximum productivity unless it is

2-6
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Work Unit 2-5.

GRADERS.

DESCRIBE.THE TYPE DF OPERATIDN BEST SUITED FOR ROAD GRADER.

I

Graders are multipurpose machines used for general construction ,And maintenance of
roads and airfields.
The grader can be used for leveling and crowning,'Oxing and spreading,
ditching, sloping, and side casting materials,
It cin also be used for light stripping.operadons. Graders-should not. -be used for-heavy-excavation.- The Adams 50 grader-was for several
years the only grader used-jn the Marine Corps, -but is now being replaced by the Caterpillar
Series G grader. The major disadvantage of a motorized grader Is that it is difficult to
operate in heavy, wet areas. Where the material is hard and consolidate4, it, will be necessary to use the scarifying attachment prior to grading.
Figurq 2-10 lists the physicarcltracteristics of the two road graders now found in the Marine Corps.

overall dimensions

Bond Speed MPII

Ileight
MAKi:

Engine Max
1311. P. @ dill

MODEL

Lass

With

cab

cab

load rpm

Length Width

I
12 rt.' moldboard with

14

4

scarifier.

12. 500 to
14. 475 lb pull: Diesel
Adams
No. 550

7 I 811
.

10'6" .25'W' 7'9"

12 ft. mold- .
board with

2:4 3.3 4. 7 6. 5 7. 9 0. 8 15.8 4.0 3. 5

5.0

100 @ 1, 800

(Forward and Reverse)

scarifier.

(DBP NOT
A VA1LABLE)

Caterpillar

Diesel

No 130C 0;10" 10'11" 27'3" 7'11" 2.3 3.7 5. 8I.'.9.615.

Fig 2-10.

135 @ 2.200

4. 5

Physical characteristics of road graders.
'00

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses agailest those listed at the
end of this study unit.
Describe the type of operation best suited for road graders.
mpg

2.

In whet type of area(s) are graders hard to operate?

3.

What is used to break up hard and consolidated material?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.

Section II,

EFFICIENCY FACTORS

ery important.in_determining the numbertof pieces of equipProduction estimaTion.is v41/1
Estimated work output of a
ment required and.the best wavy to utilize equipment on the job,
"
d in two ways:
'Ohiece ofs'equipnent is determ

war

.

formula based ob the cycle of operation and *ler factors
By using a work o
which control product on.
;
By using experienti tables of average work output for different operations under
varying conditions.

Outputof earthmoving equipment is calculated by considering several factors in addivolume.
tion to equipment capacity, avai4eble power, and speed. These additional factors are:
changes, rolling resistance, grade resistance, and altitude above sea level,

EQUIPMENT CAPACITY

:140.0 Unit

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF A FORMULA, THE\ARRYING CAPACITY, IN CUBIC YARDS, OF
EARAIMOVING EQUIPMENT.

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF MIMULA, THE WEIGHT OF A LOAD. -

In estimating equipment efficiency, the amount of material that a piece of equipment
If this infbrmation is not known, it can, be obtained from the
can haul or move must Oteknown.
manufacturer's specifications. 'The carrying capacity of earthmoving equipment is measured in
Bank yards are converted to loose yards to determine the amount of earthloose cubic yards.
moving equipment required to handle the material.
Load per cycle. This is the amitnt of loose soil, measured in cubic yards (cu yd),
that can be transported by an item of equipment during one round trip.
4r;
In earthmoving operations, it is necessary to consider volume changes in
Con ditions.
earth caused by handling. If you dig a hole in common earth and then fill the same hole with
If, however, you stamped and comthe earth that you removed, you would have some left over.
pacted the earth; it would not fill the hole. 'The increase in volume of earth that results
when it 15 dug from its natural state i$ called swell. The digging process loosens the earth
Ficles. Common earth has an average swell
and increases the size of the voids between the
factor of-about 25% (fig 2-11). One cubic yard of common earth will occupy 1.25 cu yd of
space when removed. Shrinkage is the term used to denote the decrease in volume that takes
Figure 2-12 gives soil conversion factors for
place when the earth is properly compacted.
Excavation and fill are calculated on the basis of loose yards,
earth volume changes.
in-place or bank yards, and compacted yards under the following conditions:
A"

Fig 2-11.

Volume change in earth caused by handling.

Loose yards are used to express the carrying capacity of the equipment.
Bank yards are convertqp to loose yards to determine blie.amount of
quired to handle them allerial,.

equ1 ipment

re-

To.determine the amount of material needed inea f ill, bank yards must be converted
to compacted yards.

1

The output of equipment in lOose yards must be -converted to compacted yards-to
determine the final volume of fill.'
A

-e,

I

Soil type

Soil condition
hOdally

.t.,

..

San...
Learn .

Converted to
Bank

.

008ok 0

paM4A, .._

.

}fann .

.

.

--..t"-Z.,

..

.

P3ooile
C91/41)""4T11

Hank
IOef TlaSted) k 4Q010
_C ompacted,
timed corpl (dead Bank
COMPttrabla to Loose
.. 11itiliinti
COMOte,t1
.
M

X.11

rs1

.70

1,43
1.59

.1`.0.V

CIip-110190 :,-

Any

1,11
1.Tii
1.25

1M.

-

-

1.11

0:05

-8,

'

63
-t
1.30

.87

1.15
1.50
1.15

.77
.67
77

'

0.90
.72
0.00

.1

.1
a.
w

CemPACigsd

1,94g_e

-X

_____

1.50
87

A

Fig 2-12.4 Soil conversion factors.
4.

Example:

Determine the compacted volume that a 15-yd MRS-105-SM-71 scraper can haul,

per cycle when fully loaded with dry clay.

t.

Solution:

From figure 2-5, its found that

Formula!

a x b=c

,

this, scraper can haul 20 cu yd of loose dry
clay. The' conversion factor from loose to compacted clay is given-as 0,63 in
figure 2-12.

a = size of load
b = conversion factor
c = compacted volume in cubic yards
-.Thus:

Compacted volume per cycle = 20 x 0.63 = 12.60 cu yd

Weight of materials (fig 2-13). Weight as well as conditions of materials must be
known so that the equipment assigned will be able to handle the job. This will tend to speed
production and protect the equipment from overburdening.
Weight lb/pu yd

Material
Cinders
Clay. dry

1, 220
1, 770
2, 980

Material
Limestone
Sandstone -Sand, dry

3, 240

Sand, wet

),90Sw

1, 080

Clay. wet ----

Clay and gravel
dry

WeTghTlb/cu yd
X29we

Slag, bank ---

Hardpan

Coral (hard) Coral (soft) -

3, 100

1, 890 - 1, 040

Slate

Trap rock ----

(mixture of
compacted grave I,
sand and clay),

3. 240
2, 480

Shale

Earth loam, wet- 2, 980 - 3, 240

,.

2, 430 - 2, 840
-

Gravel, dry -- 2, 430 - 2, 840
3, 240
Gravel, wet -Earth loam, dry 1, 950 - 2,160

Fig 2-13.

2, 560
2, 220

-

,

..,

2, 500
2, 700

2, 030 - 2, 440

1, 760 - 2, 030

Approximate weight of materials..,

Determine the-weight of dry clay that a 15-yd MRS-105 SM-71. scraper can haul

Example:

per cycle when fully loaded.

Solution:

Figure 2-13 gives ,,he weight of dry clay as 1770 lb per loose cu yd. From
the previous example, you learned that this scraper will carry 20 cu yd of
loose-dry clay.

Formula:

ax e=f
a = size of load

e..= weight in pounds of one cubic yard
,f = weigbt,of load in pounds
Thus:

Weight of the load = 1770 x 20 m.35,400 lb per load
#'

2-9

46

kft4

'
"'

EXERCISE:

I.

Answer the following questions and check. your'responses against those listed at the
end of this-study
Name the increase in volume of earth dug from its natural state.

.

2.

'3.

1V,

Calculate, using the formula given above, the compacted volume that a 15-yd MRS-105
SM-71 scraper can haul per cycle when fully loaded with dry loam.

Calculato, using the formula given above, the weight of the load in question 2.

Work Unit 2-7.

CYCLE TIME

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF A FORMULA, THE CYtlY TIME OF ENGINEER EQUIPMENT.

There are two types
Cycle time is the time required to load, haul, dump, and return.
fixed and variable. .It should be remembered that the speed during hauling is
of cycle time:
normally different than the,return speed. The total cycle time equals the variable time plus
the fixed, time.

Fixed time.
ing or returning.
tion, and dumping.
project to project,
are give as a guide

Fixed time is the time sfent.dgring. an equipment cycle in other than haulIt involves the time spent for lod4ing, turning, acceleration, deceleraAll of these factors are fairly constant or fixed and change little.Oom
It should I% pointed out that these times
regardless of the haul length.
Typical fixed times are given in figbre 2n44.
only.

Wheeled tactor/scraper $a is fixed time constants for ,
combinations
(with pushers)
Loading ."
Dumping and turning
Acceleration and
deceleration

bih
hg

tar

3d gear, haul

4itaguelal

1.0 min

1.0 min
0.5 min
0.8 min

1.0 min
0. 5 min
1. 5 rain

0. 5 min
0. 4 min

9 min
3. Omin 2: 3 min
Using some irapamie- W h transmission
ifted to higher gear
elm. shifting only
forward-reverse lever when in reverse,
0. 20 min .____,
0.10 min
one cycle
Push-loaded
Crawler tractor/scraper 'Self-loading
Combinations
,

'total fixed time
Crawlerdolers (shuttle
dozing only;
Total fixed time-

Loading

1. 6 min.,

Vamping all turning
Total fixed time

2.5 min

rye

1

4

Fig 2-14.

4

1. 0 min vailli
1. 0 min

1.0 mitly

.2.0 min

Fixed-time constants.

This is the actual time spent. on the road transporting material to the
Variable time.
The time required to do-this varies depending
site_ and returning with the empty vehicle.
Variable time is
on the distance to the fill and the speed at which the hauling unit trayels.
found by using the formula;
.4,
fill

4

Variable time. (mini -g haul distance in feet

At
/AI

speed in mph x 88
Note:

88 is a conversion factor from mph to feet per minute

Since speed is determined by power requirements and limitations, and is, establi %hed 'by ge1r.,
The variable-time forselection, it is possible to haul in one gear, and return in'another.
mule must be applied to both the haul and return times.
.

.1A

5'

Total cycle time. As stated previously. the total cycle time is the result of the
An-illustration of this would be:addition of fixed and-variable times.

4'

An MRS-I-100 with a MRS-105 SM-71 scraper hauls 7,500 ft to fill using 3d gear at
8.8 mph. ,It returns by a different route, .traveling in 4th gear at a speed of 12 4
mph for a distance of 8,200 ft. -What is the total'cycle time per :trip?

t.

.

Formla:
F

F + V1+ V2 - T

.

fixed time (Min)f 1.9 (fig 2-14, 3d gear haul).`

VI =, variable time (mid to fill area)

V2

7,500 = 0.7 min
8.8 x 88

variable time (min for'return trip) =M

8,200 - 7.5 m
12.4 x 88

T - total time per cycle - 1.9 min + 9:7 mid + 7.5*Tin = 19.1 min
EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and Check'your, responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1.

What is cycle time?

2.

The time spent during an equipment cycle in other than hauling or returning is
known as

3.

Calculate, using the formula given in Me text, the
example given below.

otal time per cycle of the
0

-An MRS-105 SM-71 scraper hauls 9,000 feet to fill using 3d gear`at 8-.6 mph. It
'returns by a different route, traveling in 4th"geor at a speed of 12.4 mph over
a distance of 10,500 ft. Fixed time (min) = 1.9 min (3d gear haul).

,

Work Unit 2-8.

ROLLING RESISTANCE

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF A FORMULA;

01118

RESISTANCE.

Definition. Rolling resistance
be consi ered for wheeled prime movers, but not
for triek:WiTili&ers. Wiling rests-ten
is the resistance to movement, by wheeled equipment
dye to .irregularities in the road Sur, ce, compaction and displacement vf the materials"over
which the hauling units must travel, and the flexing of the tidewalls of the tires.
It is
by drawbaroull, in pounds per short ton (DBPPi (lb/ton) of grois weight.
Figure
ves typecal'hlling resistance factors.
A hard, smooth stabilised rued.

40011PP/ton

way without penetration un
der had (concrete or bleckr
tdPl
4.

*firm, pr000throllina roadway 45 WIPP/ton
fleeing ahahtly under had
Imacadem or (rseal.toppmi

I

.1

rood).
0

A rutt
cons

dirt readway; 1110.1ne
bly underfeed (hard

NO .0/1PP/ton,

1" or more tire

clay

.

perestratket).

!tutted' %lin roadway, no etalitigation,

roawarliat

150 DIWPiton

'oft,

under travel (4" to r Ora
panetration).
36

I

o

'middy. tutttrl roadwar. HO to 400 DRIP/
wand.

ton

, in aabeence of the above data the followln4 formula
may 1m %mid:

es lollinyr mistanee fatter =40 lb/ton + 30 Ita/
..1/ ten par inch of tire penetration

Fig 2-15.''Rolling resistan & filcitors.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

S

Rolling resistance equals the gross weight of the rolling unit, Measured in
Formula.
tons, multiplied by the rolling resistance factor;
Wr
R = tr.7

.R.1:941 rolling resistance

total weight

c ___t

drawbar pull in lb /ton (2,000)
r = resistance factor (fig 2-15)

D
.

Determine the rolling resistance for an MRS-I-100 tractor/scraper traveling
Exam le.
The
Weight of the soil in the scraper is 27,000 'lb.
over .a grave road (little flexing).

weight of the MRS-I-100 M71 is 34,710 lb (fig 2-3).

The weight-of the scraper (fig 2-5)

is

Combined, the weights equal 63,560 lb.

28,850 lb.

Weight of soil = 27,000 lb
Weight of tractor 2 34,710
Weight of scraper - 28,850
Total weight = 90,560 lb
Rolling resistance * 65 DBPP per ton (fig 2 -15)
Total rolling resistance = 90,560 x 65 = 2,943 DDPP
-2,130o

Answer the following questioos and check your answers against those listed at the

EXERCISE:

end of this study unit.

How is rolling resistance measured?

1.

bFeet per square yard
Foot pounds
2.

c.
d.

Drawbar pull
Cubic yards

_Calculate, using the formula given in the study unit, the rolling resistance for an
Weight of the soil in the
MRS-I-100 tractor/scraper traveling over a paved road.
scraper is 32,000 lb.

Work Unit 2 -9.' GRADE'RESISTANCE

CALCULATE, BY THE USE OF A FORMULA, GRADE RESISTANCE.
addition of, the amount of
Grade resistance is the decrease in, -or
Definition.
The generdrawbar pull required because of the adverse or favorable gradeklof a haul road.
Each 1%-"i5f adverse grade consumes 20
ally accepted measurement of the effects of grades are
lb. of drawbar pull per short ton of gross weight. Each 1% of faVorable grade decreases the
drawbar pull required by 20 lb per short ton of gloss weight.
Formula:

P = Wbg
D

.

P

at pounds pun requires

oW = gross weight
D =short ton (2,000 lb)
b = lb of DBP 420y
g = grade percent

The total weight of a tractor and loade6scraper is 90,560.
Example.
pull required to climb a 3%.adverse slope.
,

)/t

V

90,560 x 20 x 3
.

2,000

i

...*:

.1'

p

2,7174!

S

74-0k

-

Determine the

1

4
EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

What is the generally accepted measurement of the effects of grades?

2.

Calculate, using the formula given in the work unit, the grade resistance when the
total weight of a tractor and loaded scraper is 95,560 lb.
peterMine the pull
reqUired to climb a 5% adverse slope.

Work Unit 2-10.

ALTITUDE
.

CALCULATEBY THE USE OF A FORMULA, THE EFFECT ALTITUDE HAS ON THE EFFICIENCY OF
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
Effects.
Elevation above sea level has adverse effects on the efficiency of internalcombustfaiiiigines.
This effect is negligible for altitudes up to 3,000 feet above sea
level.
A generally accepted rule of thumb estimates the reduction in available drawbar pull
at 3% for each 1,000 ft of elevation, or fraction thereof, in excess' of 3,000 ft above sea.
level.

Example. Determine the available drawbar pull for a Terex 82-30M dozer operating at an
altitude of 7,000 ft ftr low and intermediate respectively?
Formula:

a

b = c

cxe-f
g

f

hxi.j
Where:

a

. working elevation

b = elevation below which altitude has a negligible effect (3,000 ft)
c

. elevation efficiency effects on engine

d =1,000 ft elevation (constant)

e - 3% decrease in power (DBPP) pet 1,000 ft of elevation
f

Solution:

= total % decrease in'power
100% (constant)
- total % power available
= total DBPP (fig 2-2)
available DBPP
- b

c

c-x e = f

7,000 ft - 3,000 ft - 4,000 ft
..4t000 x 3% . 12%
1,000
,

g -f-114

100% - 12% - 88%

h x i = j

88% x 120,000 . 105,600 DBPP aya)lable in low range

88% x 60,000 - 52,800 DBPP available in intermediate
range
EXERCISE:

Answer the following question-and check your response against the one listed at the
end of this stud, unit.

1.

Calculate, by the use of the formUla, the.effect altitude has on the internal-combustion engine in the problem below.

Determine the available DBPP for a AGase MC 1150 scooploader operating at an
iltitude of 5,000 ft for intermediate ahChigh.

2-13

Work Unit 2-11.

TRACTION LIMITATION
USABLE POUNDS DRAWBAR PULL OF A TRACTOR.

CALCULATE, BY "THE USE OF A FORMULA,

Traction is the frictioRal force that resists,ithe wheels or tracks from
Definition.
It depends on the weight of the drive wheels and the tractionslipping on a particular "soil.
The maximumpull a tractor can exert before spinning
al coefficient of the soil. (fi.g 2-10.
can bet given as follows:
Usable pounds pull equals the coefficient of traction times the
weight on the drive wheels. Thus, the usable pounds pull must be equal to or greatef than the
drawbar pounds pull required.
.

stwww

Canasta
Clay loam, dry

Clay tear, mit
Multar day loam
Loom and

Quarry on
07ave1 mad (itsws not
hard)
Packed snow
Icy

Firm sw
laws. ea%

S. M.. Um.

7wm
.46

.a
.40
,20
.66
.36 r.

.70
.70

10
.66

.20

I2
.66
.46

.12
.90
iS°

ti
F(g 2-16.

Coefficients of traction for tractors.

Determine the usable pounds drawler 'poi
Exam le.
tor on wet c ay using 2-wheel drive.
Solution.

From figure 2-3:

weight of tractor = 34,710 lb
weight distribution 9 44% on rear wheels
15,272. lb
weight on drive wheels = 34,710 x

From figure 2-16:

maximum coefficient of friction = :45
usable lb pull . 15,272 x .45 = 6,8.72 DBPP

Answer the f llowing questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

EXERCISE:

.

for an MRS-1-100 rubimer-tied trac-

1.

Define traction.

2.

Calculate', using the formula given in the work unit, the usable pounds drawbar pull
for an MRS-I-100 rubber tired tractor on loose sand.

7t
Work Unit 2-12.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

STATE THE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY OF CRAWLER TRACTORS.

.

STATE THE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY OF WHEELED TRACTORS.

Seldom, if ever, does a unit reach maximum prAkluction. ,This is due to reasons such as
a supervisor's 'Ick of know-how, a poor state of maintenance of the equipment, and deficienThe equipment efficiency factor must be esticies in the operator's skill and techniques.
mated, and it must be considered because of thr-fact that a piece' of equipment cannot work a
This efficiency varies'Aepending upon the Supervision, the
full 60 minutes out of every hour.
Thus, an efficiency
ability of the operators, maintenance requirements, and Site conditions.
factor is multiplied by the maximum production to obtain the estimated production for the proThis factor should-be computed from past' experience by the unit. ror the purpose of
ject.
this course, we will use the following efficiency factors:
-

V

,

The efficiency factor for track-type liiactors during
The efficiency
at 83% with the tractor working 50.min/hour.
during daylight hours is estimated at 75%-, working 45 min/hour.
Da

.

2-14

gh.t hours

estimated.

ctor for wheel% tractors

.

N1 ht_
During hours of darkness, even -with the atd of ni
lighting equipment,.this
factor w 1
decrease along with the output of work per hour.
F
oithe
track-ty e tractors,
efficiency factor decreases to 75% as the work output falls to 45 m n/hour.
he wheeled tractor efficiency decreases even more, down to 67% with only a total of 40 mi /hour of working
time.

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at.the
end,of this study.unit.
State the operational
daylight hours.

efficiency factor

of tracked and wheel d

tractors during

'

2.

a.

Tracked

b.

Wheeled

.

During hours of darkness, will the efficiency factor increase or decrease?

`Section 1114

Work Unit 2-13.

CRAWLER- TRACTOR APPLICATIONS

CLEARING AND GRUBBING

STATE THE PURPOSE OF A LAND. CLEARING OPERATION.

STATE THE PURPOSE OF A GRUBBING OPERATION.
)A,

.

'

Land clearing is a construction operation consisting of clearing an area of all trees,
downed timber, brush, rubbish, surface boulders, and., material imbedded in the ground.
Disposing of the material cleared is also part of the operation.' Grubbing consists of the removal of partieuTarly stubborn roots and stumps. In most cases, the use'oCengineer equipment
is the most rapid and efficient method of clearing.
Hind or power felling equipment, explosives, and fire are used as applicable to help complete the operations.
Factors determining
the method to be used are:
The acreage to be cleared, type and density of the vegetation, the
terrain, the availability of personnel and equipment, and the time available for completion of
the operation.
In clearing an area through a forest, the dozer is the.most efficient tyke 'of
equipment for emoving small trees and brush, and uprooting stumps, roots, and trees up to 10
inches in dia lket': After the boundaries of the clearing have been established, spoil areas
are designated
the basis of the following factors:
shortest haul, downgrade slope, effective camouflage, and general accessibility.
In clearing small trees and brush, dozerkshould
operate in first or second gear with the blade straight and digging slightly below ground
level.This will uproot and break off a number of small trees and brush. Dozers can work
singly or" in pairs, and the cleared material can be pus64 into windrows or to one Side.of the
area to be cleared to await disposal.
Using this method, approximately 1,000 sq yd.caW be
cleared per hour. per machine. Using one or two dozers for the small trees and.brush, a second
pair of dozers on follow' and remove large trees and stumps that were previously passed up by
the first team.
If necessary, a third pair may be added to assist in removing heavy timber ft,
(trees having a diameter of 10 or more inches).
Removal -or,f heavy timber. is slower and more
difficult,, usually taking from 5 to 20 minutes per treel. Special -precautioni must, be taken,
when removing these trees, since falling branches -will endanger the equipment operators and
rising root masses may catch and seriously damage the,underside of the equipment. No two
units should work too close together as one may accidentally push a tree onto the other operator.
After the clearing is 'completed, all holes left by the removal df trees should be
filled-in to prevent the Wcumulation. of water.. The speed of clearing depends on the. type of
clearing to be done, outputgf equipment, and the methods used.
Production rates of equipment
under normal operati*conditions are used to determine the total time required for the job.
Knowing the area and 'type of clearing, and the production rates of the available equipment,
the time can be,estimated and a job schedule prepared,

..b-

4/1

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1.

State the purpose of a land clearing operation.

2.

State the purpose of a grubbing operation.

2-15

A

What safety precaution should be taken when two oe'more dozers are working together, removing layger trees?

3.
.

I

Work Unit 2-14.- STRIPPING AND BACKFILLING
STATE THE PURPOSE OF A STRIPPING

PERAT1ON.111.

NAME THE TYPE OF EQUIPMENT BES .SUITii FOR BACKFILLING.
Dozers are used to clear and strip 1111 ahead.of earthmoving operations,
Stripping.
a.
Stripping
partfculariTy in excavation. areas, so that the soil willArave a chance to dry out.
is the removal and disposal of objectional irons and sods. These operations are planned to
In rough or steep terrain, haul
is 300;ft.
minimize haul distances; maximum haul distan
If so, the topsoil should be fed downgrade to open areas so that
distances may be longer.
scrapers or other hauling,units may be utilized for the removal of the material. Stripping
should berplanned so that' excavation can begin ts soon as possible.

.

Backfilling. Dozers are the best equipment for backfilling because the material is
b.
pushed directly ahead of the machine over banks, into ditches, or directly against a strucWhen backfilling culverts, dozers should not be allowed to cross the structure unless
ture.
Angle dozers are excellent for thisthere is at least 12 in. of solid material on top of it.
operation since they ca drift material into the fill area while still maintaining their for-,
istance is over 300 ft, it 1$ more efficient to haul with scrapes
ward progress. When the
directly to the dozers at he fill site. This will keep the dozers working continuously with
little loss in production time. When compaction of the baCkfill area is necessary, layers of
6 to 12 in. thick are built up. Having the-operators eVerlap their tracks will aid in compaction and less time will be required for final compaction. Care must be taken when compacting
over culverts'and. buried structures so that damage will not occur.
EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
.
end of this study unit.
1.

State the purpose of a stripping operation.

.

3.

Name the type of equipment best SUited for backfilling.

When backfilling culverts, how many inches of soil should there be on tod-before
eallowing dozers to cross?

Work Unit 2-15.

SIDEHILL EXCAVATION
410

STATE WHICH TYPE OF DOZER IS BEST SUITED FOR SIDEHILL EXCAVATION.

One of the most important uses of a dozer is sidehill 'excavation for road construcAn angle dozer is best for this operation which includes preparation of level benches
on which scrapers can operate. .Dozers should work from the top down, taking advantage of the
On a particularly steep slope it may be
favorable grades, thereby increasing production.
necessary to start above the proposed roadway and doze dbwnhill to form a shelf or bench from
which it can work as shown in figure 2-17. Starting from the top, where possible, with the
The
blade angled so that the leading edge is toward the bani, the operator obtains a load.
side casting action of the angled blade will deposit materialion the low side of the slope.
If the
After dumping the spoil, the operator backs up in the fastest safe speed possible.
project calls for a specific bank slope on the sidehill cute the following procedure should be
Make the first pass and then moVe out whatever distance is necessary to carry the
used.
slope. Always maintain the slope as the, cut increases in depth. Where it is possible to
start a the bottom, keep the blade raised as high as possible and hold it against the slope.
e material to the outside to build the ramp for .the machine to work on as it progresses
Cast
up-th hill. Always keep the inside or bank side lower than the outside edge, eliminating
Operators must watch for underground rocks when starting a narrow sideflange ous overhangs.
ock, it may turn the tractor sideways and
hill cut. If the corner of the blade hits.a buried
throw it over the bank. Use experienced operators on y on sidehill excavation work.
tion.

E.

2-16
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A

Fig 2-17.

Sidehtll excavation with angle dozer.

Ali

EXERCISE:

Answer the fcillowing questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this -stud,

unit,
.7o

-.1.

State the type of dozer'which is best Kited for sidehill excavation.

.7. 7^. -71
2.

Which way should the, spoil be cast on sidehill excavations?

.11

FINISHING SIDE SLOPES

Work Unit 2-16.

LIST TWOJETHOOS OF FINISHING SIDE SLOPES.
Two commonly used methods for finishing side slopes with dozer% are illustrated in
figure 2In finishing tide slopes by working parallel to the right-of-way;
Pa llel finishing.
the dozer starts it the top and with each successive pass spills the soil to the lower side of
This
the blade. ThiS forms a windrow which in turn is picked upon the passes that follow.
Care must be,taken not to let the
material is used to fill irregularities in the terrain.
bladd corner dig since this will steepen the slope beyond job specifications.
In finishing.side slopes by the diagonal method; the dozer starts.
Diagonal finishing.
up diagonally to the right-of-way. A windrow is formed and is continat the bettom and work
This is one of the few instances'
ually drifted to one side to fill in terrain irregularities.
when a dozer may be most efficient at cutting uphill.

410

Parallel

6

Diagonal
3

Fig 2-18.

Finishing side slopes with dozers.

2-17
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EXERCFSE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List two methods of finishing side slopes.
a.
t.

o--f

O.
2.

Name the type of finishing used when a tractor starts at the bottom and works up to
the right-of-wa.i.

.

44-

Work Unit 2-17.

METHODS TO INCREASE PRODUCTION

LIST THREE METHODS TO INCREASE PRODUCTION OF BULLDOZERS.
Blade-to-blade dozing ((fig 2-19). This gives increased
when materia1 is to.-be
-$
moved distancei of 5U to suU feet. At distances less than 50 feet, the extra yardage-obtained
is offset by the extra time required to maneuver the .econd dozer into position. More than
two dozers may be used effec_tively. Blade-to-blarde dozing has limitations caused by the tendency of the operatorSjo st:op andqalk and-wait for minor repairs or adjustments to the adjacent machine.
.

b

e

Fig Z -19.

Blade-to-blade dozing.

Slot dozing (fig 2-20): Slot dozing.uses spillage from the first few passes to build a
windrbw on each sfde of the dozOWs,path. This forms a trench and
spillage on the
passes that follow.' Cut sections should be slotted alternately with
with narrow uncut sections between the slots. These can be removed with bonnal dozing.
With.altaVorable grade and
conditions, the production increase may amount to as much as 50%.
.

-T

4.44fe

Fig 2-20.

it

"Slot dOzing.

-

Downhill dozing. In
wnhill dozing 3t-is not necessary to carry each load down to the
bottom of the'hll)' .Several toads can'be piled at the brink ofthe hill and pushed to the
bottom Tn one piss. Whenever easible,:dOzing should be done downhill .to lake adVadtage of
the fact that 4 favorable grade 011.,:10-crease the ability of the dozer to Use its full amount
of drawbar horsepower, thWincreaggg production. Combinations. of any of these three methods
can Be used to increase productiOn.-

a

ZV

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
'

71,

List three Methods to increase the production of bulldozers.

,...

#

.

..-

.a.

b.
c.

2.

With favorable glade and soil conditions, slot dozing can increase prod4ption,by

Which type of dozing should be :used to take Advantage of a doier's full amount of
drawbar horsepower?
4

Work Unit 2-18.

PRODUCTION ESTIMATION. FOR CRAWLER-TRACTORS
.

CALCULATE, BY THE
,
TRACTOR.

USE'S A FORMULA, THE PRODUCTION ESTIMATION FORA TEREX CRAWLER-

4

1:r

Tripp per hour and payloads per hour govern the production of earthmoving equipment.
The cycle time determines the...number of trips per hour.
It is 'evident that the supervisor
will want to get
many trips per hour as possible. To do this the cycle time must be kept
at a minimum,
roduction estimation of crawler-tractors involves factors such as the cycle
ttme, the efficiency-factor, and the amount of material that the machine, is capable of moving
er trip.

Formula.

Production output (bank cu yd/hr) is computed using the formula
0=.
x F'x 50 x E
C

0 = output per hour
Q --capacity of equipment
F.= soil conversion- factor
50 - min per hour (see Work Unit 2-12)
E ,s equipment efficiency factor
C = cycle time (min)
Example:
A terex 82 -30M is dozing common earth (loam).
Assuming that the power requirements and limitations allow the machine to dig Ad carry material forward in intermediate
and return at high reverse, what is the bank cubic. yards production capacity of the dozer with
a .150 ft pushing distance? For Cycle time formula, please refer to Work Unit 2-7.

,cs

Q
7.9 cu yd (loose) (fig 2 -1)
E = .83 .(pare 27,12)

Intermediate forward 1 3.8 mph (fig 2-2)
Hi h reverse a 8.3 mph (fig 2-2)
F

.

9. 2-12)

Compute, c04tput

x 50. x E= 7.9 x 1.25 x 50 x .83 F 409.8

"

:64

Banked cub

yards per hour

476.5

Doer effic ency performance. To determine the efficiency of a dozer, it is necessar9
:to look for dertai
tems when obierying the operation of the dozer and its olierator, The,
following items might' be Useful as aids in helping you to estimate the performance of your
operators and equipmentt.,
.

Loading.

.

.

In the loading We'r4ation,- are Your operators obtaining heaped 'loads?

the backup tractor engine mlintaining full
dozed in tlotp where possible?

rpm's, yet working fully?

7

2 -19
(4

56

is

Are loads,

\--jliTF

;`'

:7?

Is the backup
Is approximately 1.5 mph hauling speed being maintained?
e
the
e-maxinium
haul
distances
less
e
ng-iroade
ln
the-highest
gear
possible?
spee
downhill dozing being used?
than 300 feet? Where possible, are blade-to-blade

Traveling.-.

°

Is the fill material
Is time. being wasted after the spreid is made?
Spreading.
being feathered out at the end of the spread ?ng day? Is the fill material being
spread to layers Of PM*" thfchPqSS?
-

Are tracks

Mechanical check. Are all adjustments to the power unit being lode?
properly adjusted? Are the dozer blades in good condition?
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check,your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List the two factors that'govern the production of earthmoving equipment.

/
(4

b,
2.

Calculate, using the problem given below and the formula given in the text, the
production estimation for a TEREX crawler-tractor.
A terex 82-30M is dozing clay. The power requirements and limitations allow
the machineto dig and carry material forward in intermediate and return in
'high reverse. What is the.bank cubic yards production capacity of the dozer
with a 100 ft pushing distance?

-,--

k,,

f

J

it

-..

.

,

,

3.

.

.

List four items that may be useful as aids for estimating the performance of your
operators and equipment.

.fr

A

'a.
b.

C.,

4

d;

rt

U

Sectien IV.
Work Unit -2-19.

TRACTOR/SCRAPER APPLICATIONS

LOADING

LIST THREE METHODS OF LOADING USED IN TRACTOR/SCRAPER OPERATIbNS.

ej

Nor

ti

Loading should be-done in minimum time without excessive stress on tractor or scraper.
Normally, heaped loads are best. In some ilypes of soil, the last 2 or 3'yards.of a heaped
When loadload require much time to load; and extrktrips with smaller loads art Justified.
ring wet sticky 'material where traction is bad, you should obtain good results by-maintaining a
thin hit and keeping tke apron as tow as possible to minimize material build up in front of the
When planning fdl" loading operations, you should consider the methods described bellow.
bowl.
f holes,
Constant effort is required to keep the cutulevel and.fre
Making cuts.
boulders, and high spots. Cutting and, gouging by operators result 0 uneven cuts. Uointaining a moderate crown ivill permit the scraper to work nearer to the Side of the cut without,
At times, raising and lowering the blade will help to Increase the load
sliding away from it
the Variation from the
and will enable the pusher dozer, if used, td build up higher speeds.
Cuts should be
high point to the low point of the cut should not be more $han 4 inches.
mia
.
planned to provide adequate and natural drainage.
Oft

1/4

e

Downhill loaditfig 2-211% Downhill loading uses 7.10 forces of-gravity acting on the
n.grittlyloads In less time. The added force of gravity is 20 lb per
tractor scraper to ob
gross ton of weight per 1% of doWbhill grade. Likewise this will have the same adverse effect
'if the hayling unit is traveling .againql the grade. this downhill pull will add more material
,'. per load, and the added material will irff turn add to the gravitational force.
.
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Fig 2-21.

Downhill loading.

4f)

Straddle loading (fig 2-22). When it is necessary to load on-level terrain, as in
loading-is used to increase the yardage hauled.'
light cuts and stripping operations:straddle
Straddle loading may be used. to improve performance when loading sticky material. After loading with number 1 scraper, number 2 scraper will make a parillel cut, approximately 1/2 blade
Width-away from the first cut, leaving an island of diaterial between the two.- The third
scraper-011 straddle the island to obtain its material rapidly. This method g4ins yardage
every third trip, because the center strip loads with-less resistance than a full cut.
r

S

4

'T.
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.
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Ffg 2-22.

Straddle lo,iding.

4
Loading, with a pusher dozer. .A smooth loading qperation is the' fastes,t and most effiTeamwork operation of pusher and scrapers is
cient way to obtain a 'Maximum load every time.
essential to eliminate.waiting time. Spacing of scrapers to enter the borrow pit irea should
be ftgi 1.5- to 2.0- minute intervals. This will keep the pusher in continual operation and
willliNoid unnecessary scraper delays. The pusher operator is the spotter and guide for the
hauling units. 'These units must be near the dozer when it is ready to push. The lOading unit
must not depend of the pusher to do all the work, nor should the'scraper tractor Wheels be
spun in an, effort to pull away from the pusher. To determine how many scrapers a pusher.can
handle, divide the scraper cycle time by the pusher cycle time. The average cycle time for a
pusher is 1.5 to 2.5 minutes.. The operator or the scraper should enter the loading area at
If the approach and cut is
the same speed as the one in which he returned from 'the fill area.
The pusher operator should indicate the loading lane, and
level, this is a safe practice.
should be waiting about 450 off of the,lane to be cut, allowing the scraper to"tome in fastand easy. After the scraper has been loaded, ft should leave the cut as fast As Pbssible,
This
with its bowl slowly rising to spread the material that has piled up ln,front of it.
It will allow additional ssraperyto maintain
makes a smooth cut at the end of the fill area.
-speed when coming out of the fill area.

EXERCISE:, Answer the following gyestions and check your answers against Oose listed at the
end of this -study unit.
1.

List three methods of loading used in tractor/scraper operations.
a.

b.

c.
2.

The forces of gravity acting on the tractor/scraper help obtain greater loads in
(less - more). time.

3.'

Which type Of,loading may be used to improve performance when .loading sticky
material?.

4.

Spacing of scraptrs to enter/the borrow pit area 'should t
intervals.
a.

Work Unit 2-20.

True,

b.

? from

1.4- to 2.0- minute

False

HAULING

STATE WHY TURNS CAUSE A 1.09610F TIME IN HAULING IFRATIoNs.
time includes hauling time'and return time.-. Here the power capabilities:* of the
'time
tractor become vital. Maximum efficiency in hauling is of the utmost importance because this
operation consumes .more time than any other.

I

Obtaining maximum efficiency.

Wherever possible, adverse grades are eliminated' to perGrade reduction (buildint long easy graded) are not always
helpful because it may be more effective toclimb a short steep, slope in a lower gear than to
climb a long easy grade in an intermediate gear. Well-maintained haul roads eliminate vibration, shock, and wear on till, equipment and operators.
They reduce equipment maintenance and
increase operator efficiency. To withstand traffic, haul roads require a heavy compac
cover, of good material.
This will distribute the wheel loads over a wide area, increasg the
bearing capacity of the haul road.
The use of sprinklers to minimize dust conditions wil
permit higher hauling speeds: Roads that are moist Will pack into hard, smoothIsurface$.
Sprinkling not only increases spied, but also reduces dust, which will sift into equipment
parts and cause considerable wear and extra lube time. Less dust means better visibility and
fewer accidents. Haul roads shbuld be wide enough to permit two-way traffic.
In the event
the road is not wide enough fe-permit this, turnouts should be provided to enable slower moving vehicles to 'be passed by faster moving equipment.. Space rigs efficiently; not too close
and not too far apart. Make operators hustle when the distance between the rigs becomes too
great, likewise take them,;,un slower when the distance closes.
When two rigs enter the fill
area at the same time, have one rump at the end of the fill and one dump at the beginning.
This will compensate for the spacing of the rigs. Have operators avoid lugging the engine.
Downshift to a lower gepr when it is apparent that speed cannot be maintained in the present
gear.
Even thodgh the machine can take It, it is better to dbwnshift andnaccelerate.
_

rflit.maxf6iirrs Iraiel at high speeds.

.

,

Plan travel cycles (fig 2-21). Because turns cause equipment to slow down, shift
gears, and travel' extra distances, they cause a"loss of tipie in hauling operations. On the
two types of cycles common to most earthmovillg jobs, unnecessary turns are eliminated by cutting,and
reading two Mays; by using two cuts adjacent to a fill, or two fills adjacent to a
"common cut. An operator either works a cut from the-center to a fill at both ends, or he
-works a cut at Bach end to fill the eenter. Instead of considering each area as a separate
cut and a separate 'fill, a continuous cycle is established thereby eliminating two turns.
On
some-14bs, particularly airfield construction, consecutive light acts and light fills occur
which ire, fairly 'evenly' spaced and nearly balaRped as to volume. MI time is reduced by
traveling thrbugh the entire series, turning only at the ends.

,

J.
PLAN TRAVEL CYCLES TO ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY TURNS

'4
RIGHT

WRONG
1

a,

cUt and spread two ways:

-1Wft

cAD .6-- CUT

cur.

---

our

b.

Move both ends to middle,

..

[11r

C

cur

PSI 411

CUT

T

OPu ao,"
,

No. of turns to comilsete.loatIs

.

turning time (.15 min. tich)....'.50

Noy of turns to complete load
tinning time

Every turn eliminated saves

Fig 2-23.
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4
1.00

.25 min.

Cut and spread sequence.
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EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

I.

To withstand traffic, haul roads should have a

2.

Stale why turns cause a loss of time in hauling operations.
-/

4

3.

How much time is saved by eachItUrn that Is eliminated?
4
a.
b.

Work Unit 2-21.

.10 min
.25 min

t.
d.

.50 min
1.00 min

CONSTRUCTING FILLS

LIST TWO METHODS OF CONSTRUCT11G FILLS'USING A SCRAPER.
Scrapers spread the soil while unloading and rarely require assistance -from a dozer.
Spreading is'done at
The type of material controls the unloading and spreading of materials.
the highest speed possible. Unloading and rough grading are two.methods of constructing Sills.
SpeUnloading. Normally, unloading is done.in long thin layers to aid in compaction.
cial techniques are necessary when spreading wet,_sticky materials, such as raising and lo ring the apron to lessen theiamount of material in front of the bowl, and also pulling the
tailgate forward and returning it a short distance. When unloading, plan scraper spreads
er previo
Spread the first load at the start of the fill. Travel with following loa
Fi
sh spreading
fill and make each following spread start at the end of the previous layer.
one lane before starting a new lane so that compaction equipment can begin.' Hapha rd unloadIn most cases a dozer ill be
ing,of materials in the fill area delays construction time.
Route the scrapers so that they will assilibip the compaction
needed to spread the material.
and reduce the
of the material. Overlapping tire tracks aid in the compaction of the a
time needed for compaction-by the rollers. Strapers should unload at high speed without
Always
losing momentum. Dribbling the load at low speeds slows down the travel cycle.
instruct your operators to maintain the ffT1 slope by filling higher on the outside edges so
When the scrapers
that the scraper will not have the tendency to slide over or off the edges.
Plan the exit route from t!k900
are empty, get them off the fill area fast. _Do not waste time.
fill area to avoid soft ground, trees, and other obstacles.
Rough grading. Finishing can be done with the scraper to a certain degree, particularly where low spots require material to be hauled in or where material is to be cut and used in
Grading is usually done at low speeds because high-speed spreading makes it more
the area.
difficult to control the blade for a smooth finish. Grading is done by' raising the apron to
the fulLopen position and I' having the'tailgate about three-quarters of the way forwar and
leaving it in that position. With these adjiisAments, it is only necessary to control th
- depth of the blade cut and its path. As the work nears completion, spee4 can be increas d because the finish is smoother and less bouncing will occur,
EXERCISE:

'1.

Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List two methods of constructing fills:
a.

b.
i.

a

2.

Whit is done in ion' thin layers,to-aid in-comp ttion?

3.

Describe:how grading is done with a scriperi

a.

or

'r

PRODUCTION ESTIMATION FOR TRACTOR /SCRAPERS

Work Unit 2-2'L

'CALCULATE,,BY THE USE OF A FORMULA, THE PRODUCTION ESTIMATION FOR TRACTORS/SCRAPERS,,
AP
Estimation of the alwoun6faterial that a tractor/scriper can move is based on several factors. Thes
factoft. include the length of haul and return distance, the amount and type
of material /h at is hauled, grade and traction resistance, and speed of the hauling unit.'

0-

.

4

N !

.

N

.

FormUla. The prOduction outpuhhfor a s aper is computed using the same formula as the'
one used to compute the output for thlocrliwler tractor: 0 =QxF5_45'x E
.-

(

.....-F*

0 - output per hour
Q - capacity of equipment ,
F =soil conversion factor
45), = min per hour (see Work unit\?-1,?)40
E - equipment efficiency factor.
C = cycle time (min). _EJor cycle ,time formula p

r

1

,

.

eas(

refer to Work Unit 2-7.

Exa le. Hang already covered.ro ling resista
, grade resistance, altitude
effects, and ractiOn limitations, you will only comp
the amount of material that a scraper
can move per hour. An MRS-I-100/105 114,tractor/sc per combination Haul's sod to a,fill
are a distance of 1,970 feet.
Travel
to the fil
.rea in 2d earand reiwning from the
fill area itr3d gear, what is the volume of m
.that. can 15e ,d per hou'r by this unit?
Q = 10.5 cu yd
F - 1.11 (fig 2-12)
45 = 45
E = .75 (Wo
Unit 2-12)
C = 4.7 min
.11 x 45 x as .
0 = 10.5 x
4.7

it

I' I

e
393.4 = 83.7 cu yd per hour
Er

4,
Answer the ollavang questions and,check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
NC,

EXERCLSE)
.

.

..

v

-

,

I. Calculate, using the forMula, the production estimation of the tractor/scrap r
given in the following problem:

!b

.

.

.

An MRS-I-100/105 SM-21 tract-dW4craper combination hauls sand to a fi 1 area a
distance of 2,500 feet.
Travelrhg to tHW fill area in 2d gear and returning
from the filliprea in 3d gear, what is the volume of material that can be moved
per hour by Oils unit during daylight hours?

9

Scraper capacity
Total cycle time
£ Soil conversion factor,

4 Q = 10.5 cu yd loose

41

-

Afficiency factor
-Th..-.,

C = 5.52
F = 1.11
E = .75

0 =Qxfx 45 x E,=

olume/hour
.

0=
Section V.

VIP

ROAD GRADERS

Graders are priMarily intended for shaping and finish work, and are designed accordingThe small moldboard and .Comparatively lightweight attachments do not lend themselves to
the roughing phases of construction usually handled by dozers.
Limited dozer work may be done
with the grader, provided the blade is not overloaded.
The efficiency of a grader rests sole.1y on t4e.proficiency of the operator, since each job has a specifid blade setting and speed
for maximum,production. Because of poor traction; motor grader efficiency may fall off con
siderably when bperatthg ip.wet, muddy conditions.
ly.

I

4Ig

S.

2,25

62

4

,
11.

t

Work Unit-2-23.

CUTTING DITCHES

STATE 'THE PURPOSE FOR41ARKING DITCHES DURING CUTTING OPERATIONS.

'STATE THE:CORRECT DEPTH EACH DITCHING CUT SHOULD BE MADE DURING. CUM NG OPERATIONS.
.

N

r

In basic road construction operations, cutting ditches is done in the folARwing basic
sequinces.

.
,I

Marking ditches. Setter grader control i s m aintained, and straighterOit ches are
made on
if an initial- 3, to 4- inch ctpep marking cut at,thr(oUtet edge of the bank slope
t e first pass. The position of the blade is in line with the outer edge of the lead tire,
.
3(:11).
e angle of the blade is approximately 25o
or
.

I..

I

Ditch cuts. Each ditching cut should,be mpde as deep as possible without
COntrol:Ot the grader.11Nonnally, ditching cuts are made in 2d or 3d gear
throttle. The blade is poOtApned so 'that the toe is in line with the center of
tire.
Each successive cut is/brought in from tbe edge of the bank slope so that
the blade will be In line with the ditch bottom' on the final- .cut.

it
losing

stalling or
at full

the lead
the toe oft

EXERCISE: _Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed At the
end 'of this study unit.
1.

State the purpose for marking ditches during cutting operations. -

2.

State th&correct depth each ditching cut shouldyge made durilig cutting o

rati

rt

work Unit 2-24.

WINDROWS AND SHAPING

STATE WHICH..GRADER OPERATION FORMS THE CROWN OF A RO4
'1...

,

When the blade is set at anang '1e, the _pushed loads tend To drift off of the trailing

The,rol ling action. caused by the curve of the mo.ldboard assists this
side action... As the blade is angled mbre (sharpfy, the speed of this action is increased:
maintenance is gone at a i to 300 angle: This angle is decreased
Most road
'
n
ncreased for ditching.
for spreadin
t
edge of the.onoidboard. ,

11

;

Moving Windrows. When ditchin4,cuts are made, windrows shouldbe formed between the
When,the ditch is at the prescribed depth or
heel of the moldboard and the left teat tires.
the windrow reaches'a height greater!than the roa clearance of the grader, the windrow must
his time. When operationill is formed at
be moved or leveled off. The shoulder of the
produces more material than is required for the roadbed and the shoulders, excess material is
Roved into a 'windrow and, hauled off.: Windrows should not be piled in,front of the rear tires
1
because they will affect traction and accuracy.

m

.

.

,

.

7,
,

.

I"

All material vills
This operation forms thq crown of the road.
Leveling windrows.
off under the hlade as the material'is leveled. The forward and sideward movement of, the
loose material serves :to distributeit effectively. If a windrow is` left at the trailing edge
of the grader blade it is picked up on the next pa . Or the final pass a lighter cut is
taken and the heel of the blade is rolled enough t allow the spill to go under rather than'
around the blade to avoid leaving a Ogdrow.
...-

.0"

EXERCISE:

Answer the followiag questions pied check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

F.

1.

When ditching cuts are Made, whereshpold windrows be formed?

46/
41$

2.

Stat.which grads..sfetation forms the crown of the

-

a.

2-26 63

Work Unit 2-25.

BANK SLOPING

STATE WHY BANK SLOPING IS NECESSARY.

STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE CROWN OF A
Bank sloping is necessary to prevent erosion o
from the slope Mild TI.your ditching. cut..

he bank slope.

The eroded material

Sloping_ the bank.
The most skilled operators are used to cut and trim the slopes.of
the fill or embankment 'section. The best operators should do the final excavation and close
lrading on the embankment.
Extreme care should .be taken to see that both the cut and fill
slopes are started at the correct locations. Slopes should be trimmed as they are built and
not left until the last operation. For example, a section of fill may be wider at the toe of
the slope than specified for in the plans. By removing the excess at the beginning of the
operation, only a comparatively small mnount is handled.
If the error is not corrected, the
fill may reflect, the error all the way to the top.
Keep a constant check on slopes to see
that proper ratios are being maintained.

Cleaning the ditch. After the bank has been sloped, it is necessary to clean out the.
material that has been cast into the ditch from the bank slope. This is dote without any further cutting of the ditch itself.
Usually oqly one pass is required to clean the ditch of all
overflow material. This material is cast onto the shoulder of the roadway.
Reshaping the roadway.
The next step in the formation of a road after the ditching and
bank slope are brought to grade is shaping and finishing the shoulders and roadway.

Mgingwindrows and :shoulder finishing. The windrow that is formed from the material
cleaned out of the ditc-h- is moved onto the road and at the same time the shoulder is finished
into ,the desired slope.
The minimum width of a shoulder is 4 ft on each side of the roadway.
The Minimum shoulder slope will be 3/4 inch per foot.
Spreading windrow on crown. The final operation is spreading
to the roadway the
material that Is brought from the ditch and shoulder, and bringing up the crdgrf of the road.
The purpose of putting a crown on the road is to remove surface water from the roadbed so that
fis does not penetrate the surface. The amount of transverse slope provided by crowning depends on the road surface. Smooth roads are crowned between 1/4- and 1/2-inch per foot.
;Gravel and rough roads require a crown of 1/2- to 3/4-inch per foot.
.EXERCISE:
4

1.

Answer the following questions and check yOur answers against those listed atthe
end of this study unit.

State why bank sloping isecessary.

2.

Which operators should be used to slope a bank?

3.

What is the minimum width of a road shoulder?
a.
b.

4.

2 ft
3 ft

c.

d.

4 ft
6 ft

State the purpose of the crown of a road.

Work Unit 2-26.

SURFACE MAINTENANCE

LIST TWO METHODS USED TO MAINTAIN A SURFACE WITH A ROAD GRADER.
The surface or roads must be kept smooth at all times so that vehiCle traffic can maintain speeds without undue wear and tear. Two methods used to maintain a surface with a road
grader are scarifying and Material distribution,
Scarifying. Potholes, ruts, and corrugation "(washboarding) often occur on unpaved sur-.
faces. When griders are used to correct corrugated roads, Care must
taken to see that the
coadition is corrected rather than made. worse.
Deep cuts on a washboard surface will set up a
blade chatter which emphasizes rather than corrects the corrugation.
Scarifying
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scratches and stirs up the soil without turning it over to prepare it for the grader blade and
is required if the surface is badly corrugated. When extremely hard surfaces or consolidated
materials are encountered, it is recommended that alternate teeth be removed from the scarffier attachment, starting from the inside center tooth and working outboard. Never operate
This will aid the passing of the teeth thrwigh the material and
with less than six teeth.
prevent damage to the scarifier or grader., Cut the surface to the bottom of the corrugation
and reshape the road surface.
41111

Ordinary leveling and surface maintenance are normally done by
Material distribution.
To reduce loss of. binder by
working Elie material across the road from one side to the other.
traffic and wind erosion, caution must be used when disturbing the surface of dry roads. A
satisfactory surface may be maintained .in dry weather by *irking the material from the outside
edges towards the center of the roads. Where binder'is present and moisture' content is approThe surface
priate, rough or badly pitted surfaces may be planed smooth by cutting action.
Reshape
the
surface
by
spreading
the
windrows
material is then spread over the smooth base,
evenly across the roadbed. Remember to always maintain the crown of .a road to assist drainage.
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List two methods used to maintain a surface with a road grader.

a

t

b.

2.

3.

Which is the minimum number of teeth that should be used when scarifying?
a.

4

b.

6

c.
d.

8
10

How are ordinary leveling and surface maintenance normallydone?

Work Unit 2-27.

ESTIMATNG WORK OUTPUT

ESTIMATE, BY THE USE OF A FORMULA, THE WORK OUTPUT OF A GRADER.

The time required to complete a grader operation depends on the number of passes-necesIn turn, the speed depends on the operator's
saryand the speed maintained on each pass.
skill and the type of material handled.
.>

Formula: A work output formola.which may be used to prepare a preliminary estimate of
the total time required to complete a grader operation is:' total time (hours) = PD

Sr

number of passes.
Number ofl'asses. P
must be estimated-betoee construction begins.

pass.

This depends on the type of operation and

D = distance, measured in miles. This is the distance traveled-in each
Distance.
This is also determined before the start.of construction.

It is the most difficult item to estiS = speed, expressed in miles per hour.
Speed.
mate correctly. As work progresses, conditions may require that Weed be decreamiter,increased. The work output is figured for each operation which will be performed at'llifferent
rates of speed. The sum of the values obtainedin each part is the total time required for
the operation. Care must be takdn to use the correct number of passes for each speed used.
.

Efficiency. E = efficiency. Rarely can
per hour. Efficiency varies depending upon the
ments, 'and site conditions. The value 60% used
verified or adjusted on each job by"6'bservation

a road grader attain a full 60 minutes of work
skill of the operator, maintenance requireIt must be
in the example problem is average.
and experience.
t,

D

Five miles of road ere 4o be leveled and reshaped by a motorizedader. Six
Example.
passes are estimated to be required to complete the job. The type of material to be worked
permits passes 1 and 2 to be made in 2d gear (2.8 mph), passes 3 and 4 in 3d gear (3.4 mph),
How Mich time is required to complete the project?
and passes 5.and,6 in 4th gear (5.6 mph).
.
The efficiency factor is 0.60.
4, It

.

4
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Substituting in the formula:

25

Tatalte=

2x5

+

)(

+

3.117T.6

21nri0.6

2 x 5
5.35776.5

/Pm

10

=

+ 10

+ 10

-

E3W /TUT 3.36

30

7.0

4.24 hours
EXERCISE:

Answer the following question and check your response against the one listed at the
end of this study unit,

1.

Estimate, by the use of the formula,, the work dOput of the grader in the probem
given below:

ht passes
Four mileS of.roaci:Are tq be leveled and reshaped by a grader.
type
materi
The
complete
the
job.
are estimated. to bfk. required to
worked permits passes 1-4 to be made in 2d gear (2.8 mph), passes 5 and 6 in 3d
gear (3.4 mph), and passes 7 and 8 in 4th gear (5.6 mph). How much time is
required to compAte the project? The efficiency factor is 0.70.

0

hours

Total time -

Work Unit 2-28,

TECHNIQUES FOR OBTAININQ:AAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

LIST .TWO FACNRS THAT ARE IMPOVANT IN THE ELIMINATION OF UNNECESSARY PASSES.

Number of passes.. Efficiency-of grader work is in direct proportion to the number of
the
importance
passes made. Skill of the operator, coupled with planning, is of the utmost
if
four
passes
will
complete.a
job,
every
For
example,
elimination of unnecessary passes.
additional -pass increases the time element for job completion by 25%.

Operations are always performed in the highest speed possible
Proper working speel.
Operation in each gear
consistent with conditions of the job site and skill of the operator.
If
less
speed
is
desired,
a
lower
gear
range is used. Figure
range is done at full throttle.
2-24 lists suggested speed ranges for different operations.

-SUED (mph)

OPERATION
Maintenance
Sprea 41ng

/"N",

-1,

.' 3.10,,

A

, Mixing

5 -15

Ditching

'2-3

,Bank Sloping_ .

Fig 2-24.

EXERCISE:

1.

"N.

'3 -6

*.

2

Snow Removal

10-15

Finishing

3-5

.

Suggested red range for various operati.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List two factors that are important in the-elimination of unnecessary passes.
a.

b.
,?.

In which speed should operations be performed?
.

3.

Operation in each gear range is done at"

2 -29

throttle.

Section VI.

Work Unit.2-29.

CRANE-SHOVELS

TYPES OF CRANE-SHOVELS

r

LIST THE TWO TYPES OF CRANES USED IN THE MARINE CORPS.
._

The crane - shovel, with its different front-end attachments, is the most versatile. piece
of lifting and loading equipment available to engineer units. The basic crane-shovel unit
The lower travel assembly
consists of.alower travel assembly and an upper.revolving frame.
cePsts of a crawler or a truck assembly. the Op , revolving frame consists of- engine, conAny one ofthe standard attachments may be mounted
trols, cable drums, and counter weights.
A crane-shovel is rated by the size of
to the basic unit, depending on. the work to be done.
the material-handling bucket or by the load that can be lifted at a specified distdnce from
the crane's center of rotation. The two types of cranes used in the Marine Corps are the

crawlmounted crane and truck-mounted cranes.
.

.

.

Crawler-mounted. The crawler travel assembly consists of the carbody (lower base) and
It has
the crawler frame. The crawler mounting is more stable than other types of mountings.
a flotation advantage over other types of carriers and has excelleftt mobility on the job. For
moving distances over one mile, it should be transported by trailer. Maximum grade capability
is 30% on firm, dry material.
Truck-mounted.'- The truck mounting provides a less stable base, higher ground bearing
oressures;7iTird06Fjob mobility. The truck mounted crane does have greater mobility forigetting from one job site to another. In lifting heavy loads, the attached outriggers are used
to provide a more stable base from which to operate. Maximum grade capability is about 48%
with firm underfoot conditions,
.

EXERCISE:

I.

Answer the following'questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List the two types of cranes used in the Marine Corps.
a.

b.

When moving a crawler-crane over a distance of one mile,
ported?

ow should'it be trans-

V
3.

What is the maximum grade capability of a truck-mounted crane?
a.

b.

4.

25%
38%

c.

48%

d.

50%

The counterweights are not considered as part of the upper revolving frame.
a. liTrue

I):

False

gik
.

Work Unit 2-34.1 SHOVEL FRONT

'STA* WHY A SHOVEL FRONT JS THE MOST WIDELY USED TYPE OF EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT.Shovels are best suited for general excavation against a high working face. They are
afthe most widely used type of excavating equipment because they can dig harder materials,.al" though material such asrock must be fir At broken with explosives. Proper alinement of the
boo4angle aids in maintaining a graide. A low boom is used for descending rafts and a high
radius from the,,
boom for ascending grades. A high boom is best for hard digging because t
center pin to the dipper isle s and tJ1s makes the counterweight more effec ive. The
ould be toward the working face to gain greater stability of
shovel's direction of travel
the tracks. The drive spocke s op crawler - mounted Arles should be away from'the working face
(to the rear) to avoid damage by the shovel dipper or dislodged boulders.

Digging. A shovel digs a bank ot dirt or broken rock. Practical applications are digging in a clay bank or gravel pit, digging cuts for road construction, or any other job where
there'is a good bank or face against which the shovel can work. Two methods are used. First,
In this procedure, the shovel starts on the top'portion
there is the sidehill bench method.
of the hill and takes out a lift approximately at optimumdepth and wide enough for efficient'
The shovel then
operation. At the end of this pass, the shovel takes out the parallel lift.
moves down the hill and takes out the next lift. The other method is the subsurface circular
pit method, carried out by first ramping down'sto maximum optimum cutting depth and then
e
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1

working outboard in a circle'. When the first circular bents wide enough, the next is
started. Thp pit is then extended in Area and depth until the desired amount of material is
obtained. The shovel also digs below grade to make shallow ditches or berms.
Caution must be
taken here so -that the shovel does not undehnine the ground and cause the walls.to cave in and
possibly overturn the machine: Other specifiC applications 0 the-shovel are trimming and
dressing slopes and banks.
Dumping.
After 'the dipper is filled,- the-material is'ilump0 into hauling units at or
above shovel level.
Dumping onto spoil bankS is Often done in stripping overburden.
On 'hillside or mountainside road construction material is dumped by the side casting method.
In sand
or'gravel pits, IfIateriaf may be duniped onto a belt 'cunveyor or a grizzly.

Limitations. A shovel is used under the followiq general conditions. The excavation
must be large enough to provide sufficient working area for'the shovel and hauling equipment.
The shovel.muSt be able to dump at or above working grade level:
The.n?Lbure of the excavation
must require
,sufficient depth of Gut to .use' the sholiel at its full cafe City.

,Obtainin maximum efficienc . The shovel should be kept as level asprictiCable. Only
materia
a
s we
ro en Up a,, rockS and boulders that will pass through the dipper are
handled. At- the start of diggin , the bucket should be et crawler level, 2 or 3 feet in front
of the crawlers.
Digging too f
beyond the boom sheaves is never practical, because the
shovel's power,diminishes rapid y as the dipper stick is extended%beyond an imaginary line
plumbed from the boOm point shea es to the ground.
Best results will be obtained if the
shovel is moved up often and kep' close to the working face.
The proper digging sequence
after,each move up is to start
the center of the face and make a cut, then make alternatecuts to each side of the cent
cut, keeping-the face. even.
The dipper should be filled by
straight forward passes again t a working face.. If one pass does not fill the dipper, the
output can be increased by ma ing a second pass before swinging and dumping.
For example, a
full shovel ocle with one pass takes 30 seconds and the dipper is six-tenths full; A second
pass rrquires an additional 6 seconds and the dipper is nine-tenths.full.
Thus the capacity
is increased 50% while the-tine cycle is increased 20% and'thektotal output-is increas
y
25%.
Swing time is a major pert of the shovel Cycle.
Cutting a 300 arc from the swing. t
and return increases shovel., roduction approximately 15%. If the.operators and drivers pot'
and load on 180° swing whenthe -job could be planned for a 900 swing, nearly 1/3 of the
possible production is lost. Experienced operators combine swing and .dump to save time.
Large excavators are better than small ones for digging in deeper cuts and harder materials.
In operations presenting diAliculty in'getting full loads and requiring frequent moves, small
machines frequently dig a greater output per hour,
.

EXERCISE:

.1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses. against Ahose listed at the
end of this study unit.
State why a shovel front is the most widely used type of excavating equipment..
_..

,

_

2.

\

.

What are the two methods used in shovel front operations?
a.

b.

3. The shovel must be able to dump at or above
4,.

What tylf crmaterials should'you pick up with a shovel?
7

Work Unit 2-31.

I

CLAMSHELL

STATE WHEN A CLAMSHELL IS BEST USED.
The clamshell digs or spot=dumps below, at, Or above the level of the machine.
It can
handle or place material atadaigherbor lower level than either the shovel or dragline.
A
clamshell is best used when controlled excavation is required, such as culvert trenches or
footings.
It As also good at working hoppers in gravel

2=31
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The clamshell may be used to dig straight down, as in digging foundations,
Di99in9.
Theirclamshell's-aOlity to dig vertically ena-'
footings,. p der holes, trenches, andsbasements.
Clamshells are
bles it toibe used in trenches which are sheathed and have crisscross bracing.
are attached to the
also used for digging roadside ditches and-berms. In hard mateialo tee
bucket jaws to facilitate digging and are removwed for handling, loose matg.th ial in hopper work.
The boom is never
Dumping. Hoist and swing to dump position are done ill one motion.
The
an 60° in order to'prevent the .bucket from bontacting the boom sheaves.
raised more
tagline is used to keep the bucket from twisting and turning and fouling the cables. For obIt is used when dumptaining maximum accuracy in dumping, the clamshejj is the perfett tool.
ing high above the ground level is required, and )6 especially useful for.loading from stock=
piles and dumping into
i
hoppers, plant bins, and conveyors.
Limitations. The following gentral tonditions control the use ollthe clamshet4. The
The digging should be in Vie vertical
material being dug must...be relatively Oft or loose.
range, below, at,"Or above ground Level, requiring little or rho lateral movement off, the bucket.
",

EXERCISE:

1.

,

AnTmer the following questions and check your responses against .those listed at -the
end of this study uhit.

State when a clamShell iiLkst_used.
41ir

"2:

Hoist and swing to dump"position'are gone in one motion.

*

.-tict

b. 'False

True

Work Unit 2-32.
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DRAGLINE

.STATE FOR WHICIFTYPE OF OPERATION ,A DRAGLINE IS GENERALLY USED.. /

Draglines are attached to crane booms and are generally used for operations where extended reach is an important factor; for example, in excavating irrigation ditches and drain"-.age canals, in strip mining, and in gravel production. They are of extreme value where the
sHaping of steep bank' slopes cannot be accomplished by,:either a dozer or grader.
Digging. The basic machine.remains-on firm ground and is capable of digging below its
It is unexcelled for
own level, backing away from the excavation as the material is removed.
,overcasting and is,osed eltensively because of its large.capacity and area coverage. When
digging, keep the boom angle at 269 to 35° and try to drop the buCket.in an Area'about
150 on either side of an. imaginary line extending downward fromithe boomtip. Beasure that
the bucket is not too large for the tripe. The size of the bucket is determined blithe weight
Check the dragline capaof the material being handled, length pf the bobm,,and engine power.
chart
which.is
usually
with
thgerane..
DO
NOT
use
the
crane
lifting
capacity chart to
city
determine the bucket size. Be sure that. the operator removes the, material in fairly horizon- tal layers. When excavating a ditch, take out the sides first thbn the center. This-will
Avoid piling the material in front of the machine so that the
keep the ditch from narrowing.
drag cable.will not be pulled throUgh it.
I
.-

.,

:

f

o

The dragline disposes of material by side,casting no spoil banks, yhich
ading into hauling units, it is advisable
makes i . ea for building 1,,evees or dikes.. When
tting and dumping is 'A difficult task,_
to use your most experienced operators. The exact
that requires a skillful operator.
Durli in

.

A

,

.

%

:

.

,..

T
dragline is est uited where the material to be dug is soft and
Limitations.
Draglines do not
level.
re it is nece .Ary t dig at or below
It is sed
as
shovels
or
other
:excavators,
so
more
time
for
dumping.is
needed when
dump as accura el
dumping into ha ing units or hoppers. They Are.better ?lilted for side castinved stockIt should be noted that wheh the buCket is thrown beyond theend of4the boom some
piling.
Boom angles of less than 150 from the horizontal are seldoM advisable for
control is lost.
,
'
dragline .work.

4

,
tf.

,

loose.

..

,

#

Obtaining maximum'efflciency...- lb obtain maximum efficiency at Alltims; there are
When 4igging, keep the boom angle between 269 and -350,'dropseveral points to-.remember
ping the bucket in an Area 15° on either side of the boom point. Keep the bucket,teeth
sharp and have eXtra teeth on handsfor,reptacements. Keep the machine as leveras possible,
.and when-working on soft ground, use %imber,mats.for a solid footing. When swinging, the
.

n.

.

.

.

tH\
4,

a

hti

These steps should be kept to a minimum.
The
bucket-is hoisted and swung to the dump point.
return swing starts'iliiMediatey after dUmpinq and is Carried throug,14to the throw, The bucket
is lowered during the,throw.
4

EXERCISE

Answer the fejlowing questions and check yowr responses against tirose listed at the
end of this study untti

1

t.

I. -.State for whiCh rYpe of operatio, a dragline is generally used.

2.

During,wilich phase.of road construction can a dragline be used when a dozer or
grader cannot?
a.

b.

Subsurface grade
Putting a crown on the road

Shaping of steep bank slopes
Edging

c.
d."

.3.. State the procedure fov excavating a ditch.

4.

When digging, 'at' what angle should you keep.lhe boom?
4

Work Unit 2-33.

BACKHOE

STATE THE PRIMARY USE OF A BACKHOE.
.

1.

..

The backhoe has some of the charactert#tics of !both the shovel and the dragline.
Its
primary use is in digging bojow ground level. It will dig harder material than-the clamshell
or dragline because -the weight, of the bqom itself is used to force the dipper into the mateThe backhoe dipper'is'controlleamore accurately than isjhe dragline bucket, therefore
rial.
it is suited for close-limit weft._
-'
.

.

,C"

'Digging.
The backhoe is" used to dig,ti4nches, footings, and basements. 'It excels in
'this type of work because.it digs straight vertical sidewalls, cuts a level floor, trims corners neatly and squarely, works from the top on dry safe ground, and reduces hand trim work to
4 minimuC When trenching, the.backhoe is alined with the centerline of the ditch to be tut:
After the specified depth is established, the.backhoe is moved away fromthe:cut to a distance
that will enable the dipper to cut and drag the material out from the toe of the ditch.. For
basement-type excavigons, the procedures may vary with_the shape of the excavation, restrictions- caused by the
rrounding buildings, or a special requirement for disposing of the
spoil.
The starting.sequence should be.planned so that the machine works itself out of the
4..
'
excavation.
.

The backhoe disposes of material by either dumpi
Dumping.
into haul units or onto
oil ban s. liowener, its dumping range is not far as that of a 4 gline because of the fixed
mensions of the boom and stick.
Consequently, the dumping rang1 ust be kept relatively
411

--

heft.

limitations. The backhoe is.limited in digging depth by the length of the boom and
stick, and due to the short boom, the disposal or dumping range must be kept short.

,

a

Estimating work output. Digging depth and clearance are important in eroduction capacity, buCwide variations ill. operating conditions make any general table impractical, Cutting
width rather than bucket capacity,is usually the prime consideration. The output ofhis
piece of equipment is difficult to estimate, and any estimation pest be made by obseeVing the
time cycle over a period of time so that an estimated hourly output can be determined., The.
output of a backhoe ill about 2/3 thatof a shovel under the same soil conditions.
EXERCISE:

Answer the folldwirig questions and check youl- responses against those listed at the
end of, this study unit.
.

1:

.

State the primary use of a badkhoe.

2,33

V

2.

What is-a,dIsadyantage of the dumping capabilities of a backhoe?
a.
b.

c.

Fixed dimensions of the boom and stick and short dumping range
ISoesn't.revOpee far enough
Cannotrlift)Ekl,loa4 high enough to deposit it into ire trucks

SUMMARY REVIEW

11,

In the preceding workunits, you learned the primary Uses and efficiency factors of
earthmoving equipment. .You also learned methods that can be used to increase the production
You learned methods.of loading used in tractor/scraper operations. You
output of bulldozers.
The
also learned theuses and techniques for obtaining maximum efficiency of road graders.
I4sic fundamentals of wheeled and crawler cranes were describedefOr you, along with the.
different attachments that can be used with them.

a-

-

r
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Answers to Study Unit f2 ExerCiteg
Work,Unit 2-1.
1/2

1,

2.
3.

I"
Because of lower, bearing pressure ,1

.0

or-

Short hapl excaxations.
The type of work to be done

Work Unit 2-2.-

When hauls are long enough to flevelnp high average haul and return speed or when
crawler- tractors would be harmful to road surfaces.
b.
Quarries
A weight transfer device

1.
2.

# 3

.

Work Unit 2-3.
1.

When 'operating in light and medium soils relatively free of roots,

2.

\
Because it has a tendency to pi4 up in front of the apron,

3.

in the bowl.
Straight, curved, and three piece

stumps,

and

boulders

Work Unit 2-4.

nd will not pile tip

ir

1.

The basic purpose is to rift a load and place it in a new position.

2.,

c.

clamshell, dragline, backhoe, shovel front, pile driver
:06perly supervised.

.4

Work Unit 2-5.

General construction and maintenance,of roads and airfields
Heavy, wet areas
Scarifier

1.

2.
3.

4J

Work Unit 2-6.

20 x .72E 14.4 cu.44 per load
2160:x 20 - 43,200'1D . per load
Swell

1.

2.

3.

Work unit 2-7.

A

1.

2.
3.,

The time require to load, haul, dump and return.
fixed time.
Variable time (minAn fill area)
=
9,06
ll.kx 88

Variabletime (min for return trip) .

10 60'

'' 12.4 x 88

11.3. min
.

9.6

.

*

[.

fp.

Total time per cycle = 1.9 + 11.6 + 9.6
Work

23.1 mtn

nit 2 -8 :'

1.
2.

c, Drawbar pull
The formula R = Wr

R

-10

1,911 DBPP,

.

a

0

4
Work Unit 2-94-

Each 1% of adverse; grade consumes 20,1b of Aber pull per short tone of gross

1.

Each. it of favorable grade' decr4ases the drawbar pull required by 20 lb
weight.
per short ton of gross weight.
P
4,778 DBP
2. --The formula P A wrt .

4
Work Unit 2-10',
I.

10,033 DBPP available- in intermediate range.
20,802 013PP available in hi range.
1
_
,

Work Unit 2-11.

I

TractiOn is the frictional force
on a particular soil.
Useable, lb pull 1'4,582 DBPP

1.

2.

titniNerri;;;;

that resists, the- wheel s or

'Work Unit 2-12
St

1.

-

a..

83% With the tractor working 50 mirOhr

b.

75% wdrleing 45 min /hr

Decrease

2.

,

.

Work Unit 2-13.-

.

2.

ing an area of all trees, downed ,timber-, rubbish, and material embedded in
Cie
grou d.
Gru irkg consists of the uprooting and removal. of roots and stumps.

3.

Do

1.

t work tb0 close together,

as

falling branches will endanger the equipment

op rater S.

Work Unit 2-A
1.

The removal and disposal of objectional topsoils and sods.

2.

Dozers
12 inches

3.

Work Unit 2-15.
Angle dozer
Downhill

1.
2.

Work Unit 2-16.
parallel
diagonal
Diagonal
a.

1.

b.

2.

Work Unit'2I7.
4114;

oBlasieto-blade

nh
.
.

:

.41

11011/1hile.

N

-.<

:144140
,. 0".

4".,

')

p

S

73
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Work Unit 2-18.
t 1.

Trips-per hour
Pay ldads per hour
732.54
a.
Loading
b.
Traveling
c.
Spreading
d.
Mechanical check
a.

b.
2.

3.

11,

Work Unit 2-19.
1.

2.

b.

DoWhhill
Straddle

c.

Loading with pusher dozer

a.

lest

Straddle loading
4. ,a. .True
3.

Work Unit 2-20.
,

2.

heavy compacted cover of good material.
Because. turns cause. equipment to glow
distances-

3.

b.

1.

down,

shift

gears,

and

travel

extra

Work Unit 2 -21k
1.

)1

2.
3.

a. 'Unloading
b.
Rough grading
Unloading

Grading is done by raising the apron

to

full

open and by h ving the tailgated

about three-fourths of the way forward and leaving it in that p sition.
Work Unit 3 -22.

1:

71.26

Work Unit 2-21."'
1.

2.

Grader control, straighter "ditches
As deep as possible without stalling or losing control of the grader

41ork Unit 2-24.
..b,

vie

.

Between the heel of the moldboard and the left rear tires
2.' Leveling windrows
1.

Work, Unit 2-25:
11

1.
2.

3.
4.

To prevent immediate or excessive erosion
The most experienced operators
c.
4 ft
To remove surface water from-the source of the road
ti

4f

,

1

.Wor* Unit 2-26.
1.

a.

b.

Scarifying
Material distri buy on

3f- By working the material across..the road from one side_ to the other'

Work Unit 2-27

f

Tota

1.

sr

time =c,4.24

od', Work Unit 2 -2
I`
1.

A

AS

the operator

a.

Skil

b.

Planning

Highest_speed possible
full throttle..

2.
3.

Work Unit 2-29.
1.

0.

Crawl er,mou

b.

tryckMonnied

2.
3.

By ,trai i

4.

b.

c.

:,

er;.'s

44%

Work 9ni

)ih.Gailse it cap dig i)oriir.:Inater:i
Ar

',SIdnurta4g.
,Watirt.0-'411(4

01;01410,

i), -and rocks and boulder§ that will pass through the
,

Work

When,seektelle:q

is required:,

,

Work jiyi
1.
2.

,.
4.

.Where eiitended reach
"tand strip mining.

is

an

.
importlint factor,

.......,

-

such as excavating ditches, .canals
.
.:.

c.

'Shaping of steep bank slopes
Remove sides first, then the center.
260 to 350

-..

Work Unit 2-33.
1.

To 'Jig below

2.

a.

fixed dime

'ar

levei

ions of the boom and stick and short dumping range

Auk

a

.r

.:

.

t
A

:
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STUDY UNIT 3

THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO LIST TIW TYPE OF SURVEYS AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS USED_ AT A CONSTRUCTION SITE,
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO STATE THE PRIMARY USE OF CONSTRUCTION STAKES AND SHE PROCEDURES
FOR SOIL IDENTIFICATION. YOU Will BE ABLE /CrORGAN
CONSTRUCTION ;OROJECT.
When roads or airfields' are needed in a-theater of operations, they should be ready for
use as soon as possibleh .The need is usually critical, and the accomplishment of a mission
often depends on the use of these facilities. It should be emphasized that in the effort to
obtain such facilities in a minimum Amount of time,"gbod 'engineering is the best timesaver.
This doesnot mean that exhaustive field investigations or elaborate, plans are necessary.
Adequate investigation of the site and careful study of tit desige details are essential for
greatest economy in construction time arYd'effort4In the preliminary retamissance, it is
possible that a"few hours in soil.investigation will save days in construninn.
In order to 'dh
meet the design, standards,of etrength'fflid stability and to minimize the need for removal.q
undersirable materials, all roads and ,airfields should be located on terrain posses0hg the
best possible natural soil conditions. Unless the soil is self draining; long stretches of
flat ground should be avoided I?ecause.of the difficulty of providing Adequate drat age. Because the need for constructing drainige structures should be minimized, subsurfate'water
should be avoided whenekr possible. Though it is possible to construct French drains and
other structures that will remove some moisture, the maintenance of these,
ytes becomes extensive and presents continuous problems. "Befdre locating any,rou a
he
r tgeology of
the area should be analyzed. The existence of rock of s a le
n
stration
project will .cause a large removal problem, slowing constr
ion and increas
structioo
effort.
Engineer troops are seldom equipped or hSve the sk
for rockworkeop
ions.
Earthmoving operations are the largest single work item (Wan project involving the construction of, routes of Ommunications. Any step, taken to reduce large volumes of earthwork will
A
result in a large decrease of required work. This will increase job efficiency. If possible,
all necessary earttrk shoUld be balanced. When there is
need fo*.both cutting and filling
.at various points along the project, the "Material excavated should be used .to construct the
required embankmeht4 thus reducing the need for earth-handling.
Balancing cannot bc done
where the excavated aterials are not acceptable for dee: 'After informatton about Ole site is
collected and the tyke of construction is determine , such detafis as establishing grafi&
lines, location of.work areas for different :equipments the sequence of operations, pr
ures
for compaction, and the thickness of, the baseiplursdka
surface course must!be considered in
'order to select the beet possible solution.
post
7

1

,*

/

I

.

Work Unit 3-1.

SOIL COSSIFICATION TESTS

7.1"

LIST THE
THREE TESTS.USED FOR SOIL CLASSIFICATION.
...
.
A
.
.
),'
.
\
-."!..
Some. knowledge
physical properties of soil is essential in solving manymproblems
iff. design and conStrutti n-essociated with roads and airfields. Soil is composed prilWiipally'.
of rocks that have been broken down through time. It also contains air and water, as well as
organic matter from decom osed plants and animals. The engineering charactii,iistics'of soil
vary greatly, depending.o such_physical properties as particle shape, size, density, and consistency.
It is therefore\desitable to 'define4hese
operties as a basis fore the classificatton of the many types of soils. Such a ClassifIc
n system permits the ready identificagOn of similar soils.- The properties which identify and classify soils are known as index'
properties. The tests which determine these properties are known acclassifiCation tests.
is.sys4em is_based upqp the Airfield Classification System developeb during World War II by
WeTessor A. Casagrande of Harvard University. The system As mkiifiedAfightly aNti became
s
the Department of.the Army Uniform Soil Classification System. In turn, thicsAtem was modified and adopted by the Corpssof Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation in,danuary, 1952 under.the flake of Unified Soil Glassification System.
...

''

,

.

'

'

..

.

.

4

.

.

,

,

Classification tests.441417 e made up of grains which range in diamgrer from fairly ,
large pieces of detached rock ip very small particles; Soils may. be divided'int; several
different groups on the basis of the size of .the'particles included in eichogroup.
It should
be noted here that the terms particle and gtain'are.used interchangeably and'ore -taken to .have
the same meaning.
The scale used in the Unified Soil CLassificatidn System is;paiOted in"4
figure 3-1. .Coarse gravel.partiCles_are.comparable in size to a lemon,.an egg, or a'walnut,
while fine gravel is pea size.
Sand peticles.xahge in size from that of rock salt,'through
table salt or granulated sugar, to powdered sug*:
I
Below a'No. 200'sieve, the particles
(fines) are silt or clay, depending oh, their plasticity characteristics. Several methods ma?
be employed to determine size of sgirparticles and:theirdistribution in a soil mass:. In'.
cluded in these,are the sieve analysis, the wet ilechanical analysis, and the combined mechanical analysis.
*
.,

3-1

Or

190

I

U.S. standard sieve size

UN1FMD S011.
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Pausing
Cobbles

,.Retained on
3-Inch

'''\\..

Gravel "'°
Sand

. 3-inch

No. 4

.

c

No.

4

No. 200

7

'Ito. 200

Fines A..

Organic material

Fig 3-1,

No size boundary

Soil groups based on grain size.

Sieve analysis (fig 3-2). Separation of the soil into its fractions may be done by
shaking the loose dry material through a nest of sieves of increasing'fineness as shown in
figure 3-2. Sieves which are commonly used by, the military engineer have square openings and
are designated as 1-, 3/4-, and 1/4-inch sieves and U. S. Standard Nos. 4, 10, 40, 60, 100,
and 200 sieves. The size of the sieve is based on the number, of openings per lineal inch of
screen. A No. 4 sieve has 4 openings per lineal inch or 16 openings per square inch, and so
0.0 The size of the grain of the materlial being tested is determined by.whether it is retained on one screen or passed on to another.

ik

Fig 1-2.

Sieve analysis.

Wet Mechanical analyilt. .The lower limit for the use of sieves is the No. 200 sieve.
this sieve has a total of 40,000.openings'per squareinch.- It is sometimes desirable to
determine particle sizes below the No. 200 sieve. This may be determined by a process known
as the wet mechanical analysis, which employs the principle of Sedimentation. This means that
grains of different sizes fall through a liquid at different velocities. This analysis is not
.a normal field-test. It is Aot particularly important. in. military construction excep0 that
the percentage of articles finer than 0.02 mm:has a direct bearing on the effect of.frost
action on a soil.'

w
The procedures which have been described above are freCom4Ined* mechanical analysil.
quently combined to give a more cotpete picture of grain stte.distribution. The procedure is
known as combined Mectimital analysis.
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EXERCISE:

1.

AnSwOr tuts-f011owing questions and check your an, wers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

List thebthree tests used for soil classification.
a.

b.

c:
2.

What are index prbperties?

Work Unit 3-2.

SOIL PROPERTIES

LIST THE SIX PROPERTIES OF SOIL.

The effects of particle size, shape, Old gradation are not the onlrsoil properties of
An understanding of the way sous are affected by water is more important than any other single factor.
concern tk, engineers.

.

,

Plasticity. One of the most important characteristiCs of the behavior of, soils is
Plasticity is the ability of soil to deform under pressure without
known as plasticity.
Clay soils normally are plastic over a wide range of moisture concrumbling or breaking.
The degree of plastitent. Coarse soils, such as clean sands and gravels, are nonplastic.
general index to its clay-conteht. Sometimes the terms
city a soil possesses can be used as
"fat" and "lean" are used to describe the amount of plasticity. A lean clay.can be described
as. one thatjhas'only slight plastic qualities'because it contains a large amount of silt
and/or fih,VSand.Cohesion. Another importInt characteristic of soil caused by the presence of water is
are also cohesive.' That is, they possess some cohesion or
cohesion. Soils that are hpasti
ThuS, wet
resistance to deformation Hecause'of surface tension present in the water film.
wet.
clay-can be molded into various shapes without breaking.and will retain these
Soils of
Gravels sands, and most silts are not cohesive; these are cajledcohesionless soils.
this general class cannot be molded, into permanent shapes and have very little or no strength
when dry and unconfined.,. Some of these soils may be slightly cohesive when damp. ;Ws _is
attributed to the surface tension in the water film between the) grains of the s
4

Moisture content. The moisture content of soil is an extremely important factor.
Moisture content defined.as.the ratio, expressed as a percentage, between the weight of water
Withwhich is contained'in a soil mass and the weight of solids contained in the soil mass.
out the most favorable amount of.water in a soil mass, compaction of the material becomes di
The difference in soil without
ficult. The soil will break or crumble and support no weight.
moisture content and that which has some moisture content can be readiy observed at a beach.
The sand that is above the tide lino is dry and is loose and will not sustain any weight disthat is at or below the tide line is compact and will sustain.trucks and
tribution. The
even heavy equip nt. During construction it may-benecessary to add water, in the form of
sprinkling, o.r le lthe soil dry out to obtain the desired amount of compaction necessary for
the, load-carrying capacityof the construction.

Most.plastic soils will undergo a considerable reduction in.volumedwhen the
Shrinkage.
moisture content is reduced; The effect is most pronounced when the moisture content is reduced-from tharf complete saturation to'a very dry condition. This reduction in volume is
apd is greatest in clays. Some of these soils show a volume change of 50% or
cared shrinka
more when passing from a saturated.state to a dry state.
DoheSionleSs soils, such aS sands
and gravels, show no change in volume when dried. In clay soils, the internal cohesiveforces
set up by drying,account for the rocklike strength of a dried clay mass.
Both silts and clay
soils may-be subject to shleage with disastrous results in some situations. For example,
the uneven, shrinkage of clay materials may deprive a concreted foundation or.structute of the
uniform support for which it is designed and severe cracking or allure' will occur when loads
are ap011ed to the surface.
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Swelling.
If water is again added to a soil mass which has undergone shrinkage, but is
still saturated, it will enter the voids of the soil mass from the outside and destroy the internal forces. Thus, a soil mass will swell from the absorption of water, This expansion may
be very large and if confined, such as by a concrete foundation, may be sufficient to cause
severe cricking and damage to the structure.
If water is made available to the soil mass
after the moisture content has dropped below the shrinkage limit, the mass will generally disintegrate along the surfaces. astruction problems associated with swelling are usually
solved by taking steps to prevent the excessive changes in moisture content, removing the
soils which are subject to these conditions, or stabilizing the soil mass.

Bulking of sands. This ts the increase in volume which may occur in moist sand wheh it
is disturbed and replaced in a loose condition.
When sand is used as a foundation or as a
fill material, it should be flooded and vibrated to produce a dense structure before pavement
is placed on it.
Bulking of damp sands is the principal reason why, in modern construction
practice, sands to be uted in concrille mixtures are measured by weight rather than by volume.
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following question and cheCk your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List the six properties of soil.
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

A

f.

Work Unit 3-3.

GRAIN SIZE

MATCH THE FOUR SOIL GROUPS WITHTHE CHARACTERISTIC USED TO IDENTIFY EACH.
Gravel.
You are probably familiar with gravel.
In soil terniinology, any bulky:mineral
grain larger than 1/4 inch, is classified'as gravel. It is made up of rocks of various sizes,
as a rule worn smooth by water action.
Next to solid bedrock, well-graded and compacted
gravel with enough fine material to fill the voids is the most _stable base, This material'
forms a natural foundation material for base and surface courses for roads and runways. It is
the easiest material to drain and compact.. It is not affected greatly by moisture or subject
to frost action.

Mineral grains ranging in ize.from about .10mm (millimeter) to 2mm in diameter
Sand.
are classified as sand. (There-are about'25 millimeters to an inch,) -Well-graded angular
(particle-shape) sand is a desirable foundation material, if it can be confined. It is relatively easy to compact, easy to drain,; is little affected by moisture, and ordinarily is not
affected by frost action.
If sand is 'uniformly very fine, it approaches silt and has many undesirable characteristics. Confined send makes an excellent subgrade, and for this reason
works well under landing mats.
0
Finei'.
The fine-graded soils are not classified on the basis of grain size, bit according to how easily they can be mol0d, (plasticity) and .compressed (compressibility).
Typical soils of this group are inorganic silts which include very fine' sands, rock flours,
and silty or fine clay with slight plasticity.
Loose type sells usually fall in this group,
Also included are inorganic clays such as gravelly clays, sandy clays, fat clays, and the
gumbo -type clay of southern United States, which have good compressibility.

Organic., These soils are readileidentified by color, odor, spongy feel, and fre
quent)y by their fibrous texture. Particles of leaves,.grass, branches, and other i
s
vegetable matter are.common components of these soils. Organic matter is frequently ndicOted
by the presence of olive gree .a
light bown to black celors. The existence of large_
amounts of organic matter may o en.be detected by'-a distinctive'pdor, that of decayed vegetation.
No laboratory criteri
re estibltshed.for these soils. They have so-many Underglirabte
characteristics that when en ountered, they are.either
ved as objectionable material,
filled over wOth araterial that meets construction 00qui ements. In most cases of road construction, esinecially in'so there United States, low swa y areas contaihing this type of soil
are filled in.

4

a

EXERCISE:
.

Match the four soil groups-listed in ;COiUMO 1 (1 through 4) with the-chg-acteristics listed in column 2 that would be used to identify each (a-e).

I

/

Column

1'

Cblumn. 2

1

§0.1.9rokir
1.

.

Organic

d.

Grain size larger than.1/4 in.'
Grain size from .10mm to 2mm
Fibrous texture
Plasticity and compressib ity

e.

Solid bedi-ock

a.

b.
2..

Sand

3.

Gravel

4.

Fines

Work Unit 3-4.
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c.
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYS

LIST THE THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SURVEYS USED ON A CONSTRUCTION SITE.

Time and labor-Will normally be saved by repaihng or improving existing routes of communication. Only if this is not possible, new construwtion is started. !When this is the alternative, a construction suryey is undertaken. This is the orderly process of obtaining data
for various phases of construction work.
It includes the reconnaissance survey, the preliminary purvey, and the construction la3iout survey.
The reconnaissance and preliminary Surveys are used to determine the best locations. The remaining surveys are done after the location has bOen established. Upon completion of a thorough construction survey, the information is transferred to the field by. means of construction stakes.
These stakes are the
guides, and the references for earthwork construction.
They must be marked so that the constructidn will conform to.the planned line and grade of the project,:and so that the infor'
diation on the stakes will be properly understood by the constructiog crews.
Reconnaissance survey.
This survey provides the basis, for selecision_of feasible routes
or sites 'and furnishes information for use on, subsequent surveyS. Reconnaissance surveys are
classified as either area ocispecific. An. area reconnaissance covers a wide range in the
search for a possible site and its primarily made with maps and aerial photos.
The .specific
reconnaissance survey involves viewing deSigilated locatioris from the ground and the air.
Existing topographic maps and aerial photos should be used in conjunction with the ground reconnaissance.- During the ground reconnaissance, questionable soils and water table elevations
should be checked. Stream depths and velocities should be measured. Marshes, grades, rock
outcroppings, and any other things that may affect final location should be checked and
noted. On airfield reconnaissance, runway centerlines should be.. established and a profile
taken.
A complete reconnaissance report contains comparisons, findings, and recommendations
that.are supported by maps, field notes, sketches, photographs, computed data, and.any other
information collected before and during the survey. If, on the basis.of this 'cformation, location cannot be determined, it will be selected during the preliminary sury
This is
primarily true ,in road location.
/

(

.
)

,Preliminary survey.
The preliminary survey includes the establishments of a tentative
centerline, the plotting of certain terrain features, determination of a few critical elevations, and field clasfification of the soils encountered. The most likely route is staked
out, and this centerline is located with whatever degree of-accuracy required for the given
situation.
Prominent terrain features which serve to identify the,proposed centerline, and
"
terrain features which influence centerline locationssuch as swamps, rock outcropping's, or
dense woods are plotted.'Elevations of key points which determine grades are established and
cross-section elevations' sufficient in number for making barthwOrk estimations are determined.
Usually a map showing the Vroposed centerline, elevations of key points °vontours; significant topography, and typical cross sections is drawn to summarize the.survey.
Soil classification data can be placed at typical locations on the map.
The care with which
the preliminary survey is accomplished influences the extent of the final survey.
It isfthe
preliminary survey which suppliesftthe data needed for the final location studies and decisions.
.*
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Construction la out surve . This is an instrument 'survey which provides al inement,
grades;
construction operations. It includes the exact placemelt
of the centerline, layout of curves, setting all remaining stakes such as slope or should
staking out necessary structures, laying,out culvert sites, and other work _required in order
that construction may begin. The surveyors should .stay ahead of the construction activity in
both time and distance to guarantee uninterrupted progress of the construction effort. Aiding
and controlling construction activities is oneof the primary functions of 'the construction
Surveys are a continuous operation that .1 s carried on until. construction is comsurveyor.
plete.
Stakes will be buried, lost, or destroyed by equipment, and consequently will have to
be replaced.
In the combat zone, it is conceivable that roads and airfields will be constructed with a minimum amount of preplanning and construction control activity. However, for
a deliberate project, such as-those to be constructed fin the United States, extensive surveys
may be conducted. The quality and efficiency of construction is directly related to the number and extent of surveys and other preplanned activities.
EXERCISE:

Adswer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at' the
end of this study unit.
'

I.

List the three different types APsurveys used on a construction site.

4

a.
b.
c.
a.

When do surveys end?
a.

b.
c.

Work Unit 3-5.

When construction starts
When the fob foreman is satisfied
When construction is complete

CONSTRUCTION STAKES

STATE THE PRIMARY USE, OF CONSTRUCTION STAKES.
A

The primary purpose of construction stakes is to indicate the alinement of the project
Stakes ate also used to prevent excess
to the equipment operators and construction crews.
work by indicatfhg the limits of cut and fill at right angles to the centerline of the project
The types' of stakes include centerline, slope, ditch,- offset, 'reference, grade, intermediate stakes and temporary bench marks.
Stakes on which information is written should be
approximately 1" x 3". x 2!.
Finished lumber should be used whenever possible., If this i$ not
available, small trees that have. been blazed on both sides and cut lo le th can be used.
/11
Finished grade stakes. nd bench marks are usually 2" -x 2" x 12'.
The sta es are placed by a
3- to 5 -man crew equipped with a transit, a level- of some type,' a 100-ft teel, tape, a rod,
and an ax.
There should be a' clearance of 6 leet on each side of the cut or fill. _Construction stakes are marked and placed to conform to the planned line and grade of the proposed
construction. A uniform system of markipg must be' adopted so that the, information on the.
Construction stakes indicate,
stake, will be properly interpreted by the construction crews.
at various locations, the following information:
.0
.

.

The station or location'of any part of the construction in relation to 'the starting
poi nt.

-

*

-'
f

.

The amount of Cut and fill from the existing-Aund surface to the top of "e_,Subgrade for centerline Makes or shoulder grade for shoulder stakes..
The horizontal distance from the centerline to the stake locatton.
The elevation when the stake iS used as a temporary benth mark.
.

.

The 'side slope ratio used on slope stakes.
.
Ji
A typical set of construction stakes consists of a centerline -and two slOpe stakes:
This is referred to av three 1polnt. Point.one is the centerline, arid -points two and three
-.)

..

5i.

are the oons truc ti on ; Li mi ts of the tut and fi 11 ,at -ri ght'angl es to the centerl file.

.

c.

1
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.

Answl Iptile following questions and check your angers against ttiose listed at the
this stuev unit.
,
,
end

*EXERCISE:

.

,

.

I.

What is the primary purpose of construction stakes?

2.

What does a typical set of construction stakes consist of?

LL

-

,

Work Unit -6.- DRAINAGE
-re

STATE THE METHODS USED TO DRAIN SURFACE WATER FROM ROADS AND AIRFIELISS.

NAME THE TYPE. OE GRAIN USED TO ELIMINATE WATER IN THf SUBGRADE OR BASE COURSES ,OF A
ROAD OR AIRFIELD.

,.

STATE THE REASON -WHY A GRONVRECOHNAISSANCE IS DESIRABLE.
STATE THE PURPOSE OF TEMPORARY DRAINS.
J
....

lk-

_,

Drainage is an important factor in :planWing. and designing All construction work, and it
construction period.
remains important during 'the enti
The serviceability of a road' depends'
upon the adequacy of the drainage l ftem.7. The woheut of a culvert or a portion of the roadbed due to faulty drainage sys twil ay ,close `thelroad to traffic-at a vital time. Flo Ming
caused by insdeouate drainage may lead to fatlute 'of road and airfield surface
Thy first .

.

.

construction-Work then on any project should be the establtshment of a drainagesystem for the,-You should be:fully aware of the' function of drainage, 'includin0 adequate,-"
work to follow.
drainage during construction, and the proper methods of providing it. -Theimportance,,of"
drainage cannot be overemphasized.,

/

,..-7',

.

.

.

c:

.

,

.
,

The. drainage system must be -.esigned.,to effectively redove 411 surface water from oper-ating areas, to collect and disPose:Of surface water from adjoining areas, and to collect and
remove excess ground water.
Before ,a detailed designbf a drainage systeM can be made, the
rate of supply oriquanthy of water entering the system at critical points. must be carefully
estimated.
It is/desirable to knowhe annual amount of rainfall. Ralnfal t intensity is
based on information and data-supplied by loather' stations in the area and will. include tables
showing intense short periods, precipitation in periods from 5 minutes to 24 hOdrs and an
nuhrrainfall statistics. However, seasonal variations and information on typical intense
rainstorms are more importiet,from the viewppint of the drainage problem. Failure to consider
the intensity of a severe rainstoda-is usually the cause of drainage problems and, failures.Consideration must be given to proposed use of the construction. If it Is to be userrfOt only'
a short period of time, a detailed drainage system would be a waste of time, labor, and,,
materials. If improvement or, expansion of the operation is anticipated, after the original
requirements Are met, .drainage should be .desighed so that future construction will not load
ditches, culverts, _and other drainage facilities... The availtbility of engineer resourcesAS
an important preliminary consideration. Heavy -Auipment, such as dozers, graders, scraper%
anrpower 'shovels is commonly' used on -drainage problems. Where unskilled labor is in large ,.
abundance, together with handtools, much work can" be done by hind'. Provisions must be made'
available nitteriellinecessary
for contruction of culverts, ditch
for the prdper use
.

.
..

10.

:

.

.

of all

linings, drains', And retaining walls. ,.,:,

t

t

4

'!

drains

can be classified as either surface or subsurface, Classi f s ation. depends upon whether or not the water. is on or below the surface- of the group .at
thei.0oint where it is colleCted,forAisposal, .Surface drainage rovides for, the colle4.tion
and -removal of water froin the surface of roads and tirfields.
is is:impOrtant because 'water
on the surface tnterferWwith traffic, causes erosion, and ff :, lowee'to seep into the sur7:
'face, pill cause daMage to the subgrade.
Surface drains also. intercept, collec$, ihd .remove
surface water flowing toward 'construction surfaces from adJe4nt areas.- Subsurface drainageis similar ,in; some respects to surface drainage. Water is present under the surface 'due to
seepage frorq %urface water and other bodies'of Water. SurfaCe water seeps down through openGround
ings, u
aie4e surfaces, or laterally along the top of impassable soil or rock layers.
-water maay pond above in ro
ayers to form
subsurface lake or per:phed water table. Subsurollect and remove. anys..flow of ground. dater. into the subgrade; to
face grainag0 is provided_

'Wes of drains; 'All

i

ldWeri,water tables. to "aft rr- Water pockets. or perched water. tables; or for any combination of
"'
these purposes.

I

',

-'i

.

'1

%

,..,

.

SurfaZe drainage stguctires,. Surface water is removed from roads and airfields by providing adequate creWnS dr, fnensverse slopes.

entering from adJacentNreas.. Natural and

Drain systems must accommodate the water
means. are used,' usually in 'com-

artificial

bination, to intercept., collect, and disperse this surface water. Natural elements include Streams, riveils;,--dry runs, 'arid ponding areas. Art-1H dal facilities are open
.channels pr ditches., culverts,
drains, and.the necessary auxiliary structures.,
.
.

.

4

Subsurface drain. ,Inmost cases, the presence of excess water in .the subgrade or. base
courses'causes a ffeduction in the stability-of pavement foundation and damage from

,

frost action. The entry of water to the subgrades can be attributed to surface
, penetration, ground geepage, or capillary action.; To insure serviceability of roads..

and airfields in areas where these conditions exist, some method of control must be
used to collect and remove this excess water. The remota) of subsurface, water may be
accominished by a system of ,subsurface drain pipes (pipes consisting
-drous,
perforated material or pipes laid with op,en joints) placed ilLitrenche and backfilled
with a suitable layer of filter material. Another Method is the use 'ditches or .
f
channels to lower the wattr table antprevent seepage. The ability of the open ditclf
* or channel to remove this' oter depends upon the .nature of ;the subsurface soil, the. L
ilocatioti of the channel, and the 'availability of a free outlet. There are other
'special methods such as dry wel ilk which.are.designed to drain a perched water table in-' to a lOWer ground reservoir. Subsurface Airains maybe categorized according to their.
.
purpose asr base, subgrade, or interceptini, drainage..
w
.

\

1

..

.

-

- .:

-

.

Drainage" reconnaissance.

.

.

.
4.
A ground' reconnaissa nce -is desirable because many conditions

that affect drainage can be se only by visiting.the site. In many places, gullies and Oiler
of. rainfall. Puddles, we soggy ;earth, and aquatic plant'
drainage piths, Indic
part Of thetyear, the natural. drainage
inadequate for
growth indicate that
construct n work.. Dry-a dctrac d soil ii a sign of lois of ivatee througt evaporation and
indicate
dequath rsuliknrfircedrainag4. Adjacent streams should be studt to determine the
f floods, and the .drainagtoutfall elevation. Springs; quicksand's; l4eepage from
pOssibi
nlis., and other nditatibris orilifgh7viater tables Mould be observed. The type,
steep
and extent of surface cover should be noted since the presence or absence of
den.sit

,.

'

*-451P)

.

greatly,influences runoff sharacteristics of'

vegetatio
unclerta

course,

Before ally design can be
amount of information needed, of
,

basic .informattOn and data must Ile obtarined. T,
,-.
S based on 'the ciemplexity 'of the desir.. 1"`
P.
,
I
Temporary drains during construction.' Proper consideration

.

A5
.

of .drainage during t
cion,1
struction period will freguentry eliminate costly initial ilelays and filikure failures caused by..'
saturated subgrades:' ,A careful' cowideration of the following items wi I aid in maintain- ing .
.,
,satisfactory drainage during titeconstrUction period:
N

. - -..

N
f

.

)

Diverion and ontfall litc,hks: bralnige to eliminatevater which

wou$d

interfeie with

-COnstrUction operations ibcludes excavating diversion.,ditches'to concentrate.lall ,surface

.

.

*waters in natural channels and lzuilding .outfall ditches to drain low or swampy spots. Such
work is in initial operation and may be done at the same time as clearing and grubbing. Careful consideration should be givervile the draining of all roads, equipment areas, bor,row pits,
,,,
.
..
and spoil. areas*. . ,. .,:.

..

.

Use of existing ditches and drainage features: Maximum use should tie made of all exsitting drainage_racilfties and ditches. Where possible, grading operationi should be made
dowdhill, both for economivl grading and to utilize natural drainage to the fullest extent.
BackfIlling of existing ditches And drainage channels should he schedu]ed so "at to permit ,tile
longest possible use of thesestructures for temiferary drains.' Construction drainage plans
coordinated with the layout and design of t%e final dra-inage facillties to insure
should
maximum use of temporary diains in cbntruction of perlanent faCilities. A-particular effort
should be made to'maintain we114,4ained subgrades and baseourses-to prevent water damage.
-.
Answr.the..follcnting.queStions and check your answers against thkse listed at the
EXERCISE:

end of this study

1 State4the mebtods,used4to ,:lrain surface 'water fromreads and airfields.
,4Ar

2.

iell

"road or a

.

$

..,

.,

N., 1..

-
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.

.

,

,

*

4

issance is deSirable.
.

i'..

,

4.` *State, the purpose of temporary drains.
I

le

pe of drain ussa. to eliminate wither in tike subgrade or base courses. of, a

Name the

\
3 4.:' State the reason t/ground recd
,,,

4
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i

,
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4ork:Unit 3-7, "ORGANIZATION OF THE CONS,TRUCTION. PROJECT

'
STATE WHAT IS AFFECTO BY THE PROM! SELECJION-OF A CONSTRUCTION CREW.
STATE THE PURPOSE OF A TRAFFtC-CIRCULATION OVERLAY.

.

Selection of the equipment for the job' islid4puring final planning: In selecting the
equipment needed, Job directive and reconnaissance re orts are reviewed.
Ap'construction
probl*Ms which might Arise are anticipated so that'the.necessary steps to,prevent these problems can be taken into consideration'. It may be necessary to makea second reconnaissance to
insure that these anticipated problems actually exist.

i
Selection of construction crews. A'tonstruction element consists of equipment and men
'Ak.organized is a team or as crews to carry out specific portidrA of the jobs
These crewsare
Organized after weighing all fa'ctorS relateCto the'job.
Proper crew selection has a great
effecton the overall progress of construction projects. Improper crew selection could'qreate
delays. in these operations that could further cause problems in the delivery of materials, and
other services importaRt to 'the project. Proper crew selectidn has an Affect on the progress
of construction operations. A man with little training, sey in grader operations, may not be
able to operate efficiently. On-the-job training, of course, slows down operations, at least
temporarily. Unexpected illnesses, emergency. leaves,. and theolike may leave you'short on experienced personnel.
The way you use your crews depends upon the situation.
Itris necessary
.
that you form -the crews using the skilled operators on those jobs which require speed, effi..ciespy, and exactness. Untrained pertonnel Cln be utilized in many other areas which require
'ver17 little skill, but they must be closely supervised.
f

AO

,

Traffic circulatio n overlays.: To insure tnat.teams work effectively wit*out getting in
each others way, an anticipated-flow,of material. and elquIPment can 5e plotted on an overlay.
If this reveals t4at any part of the work will interfere with another part, it is necessary to
change the flow of.traffic to eliminate ,a bottleneck. It may be necessary to reroute the
traffic or to reschedule a portion of the construction.
The plotting'of traffic. circulation
on an overlay may
indicate the need for secondary construction such as a hasty haul
road: 'The overlay may be used to deterMirle the location of material stock pies, equipment
pools, rpck crushers, and other construction equipment, It shoulA be remembered that the
_ba'sic principle governing secondary construction is Chit the time spen) on such site.improvements must reflect
the time gained on the primary conStruction%

k
'

'

Answer the 10flowing questions apd check your answers atinst those listed at the
end of this study unit:
-

EXERCISE:

i

What effect could. the improper se1:'ectiOn of a constructiow.crew have on a construction project?

1.

.

to

4

.

2.- What is the priparypurpose of a traffic overlay/

-

011

41ork Unit,3-8.

CONSTRUCTION TASKS

4

,

.v.

2

LIST THE /ASKS NECESSARY TO BEGIN ACONSTRUCTIOR PROJECT.

.

s

,

.

wk.

.

%

.

.

-.

-

-,,,

After all information is gathered., a final plan is- developed. This plan includes necessary changes\in job directives; final drawings; estimates of:personnel; materials, and
equipment required; the.constrtictffin schedule; and the sequence of,constrgAion tasks.
The
ligemainder,of"this'stqgrunit gives.attention to selectiop of equipment for typical construce
14
.lion talk ;.
4
ir''
..

.

.

.

Atkk

J

.

.Pty.

.

..1

l. '

.

This'oper ion Includes the removal of bruShand threes from the construction
site.
he best piece Of equipment for this operationtis a crawler-trattor,,emxcially,for
hew clearin4 and on t0ep slopes. in light clearing, whiteled dozers have pro* Very eco-,
rionical,
The .clearing should Start at the point,af disposal and fan outrard so that trees and
'brush cab be Alked over a cle, 0 area. t.The-heagier,dozerearld best operators'are used to
The,lighter dozer'
nCthe less'skillful operitors are u d to remove the.
..
felT'trees'.
debrit. This is a good soot.to'use those operators.whb are upt.yet sk fled in'using a 'dozer.
Trees are 'felled and .debris is .Plished to*arAsthe point of diSposal.. I construction where the
faciliXies will be usakfor a lofig.period of time and inay'be expanded, the,debris should be
burned off. For tonstriktApn.in a. miilitary theater of operatiOns this is not necessary.
The
"debris shouldberemo9ed far enough away so'as not-to interfere with construction operations
or any future plans"orenlarging Ihe-facilities., Clearing rates 'using dozers ape discussed in
Clear

1

-. study unit- 2.

4
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.2

.
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I

Stripping. Stripping consists :bf removing the organic material or overburden from the
construction prNect. Where this material-is tb be mpved a short distant dozers represent
the' best choice of equipment. For long hauls, tractor/scraper combinatio are best. In some
cases. gra.der.1 may be used for light stripping: It is btst tb str*by loa ng while trawlof material to
ing toward the point of disposal. The Ito of stripping'depends on the vol
, and the capacity of equipment selected to move It.
be stripped, the distance it is to be

,

Ditching and channeling.

147

aft

Di chin . 'A ditching operation consists of shaping open drainage ditches and
ng
renches for the placenient of utilities and .closed drainage systems?. Graders
and dozers are used to cut qpen ditches. Where a trench is to be used for a closed
drain, the backhoe is a good choice. The ditching operation should start at the 0.
lowest elevation to insure proper drainage of the project during construction. In

btackfilling, care should be taken to see that the material placed in the ditches

is

compacted, to the maximum density ,required.
A

This operation tonsists'of diverting'from the cqhsttuction site all

Channellne.

streams'which might overflow or Cow into the construction area, )improving natural
drainage .clonnels, and tibnstrfteng nterceptirdd di tches and dikes. Dozers,
shovel s, scrapers, dragl Ines, and graders are
for this operation. The type,
selected depends entirely upon the site conditions.

Cott" n

and fil-ling.,
A

.

-

tting is the ,excavation of excess or objectional material from the
'site. As far aspossible, the cutting is-planned and kexed in with the. filling
possible.
operatioe, .so that these two operations can be balancelas-'close
e used 'if
Usually ,triis calls for the removal Of earth and rock layeir .
Cutting.

the distaneels snort .or .if. if is a sidehill cut. Serapers are used when the

.

atiount,qf malt riali is,-l-arge and where' the haul ing distance to stockpiles or
di sRosaVareas is beyond' the economical haul ing di s.tance for 'dozirs. When

pbssible; rock form .eons and other, hard materials are broken fiwith explosives
consolidated giaterials; it may bernecessary to use rippers

- to ease Toading.
before the material

can be excavated with scrapers, or dozers.

.-

Filling.' This eon istse`of filling -an yea with materials which can be compacted to
maintain. the correct grade or elevation. -There are three basic types of fill
-earth, rock, and consolidated materialt (soil arld rock particles partly
le). The type qt
aterials used will
cemented tapther as in hardpa
selected. Careful pl ning is needed to
affect the type of comptction eculi pm
maintalkproper balan'ct between,cutting, filling, and compact on te0 . The fill
the Vil 1
material is spread-in Joads suited to the eompactionequipment us
area.

.

1,

.

CoMpaction is'-he firm pulling together of .a soil mass. The compacted
soil should have only a slight change in moisture content. You should spread fill
'materials to 'layers thin enough to assure uniform ,densi ty through&ut the mass,
whilri controlling the moisture content. Compaction of fill material cansalsO be
imptoved by blianding -several yes of set1 s together. Obtaining the right moi stul'e
content, if.th7 fill material hes not havei sufficient amount, is accomplished k
-, using watir distributors or by looding an aria. If moisture content is toq,high,''
cultivators' or rotary tillers can be used to Pilltiove it by continually turntng the
soil until the desired content is reaChed; ShApsfoot and pneumatic-tire rollers
Compaction.

are used to compact the 'subgrade base and-'the subgrade. The basd course is compacted by fsmooth wheel rollers where thei material is hard and has .a limited. amount

of fines. s3Pneumatic 'tire rollers are used on the base course when-the material is
soft and tehds to break down under the action of a steel wheeled roller.
1

Fine grading. Fine grading OnS1 sls of ,shaping the foundation, ditching,4
tfons, and smoothing and crowning roadways. Motor gradert, towed: gradlitC,
of
dozers,s'and scrapers are.used for grading. Scrapers can grade to with lei
rii
finish, bait .graders !lust be used to obtain smooth finished surf ces:
operations should closely follow compaction to furnish a frown
tNtIVs' y
water - shedding surfact, Aree'of %holes which prgvent ruhoft. T material is gVaded
the edge until the
from one 'side of thhPoadway or ^runway to the middle and back,
f
0
requi red ;line and grade. are reached.' '''
4,

A.

5

5

I

1
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questiOn and check your answers agtinst those listed at the
end of this study unit.
List the 6 tasks necessary to begin z construction project.

(In any order)

a-.

b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

SUMMARY REVIEW
-.

I

In the preceding work units you have learned to identifythe different types of surveys
and drainage systemS used at a construction site. ,You learned the'primary uie,of construction
stakes and, t e proc
res for soil identification.
You-learned how to organize a construction
crew and coi truction
ojec7
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a

Answers to'Study Unit #3 Exercises

a

Work Unit 3-1.
.

1.

a.

.

4Afte analysis

bi Wet-Mechanical analysis
Combined mechanical analysis
c.
2.

The -properties which identify -and c.)psify soils.

Work Unit 3-2.
1.' (In any order)
Plasticity
a.
b.
Cohesion
Moisture content
c.
d.
Shrink4ge
e.

Swel 1 i

f.

Bulking of sands .
roP

Work
1.

.

2 .

3:

a

Fibrous texture
Grain size .from .19mm- to 2mm
Grain size large11 than 1/4 in.

Plasticity and compressibility

4.

Work Unit 3-4.
1.

2.

a.
b.

Reconnaissanae&

c.
c.

Conslruction 1
When construction is complete

Prel iminary

Work ging
1.

p

2.

04

To indicate the alinement of the facility to the operat rs and construction crews
and to prevent excess work by indicating the limit'soof° Ut and fill at right angles
to the centerline of the project
-.4?,
A centerline and two slope stakes.
A
.
e
.

Work Unit 3-6.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Adequate crowns or transverse slopes
Subsurface drain
Because many conditions that affect drainage can only be seen by visiting the =site.
'To eliminate d41ays and future faiires caused by saturitcd. subgrades during
onstruction.

Work Unit 3-7.

.

".
1.

Delays in. operations.

2.

To eliminate bottlenecks

Work Unit 3-8.
410
4111

1.

b.

Clearing
Stripping

c.

Di tching and channel ing.

d.

Cutttng and filling
Compaction
Fine grading

a.

e.
f.

.

.

ki
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STUD) UNIT 4
THE MAINTENA/ICE SYSTEM

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: .UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF TH13 STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE To LIST THE CATEGORIES AND ECHELONS OF MAINTENANCE.
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE MAINTENANCE SHOP DRPNIZATION AND. LAYOUT,
Section .1.

Work Unit 4-1.

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

CATEGORIES OF MAINTENANCE

LIST THE THREE CATEGORIES OF MAINTENANCE.

LIST THECHELONS OF MAINTENANCE WITHIN EACH.CATOORY
.*.

The successful accomplishment of engineer Missions'depends largely on preven ivg
maintenance of assigned equipment. Maintenance is the action taken to retain mater
lin, or
restore equipment to, a serviceable condition. It includes inspection, testing,'serv'cing,
servipeability.classification, replacement, repair, rebuilding, and reclamation of equ
ment. Many processes, procedures; and techniqueeare involVed. As a whole, they provi
--guide:fix complete and proper maintenance ofirengineer equipment, beginning at the usinglevel and extending through the depot level., Each element of maintenance is assigned to a
spetific organizational level that has the capability,to handle it. The basic maintenance
problem is the development of a balanced, flexible maintenance structure.
Within this stru ture. the amount of maintenance to be performed at the appropriate maintenance levels is estabFolvore information on the maintenance system,. refer to MCI -6urse 04.12, MIMMS.
lished.

ik

/ .

The maintenance system'establIshed by the Marine Corps is based on three categories of
maintenance: organizational, intermediate, and depot.
These threehategories contain five
echelons ociftintenance. The first and :second echelons comprise orgAnizational mainteunce,
the third afid fourth echelons make-up ilktermediate maintenance, and the Oth echeldn if depot
maintenance.
The echelon where specific work is to be performed-is determined by the:tactical
situation, nature of repairs, time available, the number and skill of personnel, and the
availability of tools, test equipment, and repair-parts. Each of the five echelons of maintenance defines the scope and capabilities or' each maintenance organization%or facility.
Higher
echelons of maintenance perform that category of maintenance - assigned their organ
ion.
They also perform, within their capabilities, overflow maintenance, which 1
be 'nd t
capaL,..0
bility of :supported units. The lower echelons of,mainteAance shoulLno
o pe form
any repairs that are assigned to a higher echelon. Evidence of such"at
s or of a' se of
equipment, or preventive maintenance beyond a unit's capability shouldbe reported to the pro^per ciummander for corrective-action.
Sound-maintenance-practices in Och echelon c. be
achieved only if this course is follpwed.
t

:

.

.

.

Organizational Maintenance.
This category of mfintenance is tilp.respons4bility of the
Its phases normally consist of inspecting, servicing, lubricatipg, adusing organIzatidn.
justing, and replac,ing 4 partS, minor.assemblies, 'and subassemblies not.requiring highly
.
technical skill 'Organizational maintenance includes:
First echelon.

Maintenance which is 'performed Oy the user, wearer, or operator.
.,,

,,..

C

..

.

echelon. Maintenance which is designed to be performed by sOecially trained.
provided for that purpose in the using organizaNion. Operators should
assist unit mechanics in performing second echelon maintenance.
Se

peiNel

.

p.

,
e--N-

4.

41110.

Intermediate maintenance.
Intermediate maintenAnceris the category of maintenance authorized and performed by a designated maintenance activity in direct support of AbeCusin§ ace* .tivity,or by, higher echelon maintenance units supporting the dIrect:sapporrmaidnnalice activitYZ. It is normally. limited to replacement or parts, subassemblies, and ass
lies..
Intermediate maintenance units sopportdipwer echelons by providing technical assliOnce,.
-A
mobile-repair crews, and repTir parts Wen necessary. Intermediatemaintenancej6Cludes:
.
.

,

.

4

.

.

Third echelon. This is maintenance normally performed in direct support'a, using
units and in some specifically authorized cases, by the using unit.
limitations
within this echplon are imposes primarily by the tools,.test equipment and .repair
n
parts authorized,

r.

.

,*

/

1

.

Fourtheribelon. This is maintenance performed in rear areas by :a higher echelon
than tb aintenance organizations directly supporting the using *Units. It re-

o

quires -more elaborate facilities and is limited only. by the tools,
test equipment,
_.
and repair parti 410.419.11 Zed .

V

i.

.

_l,

0.

Depot maintenance. Depot maintenance' facilities repair materials requiring major overhaul or cbmplele rebuild of parts, subassemblies, or eqd item; They normally support tile supply function by rebuilding and returning materials to stock on a scheduled basis. Fifth eche-

lon and depot maintenance are the same.

Answer the following questions Ind check your _answers against those listed at the

EXERCISE:

end of this study unit.
1.

ip

2.

.

_

Define maintenance.

List the three categories of maintenance,
. a.
b;

c.
3.

List the echelons of maintenance, within each category.
a.
b.

c.
Sec tion II.
Work Unit 4-2.

MAINTENANCE SHOP ORGANIZATION
,

ORGANIZATION

5,

s

STATE THE MAJOR OBJECT VE 'IN ESTABLISHING A REPAIR SHOP ORGANIZATION.

The repair shop isorgani ed and operated to accompli sh the mi ssion' of maintaining en-gineer equipment or restoring it to a serviceable condition. It may vary from'an extensive
permanent structure with a .shbp for bath repair fu tion, to, the temporary ,shelter having all
size of the repair sh is invited by the tactical situation,
functions under one roof
swine'', and the availability of
hattlre .of repair, time. ay#1.1 able, skill s' and number of
tool s, repair parts, -and test equipment. Regardless of the size, if the shop is to fupction
smoothly and efficiently, it is necessary to tstablish.a sound organization. The principles
of organization and -the responsibilities and practtpcirre s(pplicable to 'all types and sizes
of shops.

i
at

, *

..

Ob ective. The mai& obfective in establishing 4 repair shop organization is to pro.;
vide a as s by which management can most efficiently and effectively maintain equipelentin a
serviceable condition and restore unaerviceable -equipment to a serviceable condition. The
shop organization establishes th9 relitiohship between units and guides the flow of supervi-*
t
,
.
sory effort.
,..
,

/...

,

1

1;,

For successful operation .and a smitoth running shop it.. s essential that:

Polic-Os,

o. 4-

.r`

'

,.t..

..
Every function be specifically defined.
6f
.

,

.'"

'

1/

I

.

.1,

-..

...jii

41

0.

.

1*.

Authority delegated be ¶qual to the rewin s:I.,1) i 1 1 ty .
.

clew

ly defined'anl understood.

Orders be issued through established channel s.
41

..

...

__...

Responsibilities of 10perVisiA be

s..

..

.

, Overl appi ng yesponstbil I ties be; eliminated,,ct
o

V

.

..,

.

.

Each -man' knows his job, tO"whom he reports, and .who ,repor*s to him.
_

:

.

.

.

Supervision. The equipmenk officer ,is responsible fOr overall, supervisidn of they-repair shOp. fo supervise tlements effectively, the shop organization defiritts' the various

operations, details responsibil Mill for each operation, and defines the responsikiiity and
authority of sup *visors. As the 'shop maintenance chief, you will be in charge of. a particular
4-2'

4

(

4
.

_

phase of-work imporihnt to the ifficient functioning of an organization.
ou can assign
others to certain duties in the mlny.aggly4tie within the Shop, but the
sponsibilities are
yours.
You are responsible -for all_bt:Che men lorking for you, directly or indirectly, and
for all of thb'vorkOerfOrmgd by ,them.
In assigning dvties, aman's experience, his
specialty, and his ability, to get a job. done should be considered.
It is good shop practice
to have a mobile repair- truck in readiness at all'tiMes.
A smart maintenance chief will keep
4 good. all-round lnechorric-avatlane. 'Or this wsitton ,at.all times., Do not pass up opportuniWes for OJT. On field emergency repair trips, send "along-a helper who does not have too much
knowledge -about emergericy -repair work. He can assist in making repairs. and gain valuable
knowledge about his work. Maintenance repairs in a permanent shop are usually more speciali/ed than field maintenance repairs and the finished product is mo
complete.
It is gbod
practice to assign personnel having skill in a certain field such, S engines (gas or diesel),
tracked.vehicles, cranes, or electrical devices to repair the equip nt with which they are
familiar.
In all jobs, use less experienced personnel as helpers. You will find that these
helpers are soon capable of performing work on equiatient.
When time permits, ylat,k should use
every opportunity to develo0 other skills in your men. Shop rules, regUlations, and standing
operating procedures.(SOP's) should be written; published, and posted throughout theshop.
.

gRCISE:

Answer the following-questions and check yo* answers against those listed at the
end pf this.study unit.

,3

1.

State the majdlIblective in establishing a repair shop organization.
a ,,

2.

The shop organization establishes the relationship between units arid guides the
flow of the
effort.

3.

Who is responsible for the o

r'all-supervision Of the,repair shop?

,
a.
b.

c.
d.

4.

Equipment chief
Equipment officer
Admin clerk
Supply man

If "a mobile repair truck is pare'of your shop structure, who should you put in
charge of it?

0

I

Work Unit 4 -3..

RESPONSIOILITIES

MATCH EACH UNIT (0 A MAINTENANCE SHOP WITH THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UNIT.
A-repair shop normally consists of an administrative unit, an inspection unit, a production unit, a supply unit, and the required number of repair units.
The specific size of
these sections depends upon the particular echelon of maintenance. A typical shop organization is shown in figure 4-1.
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Fig 4-1.

Maintenance shop organization.

Administrative unit. The equipment/maintenance officer, assisted by the equipment/maintenance chief and the required number of cl,erical personnel, make up the administrative
unit. The equipment/maintenance officer is charged with the responsibility of operating and
supervising the repair shop in the accomplishment of its mission. The duties of the adminis-

trative unit arepto:
Direct and administer shop activities and coordinate the work of All. personnel,
issue orders necessary for the

roper operation and management of the shop, assign

responsibility, and delegate-filithority to personnel to insure coordination eV effective operation of the diffetent units.

Keep constantly informed of the hop',s operation so that changing workloads can be
met.

4

.

Maintain close liaison with supported organititiong that their maintengince requirements maybe preplanned and schedu'l'ed at a rate consistent with the shop's
production capacity.
ti

4.

Inspect incoming equipment records for proper completion, and maintain these records while the equipment is in thgre it slfbp. T4 Equipment Repair Order (ER0),7
is al so, inspected flor completeness, and 'a curacy of information.

Inspection unit. The inspection uni is part of the acceptance,,phaSe (fig 4 -1) and is
composed o teams directly responsible to th equipment officer. They perform all of the inp. Inspection personnel are not assigned prospection procedures utilized throughout th6
ddction responsibilities since this might in uence their decisions. The'responsibilities of
the inspection team are to:
Inspect unservjceable equipment to determine the cost of repair am( the echelon caliable of this .epair work. In addition,"tbe inspection teams of the third and
fourth, echelon repair shops inspect alr incothing unservrceable equipment for 'proper
maintenance and records prior toothel acceptance of the equipment for repair, determine the nature and extent of repairs needed to restore the equipment to serviceable condition, and make this inforMation known to the production coAtrol and re-

ff,

pair tmits.

-

.

0

X

ti

e0:,.,

4
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-

Continually check all'Vepair work to insure that approved practices are being followed and that all completed iteme'meet the prescribed repair standards.
InsurC.that work performed. complies with the provisions of technical manuals, modification insauctions, and other directives.

Insure that all modifications have been performed on the equipment being inspected.
Inspect and give final approval to sill ' repaired equipment before it is pleased and
returned to the using unit.
'1.

Production control unit.
The production control unit is the nerve center of the maintenance shop.4 It is through this unit that the equipment officer controls and adthinisters the
repatr units. ' The Nur main functions of the control unit are forecasting, scheduling, routing and follow up." The unit 4s under the direq,supervision of the equipment chief.
The. responsibilities of the production control unit are tot

Receive the equipment to be repaired, establish priori ties for the work to be performed, maintain a balanced workload in the shOp at all times, and return the completed work to stock or to the user.

Supervise all shop administration functions and.lecords, and prepare and transmit
all the required reports to the proper,puthorities.
Assemble data regarding the effectiveness of shop operations, analyze and evaluate
it, and recommend to the equipment chief any indicated improvements.
Keep the equipment chief informed at all times of. the status of operations and the
extent of backlog.
f'4*,

Repair parts unit.
Since the Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management System
(M1MMS) requires that stockage of parts be minimal, parts requests are generated through the
ERQ Shopping List. aeconciliation with supply is necessary to ensue proper.document assignment and status data is recorded
Close coordination with the shop chief is necessary to,
enable the scheduling of shop sOlce and personnel tb effect repairs as shopping lilts are completed. The ?pair parts unit it:Also responsible for:

44aintainihg liaison with the or§anizational supply office to insure that the authorized level of repair parts, tools, test equipment, and end items of equipment
are on hand or due in.

Receiving parts and operating supplies, and providing proper storage and maintaining records of this material.
,

4I

_Coordinating with the production control unit the4weplaniVing and procurement of
supplies and repoOr parts required for anticipated or scheduled workloads.
Properly disposing of unserviceable.parts,and subassemblies.
Maintaining adequate tool rooms to conform. with shop conditions and practices.
action for the cancellation of requisitions of items no Monger required, A,
and reporting items that havebeen erroneously issued.
Initiatit

Repaih Unit. The repair unit has the respohsibility of performing all repo r operatio s in accordance with established standards and approved maintenance practices.
The.equipmen chief haS the direct supervision of this unit.
.
.

The unit is responsible for the accomplishment of the work listed on the Equipment
Rpair OrdATIERO) and on the Work Sheet for Preventive Mbintenance and TechnicalInspection bf Engilieer Equipmenk.
it is also responsible for.repairievadditional
defects or work uncovered which may be required to complete the Aar.
The equiplen chief may be assigned supervisory assistants as the scope and Voltime
of work increases the; supervisory assistant insures that'all personnel within his
seCtion comply withsecurity an4 safety regulations and the maintenance practices
,and standards of'the shop. He keeps the equipment chief infermed4of conditions c
w
in his-ifilit,,lAes thtta Wanced work)oed iesolaintained,.and makes sure that
ber of'personnel aS.SIgiledto-,his-Onfels in direct proportion to his work- I
load.

I

4.

.

When the 'repair unit is subdivided into' settillons, the supervisor of each section is
his section and he sees that any inresponsible for the work accomplished"ith
structions from the equipment chief are carried out. Each section is responsible
for its own housekeeping within it.s,aSsi9ndd area and also for the proper care and
usage of the tools and equipment Used by personnel in that section.

Within each section the individual mechanic is responsible to his immediate super
visor for the compliance of instructions with the repair work assigned him. He requests additonal information from his supervisor when he dOes not understand work
procedures. Re_is individually responsible for the proper use and care of. ieols
and equipment, and for following established shop rules and regulations.
EXERCISE:

In the group-of items below (1-5)
Matching:
the appropriate responsibil ity' in column 2.
c, d, dr e) indicating your choice, and place
cise, check your answers with those listed at

9.
4

I-

mat40the shop unit In column 1 with
For each item select one letter (a, b,
After the exerit before the unit.
the end of this study unit.

Column 1

Columd 2

Unit

Responsibility

1

Administrative

1.

a.
b.

2.

Inspection

c.

Production Control

d.

Establish priorities for work to be performed.
Maintain adequate tool rooms.
Accomplish the work listed on Equipment Repair
Orders

e.
4.

Repair parts

5:

Repair

Work Unit 4-4.

Insure'that all modifications have been performed.
Inspect incoming equipment record for completeness.

METHODS OF OPERATION

LIST THE TWO METHODS OF OPERATION IN A MAINTENANCE SHOP.

Repair shop (*rations vary in relation to the size of the unit, the mission; and the
echelon of repair authorized. The methods and procedures of operations outlined.hefein are,
general and can be adapted to any shop with minor changes.
In

Methods of operation.

Job method. This involves the repa
serviceable. This is the type of
tional and field maintenance shop

of each item oPequipment as it becomes unation that is most'commonly used in organize-e Procedures for repairihg equipment using

this meld are as follows:
,

The inspection team makes a thorough inspection of the unserviceable item of
equipment to determine the nature and extent of repaits Deeded: They insure
that,the using unit hasidierformed the required echelon of maintenance prior to
turning the equipment in for repair. They also insure that all necessary records, forms, etc. accompany the equipment to the repair unit,and that therare
V

in order.

.

.

After receipt of the ERO, necessary parts to repair the item are determined.
jboi the repair unit for the acilkon'1
The ERO and the.bquipment are received
.
cated on the order.

major assembly is replaced, the informationds recorded
In the event that
NAVMC 696D (MPtoe Vehicle. and Equipment Record Foldell. jtie repaired item of
equipment isthen turned over to the inspection unit again for a final inspecIf the inspection team approyes the equipment foe release, it is re-tion.,
turnel to the user.

I

The production line method of.repair consists of the over-.
Production line method.
haul' or complete rebuilding of the. same kind Of ite6s or of,items havim some simiThi.$ 'is done by performing a scheduled set Of operations on all
larity among them.
This method is primarily used at the depot repair levselt but may be done at
items.
force maintenance shops. The productiOmline method depends, on,the accumulation of
the -same ,type of equipment having the same tipeideficie3ty to the point where it
It

4-6

-.

becomes ec onomically and practically feasible to repair by this method.
Repetitive
operations are grouped and performed in a definite seqienee at specific_Ahop repair
stations; The equipment to be repaired is moved throuP thbse stations in order,
via conveyor belts Qr.ragt.sitr.rocks:.
is disassembl,ed,. inspected, and .rebuilt' in
successive steps, Special jigs, racks, and fixtures are lased whenever possible to
reduce handling and accidents, and to decrease the ./Mount of time spent on'the
actual repairof the item. Repair parts- are stdckid at every station so that they
ate readily accessible to the mechanic. The effectivenesS of the production line
method is realized when a large quantity of similar items is run through.

-

.It.

4

Procedures.

4

.

.

*

*

EXERCISE:

Preplanning and scheduling..
The preplanning and scheduling of operations are based`
on the workload and availability of repair parts.
To -determine these fac tors ,
close liaison with unit supply and other echelons of maintenance must be maintained.
Repair parts are controlled'-.0y the SASSY unit.
The using unit has only a
preexpendett bin, (expendable items such as ndts, bolts; filters, fan bel ts,,etc).
A
list is made-up by the using unit listing all of the items in the bin. If any
tt
other items' are yrsisent, they mut"be listed on and backed up by an ERO. Beginning
with the receipt of the equitemenf to be repaired, the work is planned so that it
flows to and through the shop in a continuous and orderly fashion, with no delays
and no backtracking.
Information on the initial incoming inspection is used" to
predetermine justithat parts are needed for repair. Prompt actign_ls taken to have
these parts. available for repair of the -item when the item is
me over to a repair section. Repair operations.arebroOn down into sectiOnsi with each section
responsible for certain types. of repairs, such as the engine section responsible
for repair of alleges an diesel engines.
the assignment of work, full
advantage is taken of the kilts of the mechanic. Repetition 0e-operations tends
to. increase the skit
and e iciency of.your mechanics: Mechanic .should,be teamed'
where and whenever ossible. A systeM of transferring equipment from one section
to another should be establi%h
so that production control can plan and schedule
operations with this
mind.
S ction chiefs sliould sup_ervise all repair work in
their section and ente all labor nd materials expended for each job on the eepair,
order before transferring the equi ent to'the next repair section.
Shop Pr!'actices.
These sh ould be coveredi,by a 'shop SOP.
Working areas and benches
.should be kept orderly and free. from excess supplies, refuse, and unserviceable
parts.' Finished work and material destined for salvage or reclamation should be
,removed regularly to eliminatecongestion in_work areas.
Work benches and tables "
should be arranged to, permit maximumtaccessibiI ty. Adequate. tools and equipment:*
should be made available to the Mechanic. .,Every effort,should be made to keep, the
mechanic supplied w h work. Manuals, lubrication charts, and any other technical
references must be ade available to the mechanic and should; be used by the personnel performing th repairs, Every effort'should be m e to improve the working`, "
conditions so that the highest producAion standards,caai be maintained.

Answer the fol'owing quiltio.ns and check your answers a ainst those listed at the
end of this study unit.
1.

List the two methods of rration in a maintenance shop.,
,

a.
b.
2.

WItich unit control s repair parts?

Section III.
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SHOP LAYOUT

,

ESTABLISHING MAINTENANCE AREAS

N.."

LIST,THE TWO TYPES OF MAINTENANCE AREAS..

-

STATE WHICH OF THE THREE TYPES OF SERVICING AREAS IS THE SAFEST FOR SERVICE ON THE
UNDERSIDE OF ENGINEER EQUIPMENT.-

.

Repair shops range in size from the small-unit shop) for main tenance of, organic equipment to large installations capable of the complete overhaul and rebuild of unserviceable
equiinnent.
In engineer organizations of company size, the equipment officer operates his, repalr shop as a section of the orjanizational. equipment.pool
Larger organizations operate
complete maintenance shops with a staff of military and civilian personnel. The size of the
F.

It-
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r.

X,

,

.

,

shop and the number of shop repair Sections ?equired
nance responsibilities, the shop equipment

scope of. .the mainte=

limiteel.b.Y' the

and.the workload. In planning :the shgff'
typd
of' unit, its. mis'sion, and.4 its relayout and operations, considerationis given' to. the'
spans ibi 1 ties.- The Strthoriled echelon of maintehante establislieS the sCOPe gf
b4sis of their'ulaintOrkance
Shop equipment and tools'-are authorfzedfor organisations on the
Plarfslor
shop
layout
and
operatiM
are
based
On
the abttiprizes echelori of
responsibilities.
tactical,
situation,
and
the avail '41e persOnL,
maintenance, the ,anticipared type of work, ..thg
The
fol
loWingfactors
-shoirl-d.guide
the lecatiep..or relocation
net, shop tools, and equipment.
of equipment' maintenance facilities or structures:
.

convenience to supported unit.

.

Sufficient parking and maneuvering area fbr equipment overflow: mid heavy traft_it
concentration.

ProteCtiqp from adverse conditions "such as sand;Autt,.salt spray, chemical,, f.umes;.
,
and wina.

,

,

.

-

7.47

.
Centralized grouping of sf$cilities.
,
,
..
1.0.
' 't ,
.
Temporary maintenance areas (fig 41.2. Location ofPa r'epair shop depends _upon its mis-

-

.

N

sion, the tactical sittration, .the availabilityof
road' net, and 'the location of using units.

'r'eadily camoufl aged ,areas , ;the

wooded

%

e

A

.

,Using units Perfckriii nrganizatiimal Maintena e with 'assigned personnel and organic
tools and equ,ipment; regardless of, their location.
.

.

In forWard areas of_ a combat :zone, force and division uSingi'unitskhave,their-own
mobile shops and .welding equipment.11n. addition to theise facWities, all troops
that are not in,isolate areas 'are ifkirnished, with diyectSupp'brt-engineei-maJltenance from 'general.-PurPtisednobile ShOps'orovided for by third and folirth echelon
'maintenance -units, or maintenance teenis',fronl these units may be assigned to them.

i..., ,,.
.-.
The equipment maintenance Shop' area usually. Lis one of constant traffic'conee4:tra.
tion. For this re'ason,., provIS lOriSi. are 'needed. for definite-zones within. e Shopacarea: .Those kbnes shoLuld-be designated for sOcifidparposes that include:
,

.

cess, temporary parking, stand parking.for longer periods of time while. waititng-for
repairs to be doneor to'be k resumed, dismantling &stands..intpection statzioqs, -and

,

traffic.
.
tes.areasIf
possible, y oadwa s hould conform to demands ,fbr--",2Pway.
t..
is.supported.
is- :supported.
Turnarounds should be provided `For the Targestpiede of
,
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Fig 4-2. ;Temporary maintenance
..
, area-.

' ..

.

Permanent maintenana'area (filE4-3).° In CONUS,,maintenance is norhiallY.performod in
fixed locations or Oleos. Here again he facilities are governed:,by the mission of the particular unit and Oil viry,.in size and' design to conform with therworklead, category'Of maintenance performed, and to 'of eqiiipme0 servitgd.' e 4* number end sizes",.of entrances and exits
'relate directly. to the equipment types to be -suppottel apdthe,weckloath. platens ions And Mt.struction of doors ci. access spices ihouldpermit,kate,passage of the lailett equipment 'types
,to be serviced in Vie shop area. 13.ecliuse work'. in.,an unpepleqted, Open area it-'not practical,
A

t.,,

.

ii,

,11,3

.

.

:'

I

8

..

the iPtortance of 'Suite"; attce%f should bit =s
i size of 'the working areas should
not be limited:Jo -the outside dipionsions' Of the etorlOtetii !king" kepAir6d. the: si ze. of the ;

%,wor;,killit area should tillqw:"100m,
tpoyeihent.0" iTie6;*:-Igo14,;e4yipmenti,:FIttiterial, Car ts, lines,_
hoses. at14.1-floor 149001_0(4111.4tisti
equipmentC-:,Iflor thIski-eason,
i,bourdery, lines should. clearly outl ne 00)
49 Ar.:wor1(ee1
Where sposSi:ble the.,:outl ine
etch

'spece,,shoold.toe marked: at the 11mit of

.rectatagolzfr area, 4 tie from the outside dipension
OrAbe larjest PieCe of,equipment.Orvic'ed. in :the
space:'. ftenter,al-Sies should by
enou'lh,to.permiit:equipment flew throttgh the Outld109 akiCin., and opt-if working.lar-eaSi_.);i,-,..,.":-.
Colwrete floors that are serviced
heavy -ditty rueway.'s and ::-protegted by an e:Cfecti ve -drainage

ar

systemAre 'reootpmended where poslibie:
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Servici ng areas. -In sdlecting the maintenance facilities; either temporary-*or per- '
man'ene, an adequate anea for establishment of a Nei and lubrication area must be considered.
This area must, be: close enatigh to the central maintenance, area for easy access bqt faro enough
\away so
not tci -become
potential fire hazard to the maintenance facil i ties .' ', Sery ici ng

: ,'

J,...-,

-

facilities consist.of refueling'ettuipment, luI1e rackt, cleaning facillties, and lubrication-

dispensers, and should have a source
of compressed air.
,.
.
..
Crease Pit. 'Access to the underside of. vehiclet and 'equipment is- nece ary for important maintenance and repair work. Construct-4n of pies and ramps ,is ecessary
for the repai facility to properly perform its thission. The tise'of. eit er pifrt qr
ramp depends to a 'degree on what type qf equip'men't is titirtgr serviced.' Since tnostg
heavy equi,pmeet is several- tons,e. more 1p Weight, a pit would be the safest Ind
fastest method of insta114tion. Pits should not be less than a or 5 feet deep;,
since personnel should not be required to work in a stooped or crouched position.
11.,pe.maximum distancetetween guard-curtfing should be no morethan 42 inchies. DeSign and construcpon- of the pit will normally confonp to. the type of t qui pMent be-'
,

Ina repaired or serviced. Construction of a typical grease pit is illustrated in
,
figure 4-4.

"
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Fig 4-4.

Construction of grease pit.

%.3

Grease rack, Wfiere drainage,
Ii, or other considerations prevent the construction-Of a. pit, a grease rack RD be installed (fig 4-5): This type of service facilitr should-be used only with light equipment, since there is a danger of collapse when dozers or other heavier gquipment are driven onto the yp. In the
event that soil conditions will nor support a grease pit, it may belinecessary to
construct an earth fill on the ground level., and build a combinatioh rack andhpit
Dimensions are basically the same°as the grease rack orlipit. Only the
(fig 4-6).
ingeAuity of the builder limits the type of construction.
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Fig 4-5.
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Construction of a grease rack.
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Fig 4-6.

Construction of a rack/pit combination.'
-"N

Fuel storap and dispensing area,

In -the field Where permanent fuel storage tanks
and disposing pump's are not available, it AS. necessary to. draw fuel from drums.
This is normally done with hand pumps. If the materials are available, elevated
drum racks can be constructed and gravity flow can be used. jklj fuels and lubricantS are stored with the bungs and vents positioned below the fuel level. This
prevents water from collecting on top of the drums and preserves the bung gaskets
by keeping them et, Rubber-tired equipment should not be parked or stored in or
near fuel storag
because fuels and lubricapts will decompose ruilbel-. Three
important considerations in refu ling (aside from using the right fuel) are safety,
cleanWess, and time. Cleanlin ss of fuels in today's modern internal-combustion
engines is fprerequisite,for e ficient engine performance. Gasoline engines re=
quire Alean fuel to prevent clogging. and fouling of (60 lines and carburetor jets
and passages. Djesel engines Oequire clean fuel not Only to
Q.ple engine, but it
is also used to lubricate these moving parts. In this respec 11111 possible precautions to prevent the entrance of dirt and dust particles a
the contamination
of the fuel with water should betaken. From-the standpoint of safety, there shall
. #
he no exception to these rules:

IL

,

Refueling any type of equipment'with liqUid fuel whtle theengine is running is
proh4bitetht

.

Smoking or (he existence of open flames on ortiinpthe vicinity of the fueling/storage area is prohibited.
Standard safety cans shall be used whenever gasoline, diesel, or aqy'yolaple
liquids are being transported to equipment in containers of 5 gallons or less.
Fueling of any equipment in the maintenance shop is dangerous and should be
prohibited.

If time is a limiting factor and 'it is more convenient to refuel on the job rather than
secure.a piece of equipment and send At back to the. pool, it can be refueled on the job by a
refueler. Keep in mind the safety factors and cleanliness of the fueling operation.

.

Repair stalls. Repair areas where the equipment and components
are-removed, disarsembled, *paired, and reassembled or replaced are usually deteMined by the mission and size
of the unit and -its workload.. These stalls should be of sufficient area to permit ample'parkl
ing spacefOr equipment undergoing repairs and to Allow working spacd for the.Mechanics. ,Each
area should have a diptank for cleaning parts. These can be constructed from empty 55-gallon'
drums cut-horizontally. Only approved cleaning solvents should be.used. DO NOT'USE GASOLINE.
The repair stall Olould be equipped with a bench 'and bench vise, sufficient electrcal
outlets for the use. of.Power handtools, a suitable storage space for handtools, and a sourc4...---,
of Compressed air,' lAch area should have a minimum of four.safety.floor stands and one 10-ton
hydraulic floor jack.11ther special toolS and equipment, Such' as bench grinde'rst drill presses; and hydraulic arbor presses should be conveniently located so as to be available for
use
by ill hands.' Common hardware items can qe deposited in centrally located "lazy sUsann tyl5e

4 -11,
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Repair stalls must be well lighted and
circle bins or specially constructed wooden box bins.
evacuation
system, flexible steel piping or
In the event that there is no exhaust
ventilated.
rubber heatei.'duct hose can,be utilized for the exhaust fumes.' If a shop ,truck is organic
equipment, Wshould be located so that it is accessible to the mechanics. When Size and
functions outside the
ability of vehicle Co maneuver make it necessary to perform repair
shop,.Ncilities and temporary shelters'are provided.
.

In general, smalshops require office space only for the equipment ofOffice layout.
In a Small shop, functions of supervision,
ficer, the equipment chief, and the shop clerk.
production control,-inspection, and management are frequently exercised. by one or two per
In larger shops, each of these functions may require the full-time efforts of one*
sons.
office layout for all of the funcmore persons. Regardless of size, provision is made-in the
receiving
and
inspetting
all
equipment coming to the shop for
Om of management, such as:
repair, preparing repair orders, supervising the shop activities, and maintaining the required
records and reports. Repair jobs are assigned through the office and final release'is made
through the office after final inspection has been completed. Because tiriis office makes initial and final contact, with repair requirements, it is located at or near the entrance of the

.

%

;shop or equipment pool are4..

Answer the following questionsand check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

EXERCISE:

'1.

List the two types. of maintenance areas.

4

a.

b.

2.

State which of three types of servicing areas is the safest for service.on the
underside of engineer equipment.

SPLCIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

k Unit 4-6.

o

,

.

STATE WHERE SPECIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE PLACED IN A MAINTENANCE SHOP.

In a maintenance shop set up for repairing all types of equipment, you will coordinate
mechanics._ The layout of the shdP and
an ddi ervise the work of lasoline and diesel engine
This is where experience in
the grlacem4rit of the equipment should receive considerable study.
You shpuld know where the repair equipment is needed
all types of repair jobs is valuable.
anewhel-e it is accessible to the men who will use,it. Without proper care and forethought,
considerable space will be wasted: In-addition:Arch timelmay be lost in shifting equipment
equipment is arfrom'one place to another. Where shop space is a factor, 1pecific repair
ranged in departments separated from the main shop areas or placed in smaller adjoining shops
or rooms.

Special equipment. Power tools such as drill presses, arbor vresses, and bench grinders commonly used In repairing equipment .should be located at or Mai- the workbenches in;the
lifts and lathes demain shop areas. The location of other power tools, such as hydraulic
pends on'how often these tools are used in the shop.' In placing power tools, secure the, legi
Be.:
pr base to a level surface and make sure that they will not move'or bounce when in use.
tools
to
power
outlets,
be
sure
thht
each,
fore connecting. stationary, electrically operated
When the inone is positioneccso that the starting .and stopping switch is within easy reach.
Let
your
men
operate
they
are
safe.
stallation is completed, try the tools to insure that
them-and consider any suggestion they nay have for improvements. These dpuble checks often
reveal errors in an installation which may affect the efficiency as well as the 4afety of the
The master, switch that controls all of the power in the shop
maintenance shop as a whole.
Mobile machine -shops are
emergency.
area should be installed where it can be reached in
These moengineer
operational
units.
provided to engineer field gaintenance units and so
ipment are provided for most of the mabile shops are.completed units in which tools and e
mobile machine shop is not organic
If
chine operations required for maintenance work.
.

.

diquipment, or. if it-must be supplemented with additional equipment, floorspacelor each maChine and an adequate working area around it are required for the machinists and for the mateial being repaired or fabricated. Tool cabinets are provided ft& machine tools and attachMuch of the work accomplished in the machine shop is of'an exacting nature, and fin.nts.
is ed products are held to close toleranoq. Adequate :lighting is% must so that the worker
A workbench with-vise is required for
ma meet the high standard of quality that it demanded..
fi ing, polishing; and other such jobs.
0
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Welding equipment.
Welding'equipment used inside the shop area must be separated from
Nontlammlble screens or shields shpuld be provided to eliminate fire hazrds apd injury to personnel.
Welding stallS-are enclosed to prevent glare and --ifijurious rays
.1of welding operations from interfering with other workmen.
In cases where equipment cannot be
moved 0- the welding shop, the welder must go to the equipment.
Transportable screens are
`.`used to enclose the work and protect other nearby personnel. All pieCauttons must be taken to
protect unshielded eyes from glare and hot slag particles... Adequate ventilation of the
welding shdp is a must and should bp ivided,
!.the main shop Area.

Air compressor.
Before deciding where to place the air dimpressor, consider the uses
you have for tt and where air outlets,would be most convenient, The compressor will have to
provide air'fbr operating pneumatid power tools and for cleaning parts. By keeping.comprqssor
lines short, with minimum bends, you can prevent p essure drbp at the air outlets.
Short
lines do not collect water as much as long lines.
and they are less likely to freeze in
cold weather.
If long lines are necessary and are sed, install serveral cOndensati2n traps
and drain' them frequently.
If the shop is a large'one, it would be advisable to have more
than one compressor.

Battery-oharging equipment. This is definitely a "must have" operation for any maintenance facility:regardless of sizd. The battery. room must be in a wel4yentilated section of
the shop and, if at all possible, it should be in a separate build
The fumes from a
charging battery are poisonous and highly flammable.
if possible, locate an exhaust fan in
the area of the battery charger.
The battery room.should have running water and an adequate
supply of a baking soda solution mixed' and readily available for instant use.
Protective
clothing will be worn at all times, and smoking in the area is prohibited.
.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your-answers against those listed
end of thl) study unit.
I.

at the

State where special tools and equipment should be placed in a maintenance s

p.

,4t

2.

Why should stalls be used in A welding shop?
a.
b.

c.
d.

So
So
So
To

outsiders cannot see what you are dbing
glare and Injurious rays will not affect others
you will- not be.distracted while welding
block out sunlight

3.

What advantage do short air compressor lines have over long ones?

4.

Which of the following should be practiFed in a battery charging room?

P

a.

b.
c,.

d.

Work Unit 4-7.

Smoking in work area
Work in a closed in area
Charge batteries with caps on
Wear protective clothing

HEAT, LIGHTING, AND VENTILATION

-

1

c

,

,

a

STATE WHICH FACTOR DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT YOU HEAT YOUR SHOP.
STATE HOW TO REMOVE EXHAUST GASES KROH THE OVERHEAD OF A MAINTENANCE SHOP.

Heat, lighting, and ventilation for larger permanent maintenance shop facilities are
Ocluded in plan specifications.
However, installations of these facilities in the small or
temporary.shop will depend upon the individual in charge of the Ow.
>Newf..
Whether or not you heat your shop depends upon the geographic allocation. Heaters shOUTT-be arranged to provide warmth where it is most needed.
Persons 4Drking at benches
require more neat than men working 1n the main shop area for comparatively short periods.
For
this reason, heaters are placed in corners convenient to workbenches and away from shop doors.t

ti

Light. For proper lighting, most maintenance shops depend on'lights arranged.in the
overhead or the main shop area, lights and windows neat: workbenches, and extension or drop
plugged into electrical outlets. Wheh you are in'charge of setting.up_a
lights which c
enough outlets are_provided.for extension-lights and electric poWer
shop, make -ture t
Only
the
most
elaborate shops have enough wjndows far efficient lIghting.
tools'
A

A

,

N:

Ventilation. Removing exhaust gases becomes a big problem in every maintenance shop.'
Large doors in the front and rear of the shop. and windows at the work benches will normally
supply all the fresh Air needed, bid even these are Inadequate to remove excessive.amophts Of (
exhaust gases. Tilese gases Hie and'are trapped in the shbp overhead unlgss ventilating fans
with roof openin§s are provide 'r Normally ffis'up to'the supervisor of d 'temporary shop tq
provide his own mjtbod of ventilation.. A piece of IleXible stepl'Or nebprene hose attached to
the"exhaus't'efa running equine and Carried Ahrough anopenipg in the building will. serve the
Do not allow any unnecessary operation of engines Intid4 the shop., When statiodary
purpose.
gasoline or diesel engines are used to supply or produce power in the maintenance area, pro:vide exhausts for them, Do not depend upon natutal ventilation through shop doors or windows.

EXERCISE:; AnsWer the following-questions and chetk your answers against those-listed at the
end of this study unit.
J.

State which factor determines whether or not you heat your ship.

2.

State how to remove exheOkt gases from the overhead of a maintenance shop.

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units you have learried the categories of maintenance and the
echelons of maintenance within eachcapgory." You have also learned how to organize and lay
You have learned the responsibilities for each
out temporary and permanent maintenance sho'ps.
unit within the maintenance shop organization. Two methods of operation, which can I:41 adapted
to any'maintenance shop, wereescribed foryou. You learned where to set up special, tools
and equipment for maximum use within the maintenance area.
,

`Mb
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AnsWers to Sttldy Uffie#4'Exerciset

1.

v

Work Unit 471.
.

f

2.
i

1

;
ZNC.d
Maintenance is the action taken to.retaimMotert41 in, or. restore material to
serviceable condition.
1
.

% 1.

.

. /1

a.
b.

11-ganizational

.

Intermediate
c.' Depot
'
-f.
Orghnt zationli1,-4t and 2nd
b.- Interfitediate, 3rd and 4$h
c.' Depot,15th

3.

.

..

...

.

.

r

(

.

1
.
.

4

,

.

/

,

.

t

s

Work Unit 4 -2'.
.

t

.

1,

To Mfintainlengtneer, quipmentor restore it'or aserviceable condition.

2.

supervisory
b.
Equipment officer
A good all-roupd mechanic

4.

%.

4
.

3.

o .e

.

,

.

N

a

,

as

..

,

-

.

Work Unit 4-3.
1., e.
2.'
3.

4.
5.

d.
a.
b.
c.

Work Unit.4-4.
o

1.

2.

Job method
b.
Prpduction line method
SA*SY Unit.
a.

Work Unit 4 -5.
1.

Temporary
Permanent
A grease pit.
a.

b.

2.'

6

WorIc Unit 4-6.

At or near the wUrkbenchet in the majn work area.
b.
So glare and injurious rays will not affect others
3:',.They don't collect as much water.
1.

2.

4.

d:,,. Wear prOtective clothing

k

'

Work Unit. 4-7.

1. ,Geographical lodhtion.
By the use of ven.ttIation fans *ith roof -openings,
,

41.

4

41602
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STUDY UNIT 5

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

,----

1-

,

1:,

.

-

...--..

STUDY 'UNIT OBJECTIVE:
UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE-TOfifIST.THE PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR'-DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS OF ENGINEER EQUIP-,
MpiT °PERM-IONS. Alt0 WILL `BE ABLE 1.6 LIST .OUR CATEGORIES OF PUBLICATIONS USED FOR

-ENGINEER MAINTENAkt.

YOU-WILL BE ABLE TO L ST THRtE RAW OPERATIONS THAT MAKE UP
.

.THE SUPPLY CYCLE.

...

I

w

.

N..

Section I.

Work Unit 5-1.

ENGINEER SUPPORT
t

RESPONSIBILITIES

Ain

.LIST THE PERSO(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL OF SUPPLIES AND"
EQUIPMENT fN'AN,ENGINEER SHOP.
NAME THE PERSON'RESPONSIBLE TOR THE PROPER USE OF API ITEM OF ENGINEER EQUIPMENT.

NAME THE'PER$ON RESPONSIBLE FOR PERFORMING THE ECHELONS OF MAINTENANCE ASSIGNED TO
. AN ORGANIZATION.
inistration and control.
Alf personnel from the Commandant to the newest recruit
are responsible for the proper use and maintenance of supplies and equipment.
Although the
administration and control ,are the responsibility of your'seniors, you are responsible to
them.
The equipment or maintenance officer is the unit commander's technical representative.
He provides technical guidance for the commander and controls the personnel in his Ott.
is responsible to the commander for actions of the per.sonnel he controls. You are the techniYou are responsible to
cal represIntative of your maintenance officer or equipment officer.
as much technical assistance as possible. You, are rehim for your actions and for giving hi
aring
sponsible for the proper use and maintenance of the publications and formlOnd for p
You will'provide assistance and supervision to
-all assignments to the best of. your ability.
The information from these reports and records will be used to.
insure success of the mission.
This. information
plan, schedule, control, and supervise equipment operation and maintenance.
will-be compiled and passed on so that the budget can be computed and supplies can be obDirectives and other publications are used to guide administrative and control retained.
sponsibilities.

A

.*

Operational.
The operator is assigned an item of equipment and is responsible for its
proper use.. He knows its capabilities and limitations anti should strive to improve operating

techniques so that maximum efficiency can be obtained-without misuse or abuse.
He knowsthe
number of hours that the equipment has tbeen operated and is responsible for performing his
He is
fipstt echelon maintenance and recording lthe information required on the proper forms.
the one.that usually detects malfunctions.' The operator is responsible for reporting malfunctions to the dispatcher and .the equipment chief and recording them on the proper forms.
When
property completed, the forms used by the operator are turned in tofthe dispatcher to be used
to complete administrative records.
The..equipinent mechanic is responsible for performing the echelons of
Maintenance.
He will assist the operator, when needed, with
maintenance assigned to his organization.
first echelon maintenance. He is responsible for reporting misuse, abuse, or lack of maintenance to equipment and supplfes. lig is responsfble.for repqrting and recording the supplies
Publications are provided. to guide him in
used to maintain or repair an item
equipment.

the maintenance and repair of equipment and, the recording of required-information.
EXERCISE:

Answer the following questibns and check your answers agaThst those listed at the
end of,th1;4 study unit.

Name the ,person(s) responsible for the administration and control of supplies and
equipment in an engineer shop.
.

2,

Name the person respontible for 'the proper use of An item.bf engine4r equipment.,

3.

signed to an or:
Who is responsible for performing the echelons of maintenance ds7rigned
ganizationr
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Work Unit 5-2. -XUBLICATIONS

ST THE FOUR CATEGORIES OF PUBLICATIONS USEDOR ENGINEER MAINTENANGE.
_

1

)-book

our hroanizAti6T. They include
ores, and'other such items.

manuals, Ianual or letter;ty0 directivesq_
.

-14

t

astigt-rand
only.. PUB4ricattor12..fall into di'f-

ere are many pages of Omintediftttert .both c
oa.:"'Some are jaw and some are to be used as
.glide
ferent categories And may be located in different %
4

u
tions lol.Printing Regulations'
Marine COC-.ps
Marine Corps Older P5600.31
(Secretary of the
loverns the printing and coritrol,,;OT Marine COrps publicatiOns.
-Navy Listructions) 5210.11-, is the NAVy--Marine Corps Standard Subject Classification System
for documents. These are TUmerital,classificatienucodes stich.as: .4000series,peration and
Readiness; 4009 series, Logistics; .5006 series,-Gencial AdMin4strat.ive and Management; 7000
Series, Financial Management; wind the 10000 serips,-Ityleral Materiel. They pertain to the
subjects with which. the supply pnd maintenance PeraunTlspre, MosMy concerned. The publi-However,
cations which pertain to the mehanic are usua)ly lotated-iethe maintenance office.
some units may use the company office or\the' supply sec-tion as the technical library. TheUse
.important as using the
of an up-to-date pubijcation Bret ,has affil tha iatest,,chap4e5.is just
correct publication or vehicle part. Check.the;publication Aate, changes and their ates, and
the. letter of ptomulgation.. These items will indicate the iccuracy of the publication and.its
purpose. 'Publication changes should be recorded on the page provided near the ftOnt bf the
,

manual.

t.

Marine Corps Supply Manual (MCD P4400.19 ). Thjs is -_a 5-volume publiGotion that out,
It contains general instruclines the responsibilities of-supply and maintenance personnel.
tions that govern the allocation of funds for procuring new equipment and supplies. This, publication is one source of information that will assist you in.keeping records, turning in excess spares or equipment, and turning in recoVerahle items..:.The complete set (all volumes) is
usually maintained in the battalion supply office.
Marine Corps orders (MCO's). These directives are printed in manual or letter-type
They are of a continuing nature and contain the specific information needed to carry'
out some particular instructions. They are reviewed periodically to reduce the possibility of
A listing of
conflicting instructions and to insure that they are applicable and appropriate.
effectiverine'Corps orders is-distributed quarte0y so that /sing units can inven okry their
directives. They are usually filed in the company office unAerthe numerical subject classification system.
form.

Marine,Corps bulletins (MCB's).- These letters are printed in letter-type form and have
the same force as a Marine Corps oher. They are primarily informative or temporary in
Bulletins will include a self-cancellation date. Instructions contained in a bulauthority.
letin should be followed carefully betaue they may be cancelled before they have been com- V
pletely carried out. For example, if you received a bulletin that instructs you to turn in
all excess tools during the month of June, do so at.that time or you will not have a reference
for your action and supply can refuse to accept the excess tools. Bulletins are usually filed.
in the same location and under the same system as Marine Corps orders.
1

Technical publications. Technical manuals, stock lists publications, T/O's, WE's,
TAM's,.and special orders are only-a few of the technical publications that are not listed
Information"concerning the Marine Corps' technical
under the Marine Corps directive system.
publications, system is found in Marine.Cotp order (MCO) 521.5,14 series. A listing of authorized supply and maintenance technical-publications is the stock list (SL) -1-2. Technical
publications.are to be maintained in a'central location that will best serve all technicians,
4,the
usually thd equipment office and/or supply settion., From these publications you can
'
ans*ers to your operation, maintenance, and supply iluestions.

A technical manual contains informat6O, instructions, and
Technical manual ITti).
procedures of-a permanent nature pertaining to, the operation, maintenance, and
Some manuals pertain-.to equipment or equipment components
handling of equipment.
in general; while others pertain to a specific item of equipment or .a component,
General TM's pertain to a group or a,class of equipment or equipment components and
are general in scope and coverage. They cover subjects such as Detroit diesel engines rather than a specific item suchos Dettglit diesel. engine 3-71 series. They
the first element is
are identified by a number that consIs of three elements:
the second element ,is the group or class
the' designator, technical manual (TM)
number, a 4-digit Federal Classification number; and the third.element.is a point
The
number, indicating the sequence of the manual published under that subject.
third element may,also contain numbers which indicata4he echdlon to which it
applies.

5-2
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For example, TM-4700-15/1 Tactical Equipment Records Procedures has the basic
3-element numbers under the subjett.passflf-ditiqn System.
The first element (TM)
is the publication"designator for the technioalmanual, the second element is the
Subject classification number (4700) pertaining to tactical equipmentvrecords.
The
third, element (15)'ihOicatO3 that the publication' applies to All echelonsj'fitst
through fifth. The /1 indicates that this is the first publication.
Other general.
publications such aS technical instructions (TI's) are humbere0 in.the same,panner,
but contain additional numerals followed by a
prior to the sequence number in
the third element.
These manuals refer to the echelons to which the instructions
within the publication apply. For example, T1-61151'16/1 is the technical instruction (TI) for engine gene?atori. The 6115 is the Federal supply classification
number for engine generators; 61 As the Vederal group, and 15, is the class.
It is,
first through fifth echdlon, and it is t e first publication under this subject
humber (15/1). Depa'rtment of the Army pu icationg used by the Marine Corps dO not
felflow,this numbering system.
Specific. Publications pertaining to individual items of equipment or specific
components use three elemelqt numbers. The first element is the desiggator and the
second element is a 5-digit basic publication ID (item designator) Wilber which has
been assigned 1..o that item.
The third element is a 2-digit number which indicates
the echeon of maintenance to which the information applies. For example,
y

TM-7542A-12 is a technical manual for the Case. MC 1150 ScooplOderand Coven
information pertaining to echelons, first through second. -This is listed in the
TAM by TAM number B-2463. and ID number 7542A.
The letter kin the second element
7542A indicates that the TM pertains .to the Cae MC 1150-Scooploader procured under
.4

"`

t

that contract.

Lubrication instructions. (LI's). Specific information pertaining to the servicing,
and relAted-preventive maintenance procedures for a specific item of
equipment are covered in the LI, often called'the,lube orderA0). The LI will
have a drawingIef the Item 'Showing the loCbtion of the check point and the time
intorval.
It will show the types and quantities of lubricants for the different
points.
Oh some lubrication instructions the nrbee of fittings nsbd to lubricate
a specific component isalso shown. The lubrication instructiogland the
lubrication chart in the TM are almost identical', but the LI will most likely
contain the latest changes.

.

Modtfication instructions (MI's).
Instructions which authorize or direct
t modifications of equipment and furnish the techni61 instructions on how to make
them are contained in MI's.
The MI is usually the type instruction and
authorization received after submitting an Unsatisfactory Equipment Report.
They
are numbered by either the general or specific numbering system; the same as
A
described for TM's. An MI will include the following 'information:
Modification to be made.

.611

How to make the change.
C

Materials required and those to be discarded.
MOS required to pei-forM the modifi

4

tion.

Time required to complete the modification.
Where the change will be recorded.
./

4

The engineer equipment mechanic is responsible for making those modifications
ofilin his echelon.
He will review the MI frelprior to servicing' ctr performing
scheduled maintenance or repair to .nsure that the changes and modifications are
included.
.

Technical advice or information ptrtaining to
Technical instructions (TI).
equipment will be furnished from time to time in technical instructions:
A TI may
be numbered by the sulyect classification code, the Federal group classification,
or the specific item esiviator.' (gee above for examples.) Some TIr's will contain
Anstruciions for making mUnor modifications.
.

r,
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Answer the foowing
questions and check y our answer's against those listed at the
p

EXERCISE:

udy unit.

end of 'pis

t
list the four categories-of Publicatfons

1.

used for engi'neer-maintenance.

a.

2.f Under which category do'TM's fall?,

3
4.

Instructions which authorize modifications of equipment arid furnish the technical
instructions on how to make them.are contained in

3;

ir

Work Unit 5-3.

RECORDS, FORMS, AND PfPORTS
1

STATE NHERE 9NGINEER RECORDS, FORMS, AND RGPYRTS SHOULD BE

LOCAtED.

Administratiye. Engineer equipment records and forms are maintained by the
iduinisiTilive unit.-- This unit consist oyhe equipment officer, equipment chief,
dispatcher, and clerical personnel. Th ) reoords are used to plan, control; and dispatch
,

,

equipment; schedule. maintenance; and reco40 equipment age, fuel .consumption, and mileage:
These records and forms fall into the category of.adminstration and control. Some of the
information required for the admiriistration and control unit -is obtained from the operational
and maintenance records (records completed by the operator and the mechanic). The records,
forms, and reports found in TM 4700-15/1 are maintained by the equipment section in accordance
mith instructions contained in Marine Corps orders and publications. If More coverage is e
desired,,it can be found in the MCI course 13.42 Engineer Forms and Records. i

.

.

i

i

$'

.

,

Answer the following questions and check your answers against thowlisted at fhe
end of this study unit.

EXERCISE:

State where engineer records, forms, and

1.

These records and form

. 2.

.

eports should be located.

cannot be used to schedule mainVance.
,

a.

Work Un1t.5-4.

b.

True

Fa] me

Y

pEXAND INSPECTIONS

INV

STATE HOOKTEN INVENTORIES 'SHOULO BE CONDUCTED.
DEFINE THE.PURPOSE OF AN INSPECTION.

Sincethe requirements .for storage areas will vary greatly between organic units, no.
attempt is made to assoCcate specific requirements for a particular organization. Every
organization maintains at least a limited amount of material for its own use, or possibly for
issue to using units which it supports. In the PMF, mount-out stocks must be maintained in a
At post and station activities, storage
state of readiness for deployment on short notice.
conditiOns are probably more stable, and more permanent storage provisions are established.
,The same general requirements for control, inspection, storage, And protection of supplies
apply .to all units. The following information applies to all units.
^

Inventories. A complete physical inventory of all items of supply is required at least
once each fiscal Year.' At this time, property control records are compared with actual
quantities of items on hand, and the necessary adjustments are made to account ifbr any
differences.

.

Inventory at the responsible level'. At the responsible unit propertyofffter
level, custody cards and infOrmpl property records provide the basis for the
inventory. The inventory officbr may be the responsible unit property officer, the
supply/pmfikerty contfol officeri or any other officer designated by the commanding
officer. ',her all items have been inventoried, quantity adjustments-for items
matntained on informal property records are processedby the responsible officer.,
AdjustmentS for items on custody record cards must be'-reported 0 the
supply/property control officer.
,

I

4

Inventor

at the su'.l / ro ert

control $office level.
At the same time the
cer eve ,acomplete,i0entory of all
items on handOs conducted at the supply/property control office storeroom. This

rfiven oryse

erespons.eo

a

inventory is generally conducted under the control of the supply/property control
officer and includes a verifiCation,of the unit prices, mathematic
accuracy, and
completeness of Property records.

et

4

Adjusting_propertyrcontrol xecords. Upon completion-of the inventory at the
responsible and supply /-property control office levels, all reports of shortages or
overages are- reviewed by the supply/property control officer. Upon completion of
this review; appropriate action is taken. When, al) adjustments have been prepared,
approved, and posted, the-property control records are stamped or annotated to
indicate INVENTORY (date).: The supply/
control officer notifies the
coAnanding officqr, in writing, that th inventory has been completed, and
furnishes the refults.

Inspections.
The.purpose of conducting inspections will vary with.the type of
inspectionOend'the person desiring that the inspection bg-made.
Inspections are generally
tbndufted to determine and evaluate the supply and maintenance performance of a unit or
erganizatidn. This may be done by either.conducting plannea, systematic physical inspections
or reviewing and evalUating reports that are prepared internally. To,,be most effective,
inspections should,be planned, scheduled, and conducted by qualified' personnel on a continuing
basis. 4Organiiatiorial inspections are a command responsibility and will be scheduled and
preplarinet to cover the entire supply and maintenance'area. This does not, or.should not,
Prevent sdbordinate units within the organization from conducting internal, limited, or spot
inspections to d ermine where deficiencies exist. .4bat was satisfactory last month may not be this month.
nspections should serve two purposeS1 to,discover and adv,ise the unit
Coriander .of tho e conditions that require correctipnS as well as all overall estimate of the
unit'? performa ce and to correct whatever defitiencies have been discovered before they
.

'

./.

.

tilecome or create major problems.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions. and check your answers against those listed 'at the
end of this study unit.

How often should inventories be conducted?
2.

ti

Define the purpose of an inspection.

Section II.

SUPPLY SUPPORT

Work Unit 5-5.' MATERIAL CONTROL
DEFINE THE TERM SASSY.
LIST'THE THREE BASICA''PERATIONS THAT MAKE UP THE SUPPLY CYCLE.
''

.

1

Purpose.
The,support Amodern-day armies is a worldwide operation involving billions
of dollars and thousands of indiVdualir The Marine Corps, because of its size, has always
attempted to keep the number of persons directly engaged in Supply operations to &minimum.
To handle the increasing demands On materzial control, major steps have been taken t
hanize
many routirie.supply operations, particulatly.in data collection and reporting.
Thi
mechanizafioni ovides a rapid means of gathering the'information needed to intellig
ly
decide.what'i
s are needed, where, when, and in what amount. The availability and Condition'
of equipment w th is used for training must be maintained in a ready condition for combat.
The availability of repair parts are of direct concern to those responsible for supply support
in the Marine Corps.
The what, where, when, and in what amount regarding these items can only
be obtained from one source, the user. Only he knows the preselt condition of his equipment.
From this informatiori he ordtrs the replacement parts accordingly. It is on this basis.that
the supply system provides supply support. .Regardleis of supply support plans, supply support
depends on tile efficiency and accuracy of the men who perform in the supply field at the using
or organic supply level. To. insure that all units perform their supply responsibilities in
the same manner', certain- standards and procedures have been established. Takemtogether,-t6ey
are referred to as organic property control. Effective performance of property control
functions will provide the valid information required by a commander to intelligently
determihe hit ability,or capability to perform the mission of the unit.
On the other,hand,

#

tv

the improper pellormance of these functions. may. greatly affect, the material or financial
position of other units or organizations,.
It can also lead to waste, unnecessary overages,
.
and shortages of supplies.
,
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Supported Activities' PPply System (SASSY). this system is mow used by, and works
directly for, the operatingwfdr4es, battalions, squadrons, and separate companies of-the FMF.
'SASSY centralizes accounting and..reard keeping. Manual ,reporting is reduced primarily to
transaction reporting.. The .concept of. SASSY revolves around the- daily or periodic transaction
More coverage may be
.reportIng between the'Using unit and the SASSY Management Unit (SMU).
.
Organic Procedures.
obtained-by enrolling in MCI course, 30,9, SASSY:
4.
,

,

.

control io Fleet Marine. Force units,' ThAnissiog of the FMF requires tliata
Pro ert
high degree o rea ness be maintained at a 1 times so that any assignment can he accomplished
with maximum efficiency. Unit commanders itill exercise their command responsibility regarding
the supply function when they strictly enforce control of items based on established
allowances.

Each Marine air group, battalion, separate company, battery, and squadron, has a
prOperty account and is administered as a supply element. Material required by
subordinate units, that is, company within the battalion or platoon within the
.:company, AS accounted for on property records and Custody cards prepared and
maintained by the supply element. 4
Stock records management and property control administration are usually .delegated
by the commanding officer tplhe supply officer. This officer is then Mrlred to
perform the technical duties involved in ftte 'determination of requirements;
requisitioning; and the receipt, storage, issue; accounting for, and disposal of
The degree of effectiveness of any FMF unit is directly relat&I to'the
material.
efficiency of its supply performance. The performance of a unit may well rest on
\how well supply does its job.
They may be divided
The functions of supply are many and Varied.
The supply cycle.
into three basic operations which together make 'up what is known as the supply cycle:
determination of requirements, procurement, and distribution. These three operations are not
sepaeate functions but are interrelated. If .offe of these functions is missing from the cycle,
there is little justification for the other two. There is no point in determining the items
you need and then proCuring them if you do ,not know pow you" are going to handle them when thPY,
You may have trouble distributing matevial to using units if you do not know
are received.
how to obtain it.

Determination ofreguirements. Of the three supply operations, probably, the most
It forms-.the basis for the entire
important is the determination of requirements.
operation of supply within the unit. Because of its importance, it is 'a responsibility of each unit commander to determine the requirements of his
on
Determination-of requirements is beSt defined as the determi
ocganization.
of the needs or demands for equipment,' resources, facilities, or services, by
specific quantities, for specific periods of time, at'sPecified 'tees. Basically
it is knowing what you need to operate.
eeded material is obtained.
This is the tool or method by whj
Procurement.
Procurement can best he defined as the act of eq sitioning6 purchasing, renting,
leasing, or otherwise obtaining supplies or services. Althopqh the term
'of
procurement is commonly used in the Marine,Corps in reference to the purch
I
fil
supplies from sources outside the Marine Corps, it is not limited to that meaning
For practical purposes, the term
when used in reference to the supply cycle,
procurement pertains to tne3cquisition of supplies and equipment, regardless,:of
source.
is distribution which involves
The final-element of the supply c-'
Distribution.
the methods and means of movill supplies froM where they are initially received to
Simply stated, it is the issue of supplies to; the individual or unit for
the user.
also includes the receipt, invoicing,
which the requirement exists. Distribution
-,
and accounting for supplies.
EXERCISE:

Answer the followng questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end. of this study unit.

1.

What does the term SASSY stand for?
A

.2.

list the three basic operations that makeup the supply
a.,

b.

c-

ti
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ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
1

STATE THE AMMON OF THE PROPERTY

ROL OFFICE.

introduction. A property control office may be known as post supply, battalion supply,
the supply office. The-title itself is not.as important as understanding the functionsof
the unit.
This. is the office which performs the organic property control functions fclr its
parent activ4yAr unit. The'propecticontrol office is organized into sections to perfvm
,the supply functions required for support of the organization of which it'is a part.
Within
FMF units (regiments, hattalions,-companles), the functiops are kept to aminium consistent
with the accounting and reporting retluirements Of the unit. At post or station activities,
the functions may become extensive, and a mQre complex,organization is required. The specific .
organizaion of a property control office:is'aaermined by the needs of each activity or unit.
The organization is under the direction of the property control officer or supply officer.
The office is wierally organized arouhd the function to he performed and within the personnel
limitations. Other factors whtch can affect the organization are:

. or

.

.

Number-and size of supported units.
Size of storage are a, if any, that must be maintained.

Volume of. Items controlled.

Sources of supply authorized.

Volume of correspondence-or extent of administrative-duties.
Functions. As a general rule the functions of a property control offiee include
administration, procurement, receiving, issuing, and maintaining records.
These tasks are
grouped below with the applicable fubction.;.Remember that these functions may be combined or
subdivie, depending upon the size of the organization.

Administrative section.
Artministering a

Preparing all

ating the property control office.

to

Aence pertaining to supply administration+

Initiating action
administration.

ative td reports of investi lk tion and special

PresCribing internal security regulations to inure s'afeguar'ding of all
supplies and property control records.
1.1(

Performing internal Inspection of supplies and examination of property contro-l*.records.
.

io

Controlling transportation requests, meal tickets, and "caSh'on hand" available.
for meals and transfers.
Controlling issues and sates of Government property, .and safeguarding fOnds
derived from sales.

Keeping the commanding officer advised of the status of supplies and the
operational efficiency of the, organization.
*Property control records maintenance section.

Maintaining t e supply records.
.

'

Processing receipt and 'xpenditure documents to reflect the transaction on the
records.
Recommending ubstitdtigland/or procurement action for replenishment of
stocks, and.e tablishinOt'cobligations when requested items are not available for
,
4
immediate iss e.
.
.

.

.

Preparing netessary
quantitative and.monetary reports required-by higher ,4
.>
authority.
.
.

.

-

..

.

Reporflhg apparent excesses for possible disposal action-Maintaining records of nonexpendable (property in the honds of unit property
officers.
Posting issues. and recovery action on the appropriate custody record cards, and
preparing new cards as required.

Procurement section.

,

Screening all procurement requests and determining the method of procurement.
Preparing requisition forms.,

Preparing requests for open purchases

,

nd /or purchase orders.

Furnishing copies of documents to the fiscal *ficer for)Obligation and
expenditure of funds.
Maintaining written records of bids and quotations in purchasing.
EnteiNing'into'contracts or agreements involving the expenditure of Government
ftinds upon approval of proper authority.

_

Controlling imprest funds purchases, if required.
ving
ReceiReceiving
section.
..

.

.

$

.

Preparing records and distributing inspect-hie reports and rejection notices.

Verifying and accomplishing incoming bills of lading.

V0

Forwardingverifying receipt documents to4roperty records.
Initiating action.on material lost or damaged in shipment.
Issuing section.

Issuing and withdrawing supplies from stock.

Disposing of material in accordance with prescribed regulations, and
maintaining records of such action.

E

Maintaining catalogs, allowance publications, and stockage objective data.
°

Forwarding copies of issue documents to property records.

Not all the above tasks are performed by every control office, nor.are they the only
They are fairly representative of the tasks that
tasks that may be, performed by some offices.
may be encountered at various activities. A thorough understanding of the fpndamentals of
organic property control will enable you to acquire and develop the additional-skills required
for these tasks.
Answer the following questions and check your answers against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

EXERCISE:

State the function of the property control office.

1.

Performing internal inspection of supplies is a function of which section in the
property control office?

.1 2.

a.'

b.
-

c.
d.

Administrative section
Property control records maintenance section
Procurement section
Receiving section

,.

1.

.01

Work Unit 5-7.

REOUISITIONlt

STATE THE PURPOSE .OF THE OD FORM 1348.
,"

The ability of a unit or activity 0) accomplish its mission may well depend on the
supply support it receives, And more specifically go the efficiency of its own supply
function,
In order to maintain its .operational capability, each unit must have knowledge of
three basic facts concerning its supply position: first, what kind of supplied it is
authorized; second, what kind of supplies it already has; third, what kind of supplies it
needs.
Knowing what you are authorized and what you have 'is the first steOjn.defermining
what you need. At this'point you are principally concerned with what
you d6-After you have
determined what you need.
Generally, material needs are satisfied by the submission of
requisitions to your authorized supply source. Many organizations have one source and some
.have more than one, including commercial sources.
Normal supply channel. The large majority of supplies and repair parts will be
obtaieed through normal supply channels.'" The requisition may be submitted by you, the
equipment chief, or your designated representative, normally a parts clerk. Normally, the
requisition is submitted on a OD Form 1348 (fig 5-1).which requires certain minimum
information to be. filled in the appropriate blocks as shown inthe legend,
ti
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LEGEND
1.

Block A. En,,ter battalion supply office.

2.

Block

3.

Block 4-5.

4.

Block 7;

Enter the twill of issue.

5.

Block O.

Enter the quantity desired or needed,

6.

Block 11. Enter Juillm date.

7.

Block 12.

Enter the locally kssigned serial "number, Serial numberS 0,111 be assigned sequentially and will not he duplicated on the same day. Seriannumbers will be
assigned by.fiscal year, beginning with 0001 through 9999 or fp block sequence.
g.volume warrants, start with 0001 each day, week, month, or quarter, as
appropriate.
1!

IL

Block 20.

Enter priority of s,equest.

9.

Block 1. -O.

II.

Enter the applicable section ortile requisitioner, for ex; m, pler-heavy equip me;
section or motor transport section.Enter the NSN.

"

*

Enter brief nomenclature of item requested.

t

..

lt

*
Fig 5-1.

DO Form 1348.

its
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COPY AVAILABLE

Pending requisition file. -After you or your -parts clerk have submitted your
requisition for the required supplies or repair parts, you should establish a pending
requisition file. This iS simply your file copy of(the requAttion with'yodr locally assigned
few days after submission Of your requisition, the supply officer
Within
serial. number.
If you
requisition which they submitted to their supply source.
will give you a copy of
within
khOrmal
time
frame,
you
1h9u14
Check
with
the
supply
have not received. this : '11.6
90Y
office to see if the material has been ordered and to make sure your reOUisition hastnot been
Now that you have a copy of the requisition which was submitted by the supply office,
lost.
You should now establish a second pending
you can throw your copy of the requisition away.
requisition file which consists of file copies of requisitions submitted by the supply.
You now have two pending requisition files; one whichsontains copse .of your
office.
requisitions which have not been ordered by the supply office, and a second file which
contains copies of:requisitions which have been ordered.
.

4,0

Backorder validation.. After you have. Submitted your requisition to the sypply sourqg
and have received our file copy of their requisition, you cannotofford to just sit back aid
forget things until the material is received. Current supply Odors require the supply
officer to conduct a batkorder validation with your records four times a year. This_ is simply
a procedure used by the supply office personnel and yourself to make sure that all information
Most supply officers set up procedures
in your pending requisition file agrees with theirs.
to accomplish this backorder Validation more frequently, suchs once each month, in order to
If the supply officer has not
reconcile errors or discrepancies on a more timely basis.
estab- lashed iris procedure, you should consider doing it yourself. This can beaccomplished
by simply taking your pending requisition files to the supply office and setting down with'the
You should check each of your pending requisitions with the copies on
supply office clerk.
file in the supply office. At that time y9u must check for changes in stock numbers, quanti,
Also at this time
ties, and other data which may have been changed or an error has been made.
the supply office personnel may be able to give you current information such as when you may
be able to expect to receive the items'you requested.

Requisitioning from self-service centers.
Introduction. In the Marine Corps 'supply system, there are-certain items which
are low-cost, fast-moving, expendable supplies.` These items are very suitable
for issue to organizations on a pickup. or self-service basis. This method
eliminates the normal delay for requisition processing and pulling and marking
This type of
of material for delivery or pickup by the requisitioner.
The
operation within the Marine 'Corps is referred to as a self-service center.
same type Of operation is conducted by the General Services Administration and
by other military services. Those self-service centers have four basic
objectives:

Improvement of Supply support to using units by-providing a single
distribution point for specified items.
.

,

-Simplification of supply and accounting procedures by using the
self service center as the single requisitioning agency rather than
subm tting individual requisitions to the stock account.

I

Improvement of supply praCtices at the unit level by iscouraging the
ordering of excessive quantities through the assurance $o using units that
supplies distributed through self-service %enters are available at all
t
times on a self-service basis
Increasing the costconsciou ness of consumers throusi the use of monetary
primaiUy'responsible for providing
The self-service ce
controls.
supply support to organizations geographically located's° that an
authorized representftive may conveniently Visit the self-service center
and-obtain the desired supplies.
Self-service cenler.sustOmers:Atien the supported organization is located on
the same base.arthe'lelf-serviWeenter, or within a reasonable distance from'.;,,r
the base; am-authori2ed representative of the supported unit will pUrchase in
?person from the self - .service center. In order that representatives of
..supported organizations May-identify themselves as authorized customers,
credit plates are issued by the self - service center. commanding officers, as
.customers, Are responsible for the type and qOantity:Of items Selectft!by.
.customer-representatives. The'self-service center has no responsibility for
verifying or checking the allowances of items selected by the customer
representatives.

5-10,
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Issues from self,service centers. Only authorized customers, those who have arlis.
authentic credit plate, are permitted to purchassupplies from self-service
centers.
The customer must show his credit card as his ident-ificatio before
entering the self-service center. He then selects the desired items from
shelves or bins.on a self-service basis. At the cheekout counter, tip cashier
lists the selected items on 'A Cash register. After all items have ben listed,
the cashier totals the sale, imprints the customer's credit plate on the sales
tape, and asks the customer to sign the original:copy of the tape.
A triplicate copy of the tape is given to the customer. The customer representative is
required to sign a receipt for Serializeditems.
'

A catalog lists all items available 'from the self-service center and otpher information regarding the operation of the center. This catalog is pmblished by
the activity which operates the self - service center and is distributed to all
activities authorized to purchase fromit. The catalog, which is tide basis for
all issues, contains the stock number, "item name and description, unit of
issue-, and unit price.
EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your answers aga)nst those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1.

State the purpose of the DO form 1348.

2.

After a requisition is filled out, which file does it.go into?
I

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units you have learned the persons esponsible.fer: the administration and control of supplies and equipment, the 'proper use of an item o
equipment, and
performing the echelons of maintenance assigned to-an organization.
You also learned 01 four
categories of publication used for, engineer maintenance. You learned where engi'neer records,
forms, and reports should be located in the maintenance shop. "Jou also learned how often inventories should be.conducted, and the purpose of inspections.
You learned what the term
SASSY means and which three basic operations .make up the supply cycle. Finallyp the organization and function. of the property control office, and the use of DO Form 1348 were described
for you.

.

O
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Answers to Study Unit #5 Exercises

Work Unit 5-E
I.

2.
3.

The maintenance officer
The operStor
The unit mechanic

Work Unit 5-2.
I.

Se

Marine Corps'Supply Manual
Marine Corps Orders
Marine Corps Bulletins
Technical publications
Technical Publications
,Modification Instructions
a.

b.
c.
d,

2.
3.

Work Unit 5-3.
I.

In the administrathe unit

2.

FALSE

Work Unit 5-4.
I.

2.

Once each fiscal year
To evaluate the slipply and maintenance performance of a unit or organization

Work Unit 5-5.
I.

2.

Supported Activities Supply System
Determination of requirements
Procurement
b.
c.
Distribution
a.

Work Unit 5-6.
.

I.

2.

To perform the organic property control functions for its parent activity or unit
4
Administrative section
a,

Work Unit 5-7.
To requi tion spare parts tend supplies
I.
Pending re isition file
2.
ct
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ENGINEER EQUIPMENT CHIEF
#

-

1

Review Lesson

.

' eV

V

This review lesson is designed to aid yoti in preparing for your final exam.
I N ST R U CT ION S.:
You should try to complete this lesson without the aid of reference materials, but if you do
not know an answer., look it up and remember.what it is. The enclosed answer sheet must be
filled oup according t>. the instructions on its reversegside 'and mailed to MCI using the enfeedback sheet
The questions you miss'will dr listed with references on
velope provided.
(MCI-1169) which will be mailed to your commanding officer with.your final
am.
You should
final exam.
study the reference material .for the questions you,Missed before taking

ti

.

A.

Multiple Choice: Select the ONES answer which BEST completes the.statement or answers the
queWon. After the correspondisig number_. on the answer sheet, blacken the approiriate
or
circle.
Value:

1.

1 point each

During which phase of an amphibious operation s 'hould you plan for the amounts of construction materials, equipment; and troops needed for an engineer task?
Scheduling phase
a.
-b.. Reconnaissance phase

2.

3.

c.
d.

Planning phase
Execution phase

.

Which types of weather are best suited for construction and earthmoving operations?
a.

Cold weather

b.

Very rainylvather

c.
d.

Hot, dry weather
Warm, light rattly weather

Which characteristics influence the type of equipment and construction.protedures to be
used t a construction site?
Topographic characteristics
b. .Weather charatteristics
a.

c.
d.

Leadership characteristics
Equipment characteristics

-4,

4., The local resources that can be used at a constriction site include labor, materials,
and
a.
b.
5

b.

b.

8.

F4ve paragraph order
Job assignment

c.
d.

Four types of information in an engineer re
storage areas and
a.

7.

c.
d.

unservicable equipmentmedical personnel

Which is the most desfrable form of work assignment?
a.

6

known saboteurs
equipment

types of equipment the enemy is using.
number and location of hospitals.

Logistics assignment
uni t task assignment

.

ssance are routes, defensive positions,

c.
d.

natural materials resources.
types of 1oc#1 labor available.

The three types of perspnnel that can.be used to accomplish an engineer operation are
:troop labor, local civiljans and
a.

wounded personnel.

b.

prisoners -of -war.

1E.

d.

AmericatAivilians.
children.

quires 50 acres of land to be cleared. You have
You are supervising a project that
estimated that your dozers have a capability of work output of 0.25 acre per hour. How
Many machine hours willbe required to complete this assignment? The formula M=a
IT

Where: M = machine hours
a.
b.

150 hours
175 hours

a

area to be cleared

b s dozer Output per hour.
c.
d.

ZOO hours'
225 hours

4
a

4

9.

You have in your (On force four dozers Working two shifts of 10 hours each.

Using
220 machtge'hourl, how many days will it take to complete the task? The formula:
'Where: 8 . days
Macpine hours a a dozers b . hours of work
.
M

axx
b

.

c

c s shifts.
a.

b.

10.

a.

c.

d.

To
To
To
To

show
show
show
show

daily deadline.
parts requirements. the amount of equipment needed fg9r daily requirements.
the number of troops' required daily.
,

What is *le purpose of the equipment assignment schedule?

b.

c.
d.

12.

c.

What is the purpose of the equipment requirement schedule?

O.

11.

3.00 days
d.. 3.26 days

2.50 days
2.75 days

The

Toshow equipment usage during 0 construction project
To allow subordinate units to plan their equipment usage more efficiently
To show equipment deadline figures during a construction project
To show the number of troops required to .complete the project
two

schedules whi0,make up

the construction operations

schedule are the work

esti- mate schedule aneihe
a.
b.

13.

Thy:ee simplified methods
accumulative report, and the
a.
b.

B.

equipment schdule.
work assignment schedule.

C.
d.

equipment assignment schedule.
deadlined equipment schedule;

reporting production, progress are the daily report, the

monthly report.
equipment report.

c.
d.

h

morning report.
fragmentary report.

In the groupkof.items below (14-18) match the supervision factor in column 1,
Matching:
with its description in jolumn 2, For each item, select the ONE letter (a, b, c, d, or e)
After the corresponding number'on the answer sheet, blacken the
indicating your choice.
appropriate circle.
,

Value:

1 point each
Cdiumn 1

,

Defense and security of job .-

a.

*

15.

Morale

16,

Health

17.

Training f

18.

Working conditions

,

b.

.,

c.

.

C.

q

Description

Supervision factor
14..

*

Cavern 2

1

d.

.

Continuous flow of knowledge and
information.
Weather, terrain, safety,
precautions, Insects and' vegetation
affect this fiCtor.
Adequate,warning and outpost systems.**
The mood or spirit of an individual
-,
or group with respect to performance
and devotion to duty:
40.
Anything that affeCts or damages
members of your crew lowers
production output, which in turn
affects completion schedules.

MOtiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
question.
circle.
Value:
19.

1 paint each

Threeftechniques of equipment supervision are inspection, maintenance and
a. .personnel rosters.
project schedules.
b.

c.
d.

reconnaissance reports.
maintenance schedules.

4
R-2

116

,20.

Two itChniaues of job supervision are per5Gnal inspection and
a.

h.
c.
d.

21.

physlcal-'fitness training,
close order drill.

V

eliminatid-of bottlenecks.
reducing Clie number of tronpsand equipment available.

What is a bottleneck. in relationship to Xn engineer.project?
1

a.

b.
c.

When the project is running smoothly and no problems are visible,
A factor which causes a decrease in work output.
A Dactorthat can be used as a training device after successful completion of a
pr sect.
A V-actor that can increase work output..
-

.

d.

22.

..

What is the purpose (Wan inspection?
a.
b.

To harass the operators into doing proper maintenance
To allow commnders at all echelons to determine the serviceability of their
equipment
To allow unit mechanics something to do during slack periods.

c.

23,

How often should an equipment inspection he held?

Often enough to demonstrate to_the troops that emphasis is placed on PreventiO
maintenance.
4
b. Once every two to six weeks so that troops will lways kilep their' eqMiPmehl in
good working order.
1
c.
Once a quarter if rime can he made available.
d4.
Once a year during slacispperiods of operation
.
a.

i

4

24.

)

The three types of engineer equipment tnspections arp command inspections, continuous
.a.
spot check inspections, and
.

a.

h.
c.
d.

Inspector General inspections.
Commanding General inspections(
quarterly inspections.
technical inspections.

a.

.

,

m4

,

.

.)

25.

What is
a.
b.
c.
d.

26.

Grade roads and airfields
Dig trenches
Short haul excavations
Compacting fills

4

Which types of operations are best suited for/hIeledtractors?
a.

h.
c.

d.

27.

he primak use of a crawler- tractor?

Short haul excavations
411
Compacting fills
Hauls long enough to. develop high average haul and return speed
Pushing rock in quarry

When are scrapers Most efficient?

1

..

a.

.

i

When operating in light and medium
T3 relatively free of roots, stumps and
boulders
IP
1
When operatibu in heavy compacted soils full of stu
and boulders
When grading roads and airfields
.
"Wen loading ffn), dry sank

7

.

,,

U.
c.

d.

,

.

.
.

ar

2$.

What is the basic purpose of crane - shovels?

t
.

4.

h.
c.
d.

Driving
Lifting
Grading
As push

piles for bridge Construction
a load and placing it in a new positi n
roads and _airfields by the use of the backshoe
vehicle for scrapers

A

t.

1'

Which type of operation.45 best suited for road graders?

29.

a.

b.
c.
d.

Working in areas with wet, heavy soil
Making sidehill cuts and fills
!
Pushing rocks onto aunip trucks
elds and general construction
Maintaining roads and ai

Calculate, by the use.of the formula given, the compacted volume of dry
MRS-105 SM-71 scraper can haul per cycle when fully loaded.

30.

sand an

axb =.c
a = size of load
b - conversion factor
compacted volume in cubic yards
c
Select the correct answer from below.
a.
ti

b.

c.
d.

19.1 cu. yd.
17.2 cu. yd.

14.2 cu. yd.
12.9 cu. yd.

Calculate, by the use of the formula given, the weight' of a load o
MRS-105 SM-71 scraper can haul when fully loaded.

31.

..f

a Sx e = i
A

y. sand that an

74

.0
Site of load
of
one
cubic yard
e = weight in pounds
f n Weight of load in pounds

a

(
Select the correct answer from below,
2
16.

4.

b.

32.

lb

c.

56,800 lb i<

51,20 lb

d.

58 ,60.0

42,6

Using It

,given formes, calculate the total

time per cycle of an MRS-I-100 with an

The
M-71 scraper lyauling 1e,000 ft to a fill using 3d gear at 8.8 mph.
MRS-105
returns by a different route, traveling 12190 ft at a speed of '12.4 mph in
MRS-1-1
MO
4th geap
)F

'

Formula:
+
± V2
T
F . Fixed t me in min.
V1 ='Variabli time to fill area in min.
V2 = Variable time for return trip in min.
-T =-Total time per cycle
-

Note:

See fig 2-l4 in Itudy Unit 2 .of,text for needed information.

Select the correct answer.'
c.
d

a., 22.7 min
b.. 25.8
33.

4

28.1 min
29.2 min

by the use of the formula given, the' rol 1 ng resistance for an MRS-1-100
tractor/scraper traveling over a rutted dirt roadway (1" or more time penetration).
The weight of the tractor 4's
The weight of the soil In the scraper is 56,800 lbs.
34,710 lbs.' The weight of the scraper is 28,850 lbs.
Calculate

ql

R = Wr

R = total rolling resistance (08PP)
W = total weight
D = drawbar pull' in lb/ton (2,000)
r =I resistance factor

.11

Select the correct answer from below.
1'

a.

b.

c.
d.

4,209 DBPP
5,902 DBPP

9,027 DBPP
10,121- DBPP

a.

4

R-4
4

118
.

-k. -,
:

.

,

.

.

".

(

r

Calculate, by the use of:the formula given', the grade resistance of a tractor/scraper
weighing 120, 360'1b, required to climb a 3% adverse slope.

34.

P .Wxbxg

--7-----

.

0
.

4

P = pounds pull respired
W - gro
i?
weight
0 - shor
(2,000 lb)

§
%.

b= lb of 0 P (20)

,

g - grade percent

..

.

a

a

Selec

e correct answ9 from below.

1,361 DBP
a.
1., 2,361 DBP

d.

Calculate,
the "use of the formula given, the available DBPP for a Case MC 1150
scooploader operating at an altitude of 8,000 ft., for intermediate range.

35.

0

3,116 OBP
3,611 DBP

c.

Formula:. a - b =c

.

Where:

cxe= f
a9 -,f r= h

1'

-

lk

0

aN'

effect (3,000W

hxi= j

4

a.= working elevation41b ='elevation below which
altitude has a pegH.gilif

,

c= elevation efficiency effects
on engine
d = 1,000ft elevation (constant)
e = 3% decrease in power (DBPR)
per 1,000 ft of elevation
f = total % dec*ease in pOwer
g . 100% (constant)
h = total % power available
i
= total DBPP (fig 2-2)
j = available DBPP

.
.

,

1-

..

4.

4

Select the correct answer from below.
a.
-b.

27,157.5 DBPP
28,157.1 DBPP ..

52,817.1 DBPP

c.

,

f

d.

.

ar

.

s

75,281.3 DBPP,..-

N

late, using.the information given, the us4able pounds drawbar pull for an
1-100 rubber-tired tractor, without scraper, on a loose gravel road.

36,,,)
"...--.

.

weight of tractor = 34,710 lbs

,
(

weight distributions -., 44%

eight on drive wheels - weight of tractor x weight distribution
mMaximum coefficient of friction,=. .36
useable lb pull = weight on drive wheels x maximum coefficipnt of friction

rA

Select the correct answer from below.
a.

b.

37.

4589 DBPP
5498 DBPP

c.
d.

8549 DBPP
9854 DBPP

What is the operktional efficiency of crawler-tractors during daylight?
a.
b.

c.
d.

38.

DBPP.

67%
76%
83%
90%

with
with
with
with

the
the
the
the

tractor
tractor
tractor
tractor

working\45
working/48
working 50
working 55

min/hr
min/hr
min/hr
min/hr

What, is the operational efficiency of wheeled tractors at night?

st

a.

b.

58% with tractor working 35 min/hr
60% with tractor working 40 min/hr

39.. What is the,

.

.

C.
d.

65% with tractor workinig.40 min/hr
67% with tractor working 40 min/hr

puhposetft clearing operation?

Removing 'objectiopal topsoils and sod
Removing trees, dofed timber, rubbish, and material eulbedded ip the-ground
c.
Trimming trees so there.are no:hanging branches
d. -Uprooting and removing roots and.stumps
a.
b.

41,

R -5

.)

119.
7.1
7-7

0

40.

1

What is' the purpose-of a grubbing 'operations?

RemoVing treeS anti/wn timber.
ReMoving rubbish artd material im6ddded in the, ground.
RemovineobJectional topsoils and sods.
c.
dt: Uprooting and removal of roots and stumps.
a.

-b.

41.

What is the purpose of a stripping operation?
C6)
a.
S.

c.
d.

42.

To remove and dispose of objectional topsoils and sods.
TAJtrila all low hanging branches and shrubs.
To uproot and remove roots and stumps
To remove trees and downed timber.

Which type of equipment is best suited foj backfilling?
C
a.

b.

43.

44.

45.

Dozers
Graders

c.
.

d.

Scrapers
Cranes.

Which type of dozer is best suited for sidehill excavation?
a.

Bulldozer

c.

b.

Small...dozer

d.

Angle dozer
Large dozer

The two commonly used methods for finishing side slopes are parallel and
a.

slot.,

c.

b.

diagohll.

d.

backfilling.
blad to blade.

Three methods used to increase the production of dozers are blade to blade, downhill,
dozing.

and
c.

grubbing
slot

a.
b,

d.

clearing
stripping

46.t Using the forumula 0 =QxFx50xE, calculate the production estimation ofaTerex
C.

82-30R tractor for .the following problem. '

A Terext-30M is dozing common earth (loam). Assuming that the limitations allow the
machine to dig and carry material forward, in intermedtate and return in high reverse,
what is &the bank' cubic yards production capacity of the dozer. with a 100 ft pushing
distance?
0

=
=
F
50 =
=
E

Q

C =

t

output per hour,= ?
capacity of equipment = 7.9 cu yd.
soil conversion factor = 1.25
min per hour
Equipment efficiency factor = .83
Cycle time = .63 min

t

Select the corre5A-answer from below.
a.
b.

47.

c.
d.

781..6 Banked Cubic yds per hour
871.8 Banked cubic yds per hour

and straddle loading are two types of loading used with a scraper.. What is.
the third type of loading'used that re%ires teamwork to eliminate waiting time?

Downhill

a.

b.

48.

460.3 Banked cubic-yds per hour
650.5 Banked cubic yds per hour

Loading with shovels.
Loading with cranes.

c.
d.

Loading with a push dozer.
Loading with a scooploader.

Why Should haul roads have a'heavy compacted cover of good material?
a.

b.
c.

d.

To
So
To
So

withstand traffic.
scrapers can Overhaul.
save graders for other jobS:
crawler-tractors can move froM jol4ko.job faster.

.1.

49.

Why do turns cause a loss of time in hauling operations?
Scrapers
Scrapers
Scrapers
Scrapers

a.

b,
c.

d.

50.

over.
to stop each time they shift gear %.
to slow down, shift gears, and travel extra distances.
a tendenc.y to Elide in curves.

Two methods of constructing fills

sing

a scraper are unloading and

straddle loading.
tandem dozing.

a'.

b.

51.

turn
have
have
have

c.
d.

grubbing.
rough grading.

Using the formula 0 =1:1xFx45xE, calculate the prodUctiOn estimation of a tractor/
scraper in the following prolem.
t

An MRS-I-i00 tractor pulling atlMilS105.51.1,4J.,scraper hauls loam to a fill area a disTraveliht.,,trtimvfill 'area in 2nd gear and returning in 3rd
tance of 2,500 feet.
gear, what ii the volume of material _that care moved per hour by this unit during
'
daylight hours?
a

=
Q
=
F 45 =
E
=
=
C
0

-40

..1t,

Output per hour
10.50
1.25
45
.83
5.52

Select the correct answer from below.

52.

a.

80.18 cy yd per hour

c.

95.06 cu yd pi

b.

88.81 ,cu yd per hour

d.

101.60 cu, yd

hour
ur

What is the purpose of marking ditches during cutting operations?
a.

b.
c.

So the operator will know the width of the road being cut.,
To get material to build up the crown of the road.
For better blade control and straighter ditches.
t.1

53.

What depth should ditching cuts be made during cutting operations?
a.
b.

c.
d.

54.

Which grader operation forms the crown of a road?
a.
'b.

55.

a.

c.
d.

c.
d.

Making ditching cuts
Sloping the bank

To
TO
To
To

allow the ditch to fill up faster.
prevent excessive or immediate erosion of the bank slope.
get more material for filling operations.
build up,the crown of the road.

What purpose doesothe crown of a road serve?

0.

As a, dividing line, between lanes of traffic
To allow easier grading of the roadbed.

d.

To remove sulace water from the roadbed
To pile dirtoi'' final removal

a.

57.

Leveling windrows
Moving windrows

Why is bank sloping necessary?

b.

56.

Deep enough to stall the grader.
Just deep enough, so there Is not strain on the' en)ine.
As deep as the operator feels necessary to get the job done.
As deep as possible without stalling or losing control of grader.

What are the.
a.
b.

c.
d.

wo methods used to maintain a surface with a road grader?

Slot dozjr ing 'and blade -.to -blade
Scarifying and material distribution
.Scarifying and blade-to-blade
Material distribution and slot dozing

a

58.

Estimate; by using of tte formula given, the work output of a grader in the following
problem.

Total time (hrs) g-PD vin)

PD

1

-sz

-

P = number of plisses
D
distance in miles
speed
S
E . efficiency

Six passe's are estimated to,
Three miles of road are to be 'reshaped by a road grader.
be required to complete the job.
The type of material to be worked permits passes 1,
and 2 to be mae in 2d gear (2.8 mph), passes 3 and 4 in 3d gear '(3.4 mph), and paiseS
Now much time is required to complete the project?
5 and 6., in 4th gear (5.6 mph).
(The effiiirx factor is 0.70).
'Select the correct answer from bel.ow.
a.
b.

59.

Two fgctors that are "important in
and the
a.
b.

60.

61.

c.4 5.21 hrs
d.
8.12 hrs

2.18 hrs
3.26 hrs

the elimination of unnecessary passes are planning

proper working' speed.
number of graders.

c.
d.

skill.of the operator.
type'of grader being used.

The two types of cranes used in the Marine Corps are the truck-mounted and the.
a.

angle mounted.,.

c.

b.

overhead mounted.

d.

hydraulic mounted.
crawler,mounted.

Why is a shovel front the most widely used type of excavating equipment?
Because it can be used where controlled excavigion is required.
b. .Because it can dig harder materials.
c.
Because ofthe ease with which it can be transported.
a.

62.

When is a clamshell best used?
a.
b.

c.
d.

63.

For which type of operation is a draglinegenerally used?
a.

b.
c.
d.

64.

b.

c.
d.

Excavating drainage canals
Working in-solid rock
Operating where extended reach is required.
Digging belOw ground level

three tests
analysis, and

The

a.
b.

66.

For operations such as drainage canals where extended reach'iS an important factor.
Where controlled eiCavation is required.
a
',I.
When'working in solid 'rock
When working against a high 'working face

What is the primary use of a backhoe?
a.

65.

When working against a high, working face
Where controlled excavation is required, such as trenches or footings.
When working in solid rock
When excavating drainage canals

used

wet sieve analysis.
rock analysis.

for

soil

classification are sieve

c.
d.

analysis, wet mechanical

combined mechanical analysis.
manual analysis.

Plasticity, moisture content, shrinkage, swelling,- and bulking of sands are propdrties
of.soil,
Which is another property of soil?
a.
b.

Saturation. point
Sand. content

c,' Cohesion
d.
Organic content

0

t.
D.

I

Matching: -In-the-group-of items-bdlow-(67-70) match each of the four soil groups in column 1, with the appropriate characteristic in column 2. For each item, select the ONE
letter (a, b, c, d, or e) indicating your choice. After the corresponding number on the
answer sheet, .blacken the appropriate circle.

Coln 2

Column 1
Soil

Characteristics

r100 s

a.

67.. Organic

b.
c.

68.

Sand

69.

Gravel

70.

Fines

d.

e.

Grain size large than 1/4 in,
Solid bedrock
Fibrous texture
Plasticity and compressibility
Grain size from .10mm to .2pm

,

E

vN

,

Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer, which BESTtcompletes the statement or answers the
question. After' the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.
Value:
71.

The three different types of surveys used 9n a construction site are the reconnaissance survey, preliminary. survey, and the: *
tk

72.

1 point each

final .survey.

c.

rsonnel survey.
construction layout survey.

pre-conitruction survey:

What is the primary use of construction stakes?

ff

mr 4

. To allow the equipment chieT to follow the progress of the project
To indicate the alinement of the project to the equipment operators and
b.
"construction crews
g
c.
73.

To provide more work for the construction crews, Making and placing the..stakes

What methods are used to drainosurface water from roads and Airfields?
a.
b.

Adequate crowns or transverse slopes
Drainage ditches and culverts

Adequate ctowns and dr/give ditches
d.: Transverse slopes and cu erts
c.

,

.
.

74.

.

.

.

What type -9f drain is u$ed to eliminate w" in the sUbgrade'trbase courses of a
.,
road or airfield?
.

A'

Ne/
a.
b.

c.
d.

Surface drains
Temporary drains

Subsurface drains
Outfall ditches

1

.

75.

-

For what reason is a ground reconnaissance desirable at a construction site?
To locate and destroy the enemy
a.
b.' lo find the conditions that affect drainage that can only be seen by vlsiting the.
site
To get an idea of what local resources are available.
c.
d.

,76.

Toiocatedefensive positions for"troops

What is the purpose. of temporary drains?

To drain water out of streambeds and ponds
To eliminate delays and future failures due to saturated subgrades during
construction.
To allow construction crews to work.together,before actual construction begins on a
c.
project.
d-Wfollect water in a holding pond for recreational uses durin9 construction.
a.
b,.

,

.77.

What a fect could"the improper selection of a conttruction crew hree on a construction
project?
a.
b.

Deletion of on 'the job training
Expedite materials delivery

c.
d.

DellkyS in operations
Chariges in traffic.overlays

fN,

i.:9",

4

78.

What is the. purpose+ of a traffic circulation overlay?

To
To
To
To

a.

b.
d.
d.

plan for traffic signals
find an agreeable location for the dining facility
allow untrained operators to be utilized
eliminate bottlenecks

79.

.

Clearing, stripping, ditching and channeling, cutting and filling, and fine grading
are tasks necessary to begin a construction project.
Whiais another task?
Soil analysis
Compaction of soils

a.
.b.

80.

Y

.

.

Setting up a quarry
Elimination of windrows

c.
d.

Organizational maintenance and intermediate maintenance are categories of maintenance. Which is the third category of maintenance?
a.

Depot maintenanc..

b.

Base maintenance.

4

Division maintenance.
Fleet maintenance.

c.
d.

.
i
In Ite group of items below (81-83) match the category of maintenance in col en
Matching:
1 to the echelons of maintenance in column 2.. For each item select ONE letter (a, b, c,T,
Or d) indicating y4 or choice.
After the corresponding number oti'the answer 'sheet, blacken
the appropriate circle..
.

F.

1 point each

Value:

Column 1

ries of maintenance

Cate
81.

Column 2

Echelons of maintenance

Depot

First and second
Third and fourth
c. 'Fifth
:
Sixth
d.
a.

b.

82."Ante
83.

eBiate

_

4

Orga izational

Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
Aftef,the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
question
circle.

G.

point each

Value:
84.

What is the major objective in establishing a repair .shop organization?'
. a.

b.
c.

d.

provide a basis by which'manigement can most efficiently maintain equipment in
a serviceable condition.'
S
that the equipment chief can have better control of his troops.
T allow the equipment officer more-time to oversee construction operations.
T give troops a bftter.opportunityrto,work closer .together and to be able to
ss train.
,

.

Matching:) In-the group:of items below (85 -88), match the unit in column 1 with the responiibility in column 2. For each item select ONE letter (a, b, c dip or.) indicating
your choice. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken:the appropriate
circle.

H.
,

Value:

85.

1 point each
Column 1

Columhe

Unit

Responsibility

Adinistrative

a.

Establish priorities for work' to be

isrformed''
86.
87.

Inspeciion

.
.

ProduC

vi

Repair parts

.00equbta 4901

1

Accomplish the work lit

s

d on

Equipollent Repair Order
d.

88:

Maintain

Insurt.that all ihodifications have
been performed
Inspect incoming equipment record
for completeness
.,

.

.

,

-

I.

Select the ONE answer which NEST completes the statement or answers the
question.',After the cortesponding number on the answer sheet, blaakn the appropriate
Multi-Ole Choice:

circle.
lk point each

Value:
89.

The two methods of operation in a maintenance shop are production line method and
piece method.
job method.

a.
b.

90.

91.

a.

permanent.

b.

large.

*

stalls.
grease racks.

d.

c.
d.

Size of the shop
Number of personnel

At or near the workbenches
In the administration office

c.
d.

Amount of equipmentbeing serviced
Geographical location

How should exhaUst gases be removed from the overhead of a maintenance shop?
a.
b.

Remove panels in the pl,00f

6.

Use ventilating fps with roof.4enings

d.

Spray water in the overhead

Use a smoke eater

ti

Who is responsible for the administration and control of supplies and equipment in an
engineer shop?
The
The
The
The

b.
c.

d.

unit mechanic
equipment chief
equipment/maintenance officer
administration clerk

Who is responsible for the proper use of an item of engineer equipment?
The unit mechanic
The equipment sperator

a.
b.

c.
d.

The equipment chief
The equipment_officer

The person.responsi le fop: performing theechelons of maintenance. assigned to-an
organization is the
--

a.

b.

98.

unit mechanic.
equipment operato

c.
d.

supply man.
equipment chief.

The
categories of publications used for engineer maintenance are the Marine Corps
Supply Manual, Marine
rps Orders, Marine Corps Bulletins, and
a.
b.

99.

0

Combination grease rack and pit
Grease stall

Which factor determines whether or ngt you heat your shop?

a.

97.

c.

In the tool room
In supply

b.

96.

.

Where should special -tools and equipment be placed in a maintenance shop?

a.

95.

c.
d.

Grease pit
Grease rack

a.
b.

94.

-

Which of the three types of servicing areas is the safest for service on the underside,
of engineer equipment?
a.

93

schedule method.

0. Om method.

The two types of maintenance areas are temportry and

b.

92.

c.

JAG manual.
technital publicatio s

c.
d.

Guidebook for Marines.
modification instructions,

In Which shop unit should engineer records, forms, and reports be located?
I

a.

b.

The tool room
The inspection unit,

c.
d.

The repair unit
The administrative unit

R-11'
or

-

.

2

.

is

1

100.

How often-should inventories
a.
b.

101.

0

nducted?
'c. *Price eacb.fiscal year
d.
Every two years

Every three.- months
Every six months

What is the purpose of an inspection?_
Ar-

a, To Weal operators and mechanics
b.
c.

d.

102.

To shoW a unit the authority of its leaders
To check quantities on hand agailOst propertetontrol cards
To evaluate the supply and mainiNnance performance of a unit

What does the termoSASSI, stond for?
e

Supported4ctiiiities Supply System
Supply and Seevices System
Support and Service System
c.
d. 'Supply Activity Service System
a.
b.

411

103., The three basic operations that make up the supply cycle are the determination of
requirements, procurement, and
c.

a., acceptance.
distribution.'

d,

b.
Q

104.

-What is the .function.of,jhe property control off ce?
a:

b
c.

A.
105.

storage.
filing.

To
To
To
To

care for and store excess itemsof engineer equipment
collect funds at the dining facility
perform the organic property control functions for its parent activity or unit
control maintenance procedurg for an activity or unit
ti

What is the purpose of the DD FOrm 1348?
a.

b.
c.
d.

Maintenance checklist:
Trip ticket 4or engineer equipment
Property control log "'.
Requisition of spare parts and supplies-

,

-....

.,

.

3

Total Points:
rib

*

*

t*,

105
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COURSE IMPROVEMENT SURVEY
Ilia Merles Corp. Isetitute would appreciate your help in improving the course you have just Dmpiloted.
If you would take a few minutes to compl to the following survey, we would have valuable
information to help us improve this course. Your answer' will be kept confidential and will in
so way affect your grade.
r-Thc.

Course Number 1

Rank

1

Mane (Optiinal)

Military Address (Optional)
1.

Did you find inaccurate or outdated information-in this COW'S!?
List the areas you found inaccurate or out of date.

2.

Give page or pategraph if possible.

Now long did it take you to finpsh tha course?

0 1-5 hours

11-15 hours
16-20 hours

06-16 hours
3.

Q No

'13 Yes

1s.r.

Cl More than 20 hours

the procedures taught in thCs course .understandable and useful?

C)Yem

ElNo

If 'So," how could they be improved?'

4.

Now each of the material taught in this course
(3 Almost all
'C3 More than half

5.

very little

an you apply to

our 3ob?
None

.

Less -thaii half

Did you have trouble reading or understandingthe material in this course?
If "Yes,": explain

6.

C)Yes

4.

Mere the "illustrations ire, this course, helpful?

Q Yas

N0

If "Slo,"'how could they be improved?
7.

Put an "X" in a box on the scale below townow. how well you feel the lessons
and the coup&
siterials prepared you for the final examination.
(On this ecale'"10" indicates that the"
material prepared you very well, a '5" in6icates adequate preparation, and a'"1 indicates very
per preparation.)
1/411'

.

Very Poor
1
O.

adequate '
2

4

3

6

5

Very
7

'

9

wear/
10

If you asked MEI for help, were the answers to youi questions
helpful?
'

Yon

No

Oft questions sent to MCI

II., Please list below any suggestions you may have to improve this course. Try to be speciiic, givs
pagecor paragraph numbers. (You may also use the space on the back or attach additiohal sheets.)
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